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fiction, holds few rewardsfor serious journalism. After severalyears of mounting red ink,

Defendant New York Media— ownerand publisher of New York — was sold to another

‘company in September 2019. In wavesof cost-cutting efforts, it has lad off many of ts writers

and editors.

3. These economic pressures have created temptations for New York Media to relax

its journalistic standards and to use New York as a platform for “sensational” stories that will

 

{gamer immediate attention and generate money quickly. The present case illustrates the

‘catastrophic degree to which New York Media has succumbed tothat temptation — trashing a

‘great magazine's hard-earned reputation, wrecking innocent lives, and traffickingin the virulent

prejudices that New York made its name resisting

 

4. Plaintiff Bruce May isa professorat Harvard Law School, where he teaches Civil

Procedure and related subjects. In 2018, he found himselfin an escalating legal conflict with two

‘women he had loved — Maria-Pia Shuman,a cisgender white woman, and Mischa Shuman, @

transgender woman of color(“the Shumans”), who are married to each other. Plaintifhad been

‘very close to the Shumans until 2017, when a painful rupture — facilitated by individuals who

had. lerest in driving them upart and stoking conflict between them — made them bitter  

adversariesin court and in Title IX proceedings at Harvard.

5. In July 2018, Plaintiff agreed to work with New York's editors, and with,

‘Defendant Kera Bolonik, on an article forthe magazine about his dispute with the Shumans. The

agreement was that the article, to be reported by Bolonik, would meet the high standards of

professional investigative journalism long associated with the magazine, 

6 Ph

 

tfthen worked closely with Bolonik and New York Media — along with
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David Korzenik, counsel to New York Media — for many months,actingnot only as a source

but asa fact-checker and legal consultant, doing everything he could to make possible the

responsible piece ofinvestigative journalism they had promised him. Healso gave up —at the

‘urging of Bolonik and hereditors — the opportunity to have such a piece done by the NewYork

Times, which had repeatedly expressed interest in coveringthe story before Plaintiff agreed to

‘work exclusively with Defendants

7. Defendants did not produce the responsible pieceof investigative journalism they

‘promised, and made no real attempt todo so. Instead, they seized the opportunity to produce a

sensational “True Crime” story,replete with vicious transphobic and misogynistic stereotypes,

portraying the Shumans as scheming, deviant femmesfatales preying on a series of men, and

 

Plaintiffas their credulous, hapless viet

 

8. This had been Bolonik and her editors’ vision ofthe project from the start, and

remained so throughout. The idea was that such a salacious “True Crime” story would quickly

.win wide circulation and notoriety, leading to a book and movie and/or television series — which

‘would bringin desperately needed cash for New York and recognition for the unknown Bolonik,

‘who was a copy editor at the magazine.

9. NewYork’s editors knew that Bolonik, who had no experience as an investigative

reporter, was unqualified to perform the task ofserious investigative journalism that had been

promised Plaintiff. They looked the other way as she violated the protocols ofinvestigative

reporting, flouted the interpersonal boundaries normally observed by professional journalists,

and exploited her position to sexually harass and seek inappropriate emotional and romantic

 

intimacy with Plaintiff. They ignored the red flags raised by the projectsprincipal editor and
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supervisor, who — shortly before leaving for greenerpastures in the spring of 2019 — started to

have second thoughts aboutthe project and warned that Bolonik’s article, then in the editing

stages, did not meet New York's standards for responsible and accurate reporting. They published

the article not because they considered itto be sound journalism — which they knewit was not

 

—but because they expected it would make a splash, it did.

10, Bolonik’s article, entitled “The Most Gullible Man in Cambridge,” appeared in

the July 22, 2019 edition of New York magazine, and also in the July 23, 2019 edition of New

 

‘York Medias online journal The Cut

11, The article —a Fatal Atractiominspired piece ofpulp fiction masquerading as

journalism, featuring two deranged, predatory women who menace a Harvard Law School

professor and his family — caused exactly the sensation desired by its creators. It it upthe

internet. It became one of New York's “most read” stores, Because — as described by the

‘magazine's features editor, Genevieve Smith, who oversaw the aticle's publication — it

‘consisted of “wild storytelling that blends reporting with erat." Calls from Hollywood started

Pouringin, and Bolonik’s literary agent began setting up an auction for the rights to publish a

‘book-length versionofthe article.

12, As the article wentviral, Bolonik heard from several readers with negative stories

totll about the Shumans, These led tothe publication ofa followuparticle entitled “The

Harvard Professor Seam Gets Even Weirder,” which appeared inthe August 8, 2019 issue of The

‘Cut, Making use ofinnuendo and dark stereotypesit added color and depth to the first article's

salacious fictional portrayal ofthe Shumans as sexually deviant predators and PlaintifT as their

clueless, gullible vietim.
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13. Had Defendants actually honored the agreement with Plaintiff, and produced the

responsible piece ofinvestigative joumalism they had promised him, this would all have tured

‘out very differently. Atrly professional investigative work — ofthe sort New York used to pride

itself on publishing — would have revealed that far from being the predators portrayed inthe
article, the Shumans are the victims ofa predatory campaign to demonize them for their gender

‘onconformity; thatthe “criminal” labelaffixed to them is the product of prejudice-driven
effort to weaponi Jaw enforcement against them; and that they and Plaintiff are complex:

individuals who loved each other who find themselves locked in a conflict eynically orchestrated

by others. The promised work ofjournalism would, in other words, have been the very opposite

of the “True Crime” melodrama with which Defendants chose to stain the pages of a once-great

 

magazine in financial distress.
14, Over the past few months, Plaintiff has been seeking to correct the record and

limit the damage Defendants have caused. Ina series of letters to Korzenik, he has called New
‘York Media's atention tothe articles" inaccuracies andit reporter's misconduct has described
them in detail and has offered to provide supporting documentation; and has asked tht the
anicles be removed from circulation,because they fall vasily shor of New Yorks journalistic

standards.

15. Korzenik’s handling of Plaintiffs objections has been on the same level of

 

professionalism (j.., unprofessionalism) as were the reporting and editing of the articles. Instead

ofaddressing Pla

 

’s concerns, Korzenik has sought to discredit Plaintiff with defamatory

 

accusations, and has sought to intimidate Plaintiff with threats to expose his confidences and

publish another negativearticle abouthim if he persists with his objections. When Plaintiff stated
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that he would not be cowed intosilence and would file suit if necessary to get his concerts taken

seriously, Korzenik resorted todilatory tactics in onder torun out the statute of limitations on

 

Plainti"s claims. Korzenik’s dirty tricks have left Plaintiff no choice but to file the present

16, Defendants have defamed Plaintiff; have breached their contract with him, and

have violated their duty of good faith and fair dealing toward him. In addition, New York

Media's tuming ofa blind eye toward Bolonik’ssexual harassment of Plaintiff violates New

‘York's anti-discrimination laws, PlantfT now seeks relief forthe serious economie and

‘nonpecuniary losseshe has sustained as a result,

PARTIES

17, Bruce Hay is an individual and resident of Cambridge, Massachusetts. He is a

professorat Harvard Law School, where he has been on the faculty since 1992.

18 New York M

 

LLC isa privately held Delaware limited liability company

‘headquartered in New York, New York.

19, Defendant Kera Botoni

 

‘an individual and resident of Brooklyn, New York.

‘She is an editor at DAME magazine. Untilthe summer of2019, she was a copy editor at New

York magazine.

20. Defendant David Korzenik a partnerat Miller Korzenik Sommers Rayman LLP,

 

‘and counsel to New York Media LLC.

AURISDICTION

21, This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1332(a)(1), because there is

complete diversity ofcitizenship and the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000.
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22. Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b), because a substantialpart ofthe

events giving rise tothe claims occurredin the Southern District of New York.

FACTS:

Persecution

23. This case arises outof the decade-long persecution of two women, Maria-Pia

‘Shuman and Mischa Shuman (formerly Mischa Haider), forthe erime of defying conventional

senderroles and expectations.

24, The Shumans have been married since 2011. Their children were born in 2011,

2013, and 2016, Before moving to Francein 2018, they lived for approximately ten years in

‘Cambridge, Massachusetts

25. Mischa, atranswender woman ofcolor, isa Ph.D. studentin physics at Harvard.

“Maria-Pia, whois cisgender, is an accountant. They both grew up in Europe, and met in 2001

‘while atending the elite Imperial Collegein London.

26. Both women have extraordinary intellectual achievements, including top
‘academic degrees in physics, the command ofseveral technical disciplines, and fluency in

‘multiple languages.

27. They are also vocaland uncompromising activistsfor gender equality,
transgender rights, and the protection of marginalized groups — subjects on which Mischa, a

 

sifted writer, has published numerous essays that have attracted widespread admiration.

28. ‘The Shumans’ family structure is unusual. The two women are lifetime partners

‘and legally married, but have never beenromantically orsexually involved with each other;

their romantic and sexualrelationships have always been with other people.
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29. Since 2010, Mischa has been in a steady romantic relationship with Andrew

Klein, who lives with the Shumans. Andrew is for all intents and purposesis Mischa’s husband,

‘though the two are not legally married, They are husband and wife in the old-fashioned sense,

‘monogamous and exclusively committed toeach other.

30. Maria-

 

jin contrast,has had a series ofliaisons and relationships with both men

‘and women throughoutthe marriage. She unequivocallyrejects traditional notions offeminine

passivity in relationships.She is not shy about approaching strangers she finds atractive,or

about having casualsexual encounters, just as many men do.

31, Maria-Pia's practice of“playing the field” has exposed her,on a numberof

‘occasions, to episodes of sexual harassment and assault that she has reported tothe police.It has
also led her to confrontations with several men concerningthe paterity ofthe Shumans’

children,

32, Maria-Pia is the biological motherofthe Shumans’ three children, who do not

share a biological father. For all intents and purposes, however, the children’s true parents are

Mischa and Andrew, whom the children address as “maman”and “daddy.”

33. The Shumans'political commitments and activist mentality extend to their

personal lives. They have zero tolerance for transphobia, misogyny,and prejudice against
 

‘unconventional families, which they have encountered for many years. They will not submitto

anything resembling gender-based discrimination orharassment, or sexual violence or

exploitation. When they encounterthese things, they fight back.

34. Allof the above makes the Shumans very strange, and very threatening,to a great

‘many people — because Mischa is a transgender woman with brown skin and middle easter.
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  heritage; because Mari sexually aggressive pursuer of both men and women; because

they are defiantly unapologetic about who they are and how they live, and do not back down,

when they are under attack.

35. Predictably, this has drawn the Shumans into a series ofinterpersonal conflicts

‘and legal disputes over the years. Equally predictably, it has led someoftheir adversaries to

attempt tobrand them as criminals and to weaponize the machinery of law enforcement against

them,

36. Andrew's parents, unable to accept the fact that their son had fallen fell in love

with a transgender woman, violently opposed his relationship with Mischa as soon as it began in

 

2010. They told people that Andrew had initially been seduced by Maria-Pia, then had been

roped in by the women with claimsthat Maria-Pia had cancer and was pregnant with his child,

and finally had been “brainwashed”into falling in love with Mischa. They took extraordinary,

increasingly unhinged, measures to “rescue” ther son from the Shumans, includingenlisting a

state trooper friend to frighten Andrew with unhinged insinuations that Mischa had possible

connections to middle-eastern terrorism. In 2013, Andrew finally sought a restraining order

against his parents.

37. Andrew'ssister Margaret also developed a violent hatred of the Shumans, and

spared no effort to “free” her brother from “their clutches”. She spread rumors that they deprived

him offood and sleep and forced him to participate in satanic rituals. She particularly hated

‘Mischa, and did nothesitate to exploit nativist and transphobie prejudices against her in

potentially deadly ways. During the manhuntfor the Boston Marathon bombers in April 2013,

the news carried reports that authorities were looking for a possible accomplice — a man named
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Mikhail Allakhverdov,nicknamed Misha, who had supposedly“brainwashed” two young men

(the Tsamaev brothers) into committing the deadly atrocity. Upon hearing this news, Margaret

contacted the FBI to report that Mischa Shuman mightbe the person the authorities were

seeking.

38 Around the time she became pregnant with herthird child in April 2015, Maria-

Pia had a casual sexual encounter with a man who shall be referred to here as Richard Roe. She

in June 2015, which led to a heated exchange in which she urged notified Roe ofthe pregnane

 

Roe toget a lawyer. Roe engaged attorney Douglas Brooks, who hired former state trooper Bob

Longto investigate the Shumans. Long proceeded to dig up whatever drt he could on the

‘Shumans, much of it coming from the hate-filled imaginations of Andrew's family members,

‘with whom Long identified and sympathized. He spoke to the Shumans' friends and neighbors,
tsving the false impression he was conducting an investigation for law enforcement authorities.

Hegot hisfriends on the Cambridge Police Departmentto seek records from a bed & breakfast

Maria-Pia had stayed at, whose management tured the police away on the ground that they were

conducted an unlawful search. Long then wrote a scathing, bigoted report aboutthe women,in
whichhe called Maria-Pia “pathological” and conjectured that she was running a “deviant

scheme to extort money from young men.” Because he had no evidence to support his
conjecture, Long proposed running a “sting operation” with the help ofthe Cambridge police, the

results of which could(Long suggested)be used to extract a hefty settlement paymentfrom the

Shumans.
39. Roe’s lawyer Brooks was apparently convinced by Long's groundless conjecture,

and thereaftertreated it as established fact. Upon receiving Long’s report in July 2015, he wrote

10
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letter to Maria-Pia accusing her oftrying to target Brooks's client Richard Roe in a

 

“scheme”that was “aimed atextorting money from men whom you falsely claimed impregnated
xyou." The letter stated that rom 2012 to 2014, the Shumans had “extorted” money from a man
—here refered 10 as Jon Poe — with false claims that he was the biological father oftheirfrst,
child, and then had sought a restraining orderagainst him based on “blatantlyfalse” accusations
thathe had sexually assaulted! Mari-Pia and threatened her life. Brooks's accusations were
demonstrably false,andthe letter offered no evidence in support of them. The letter nonetheless

ion. A shor ti

 

implied that the accusations might expose the Shumans toa criminalinvesti ©

 

‘afterward, Maria-Pia and Roe agreed to drop the matter and to enterinto a non-disclosure

‘agreement.

40. Mari

 

also had two casual sexual encounters in March and April 2015 with a

‘man named Jeffrey Scuter, in the second of which Scuteri sexually assaulted her. She reported

the assault to the police a short time later, but decided not to press charges once she realized she

‘was pregnant. Overthe next year the Shumans had series of heated exchanges with Scuteri and

his lawyer Howard Cooper concerning the assault, the paternity of the Shuman child born in

2016, and a video taken ofthe April 2015 encounter. Cooper, Secking to divert attention from

Scuteri’scriminal actions, has accusedthe Shumans of being “radical feminists” who soughtto

deceive his clientinto becoming an “involuntary sperm donor.” Scuteri’s groundless suit against

the Shumans, and their counterclaim for the sexual assault against Maria-Pia, remains pending,

‘Cooperhas also sought, unsuccessfully, to make criminal case out ofhis clients manufactured

grievance against the Shumans.

n
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Relationship

41, Plaintiff lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in a house that he shares with his ex-

 

wife Jennifer Zacks. He and Jennifer divorced in 1999, and have not been romantic partners

since then, They have, however, continued to share a houschold, and have two youngchildren,

born in 2009 and 2010.

42. Plaintiff met Mari  March 2015, when she approached him, struck up a

conversation, and agreed to meet him for coffee. They quickly began a romantic relationshi

 

“which blossomed in the weeks and monthsafterward.

43. Maria-Pia continued to see other men in March and April 2015. By then she knew

that Plaintiff had « pronounced jealous streak, and was ony interested in sexually monogamous

relationships. Fearfulofdriving him away,she did not disclose to him that ther relationship had

‘ot been sexually exclusive from the beginning. When she told him in late May 2015 that she

was expecting a child,he assumed that he had caused the pregnancy.
44, Plaintiffand Mari

 

ia never discussed the biological paternity of the child

because the issue was little significanceto either ofthem, Neither ofthem were at all interesting

in establishinglegal claims against each other vis a vis the child. It was clearly understood that

Plaintiff could have whatever relationship he chose withall three ofher children, and that his

‘genetic connection tothe third child had no bearing on the matter.

45. Plaintiffand Maria-Pia became increasingly close overthe course of 2015. In

‘November 2015, Plaintiff met Mischa, to whom he became equally close, though there were

romantic Feelings on both sides, the two ofthem were never sexually involved. From then on,

Plaintiff and the Shumans frequently declared their love for each other and theirdesire to live

2
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together permanently. Plaintiffspent much ofhis time with them and their children, and

increasingly felt himselfto be part of their family. He shared theirinterests in gender equality

‘and leamed a great deal about the subject from Mischa, with whom he became an intellectual

collaboratoron transgenderrights and related topics.

46. Plaintiffs relationship with the Shumans met with relentless interference from

Jennifer, who did not want Plaintiff tobe involved with other women. Jennifer was hostile

‘toward the Shumans, strived to prevent Plaintiff from seeing them, and attempted to convince

hhim that they were merely after his money.

47. The relationship also met with interference from friends of the Shumans, They

told the Shumans false stories that Plaintiff was a “sexual predator” with a history ofassaulting

and exploiting women, These false stories led to distrust and tension during Plaintif's

relationship with the Shumans when they confronted him about them. Plaintiff vigorously and

‘truthfully denied the stories, but the Shumans were left with lingering and mistaken concerns that

there might be some truth tothe stories. Undoubtedly, these concerns and fears on their part

affected their perception of Plaintiff's actions and intentions toward them.

48, These interferences from Jenniferand the Shumans'friends had the desired effect

  ‘of creating tension in, and ultimately ending,the relationship. Throughout 2016and early 2017,

the Shumans became increasingly hurt and angered by Plaintiff's continued tolerance of

Jennifer's hostile actions and obstruction oftheirrelationship; by his lavishing virtually all of his

‘emotional and material resources on Jennifer despite her unacceptable treatmentof the Shumans;

by his efforts to placate Jennifer by hi

 

hhis relationship with them from her; and by his broken.

promises to redress the imbalance and draw sensible boundaries on his relationship to Jennifer

B
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that would allow him to have a healthy relationship with them. There were harsh arguments in

which they accused him, with considerable justification, of exploiting them and hypocrtically

ignoring his supposed commitmentto gender equality and transgender rights.

49. In December 2016, Plaintiff invited the Shumans over to his home at atime when

the thoughtno one else would be home. When they arrived, there was a confrontation between

Jennifer and Maria-Pia while Mischa remained seated inthe cat. This confrontation was

‘videotaped by Plaintf’s adult son; Maria-Pia asked him to stop filming, leading to a tussle in

‘hich Maria-Pia mistakenly believed that she had been kicked. At that point Mischa got out of

the car; not knowing what had happened, she assumed Maria-Pia was being verbally and
physically attacked because of her relationship with Plaintiffand the pregnancy. Mischa was

angry that Jennifer viewed Maria-Pia as, in effect, Plaintiff's “mistress” who had gotten

Pregnant; her reaction, caught on camera, was to shout that it was “not Maria-Pia’s fault” that
Plaintiff had gotten her pregnant. Mischa’s point was clearly not that Plaintiff had in fact caused

the pregnancy; it was that Jenifershould stop blaming and attacking Maria-Pia for what had
‘occurred between her and Plainsince Jennifer likely assumed Plaintiff had caused the

pregnancy.
50. In discussionsof howto finance their future together,Plaintiff suggested thatthe

SShumans help him financiallyin order to pay off Jenifer’s mortgage,an idea they resisted. They

‘also complained that he was notcontributing to their shared expenses, forcingthem to bear

Plaintif"’s portion and make upthe shortfall. The Shumans noted that he seemed to have the

‘money pay for Jenifer and his own children and expected them to pay for Plaintiffdespite them

having financial obligations oftheir own, The rare expressions of anger by the Shumans over

4
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Plaintiffs failure to pay his share financially were related tothese issues and not any form of

child support.

51, Matters eame to a head in July 2017, when Plaintiff invited the Shumans to stay 

‘at his and Jennifer's house and they refused to leave, declaring that they were tied of being

treated like mistresses. Contrary tothe articles’defamatory assertion,the Shumans did not invade 

oF steal Plaintiff"s house and they also did not move into

 

fonder to extort him oF for any

‘unlawful purpose.The Shumans wanted to remain in the house because they believed they had

the right to do so. Jennifer sued to have them ejected, prompting biter standoff between 

Plaintiff and the Shumans. He was angry at them forstanding up to Jennifer: hey were angry at

hhim forfailingto do so; the rift became unbridgeable. The relationship came to a painful,

acrimonious end when Plaintiff and the Shumans broke offcontactin late August 2017, Both

sides were left feelinghurt and betrayed,

between
52, ‘The rupture was applauded by fiends ofthe Shumans, who were aware of the

situation and harbored ill will toward theirrelationship. Afterthe rupture, they continued to

‘encourage the Shumans to embrace the nonsensical view that Plaintiff was a serial predator who

 

‘had victimized them. They successfully urged them to take action against court and at

Harvard.

 

53. The rupture was also applauded by the people advising Plaintiff, who encouraged

Plaintiff to take the equally nonsensical view that the Shumans were serial predators who had

vietimized him, and that

 

relationship with them had been one big scam on theirpart. His

advisers successfully urged him to avoid allefforts at compromise or reconciliation, and to treat

15
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the dispute as a matter for courts andthe police.

54, ‘The intense feelings of hurt and betrayal on both sides rendered both Plaintiff and

the Shumans highly susceptible to such manipulation. Plaintiffand the Shumans had virtually no

‘communication after their rupture; as theirconflict escalated, each side developed increasingly

‘outlandish ideas ofthe other’s behaviorand intentions. On each side, they reinterpreted their

history, and interpreted each new development, inthe light most unfavorable tothe other side —

promptingthe other side todo the same,in a vicious eycle leading each side to develop a dark,

 

twisted ofthe other bearing no relation to reality, 

55. On Plaintiff's side, this process was aggravated by the fact that he was very

isolated in the aftermath ofthe rupture. He discussedhis conflict with the Shumans with no one

‘but a few advisers who,in addition to having personal antipathy toward the Shumans, had

 

material interest sin convincing Plain that the Shamans were his sworn enemies, Together,
these advisors formed an “echo chamber”surrounding Plait, amplifying thatidea and driving
‘ut all others.

56. The process was also aggravated by Plaintiff's mental health problems,including
‘history ofelinical depression, mild autism spectrum disorderand the aftereffects of childhood
sexual abuse. These make Plaintiff especially vulnerable to feelings ofisolation and

 

abandonment, and also to emotional manipulation.

57. This process was also aggravated by Plaintiff's discovery of “other men" in

Maria-Pia’s life. During the relationship, the Shumans”had told him of theirdisputes with Roe

 

and Scuteri, but had not shared with him someofthe underlying details and chronologies.

Blinded by feelings ofjealousy and betrayal, Plaintiff no longer knew whatto betieve aboutthe

16
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‘Shumans, and was inereasingly vulnerable to those who wanted him to believe the worst

58. In October 2017, Attorney Howard Cooper told Plaintiffthathe and Cooper's

client Jeffrey Scuteri (see 40 above) were both victims of a “paternity fraud.” This was pure

fiction, designed to enlist Plaintfin Cooper’effort to discredit the Shumans to cover up his

client Jeffrey Scuter's sexually assaulting Maria-Pia. Cooper had undisguised animosity towards

the Shumans. Plaintiffnonetheless trusted Cooper and aecepted this false version of events, He

accepted Cooper's offer to represent him, not realizing he was ineffect being used to protect

Seuteri from credible sexual assault accusations.

59. In December 2017 Cooper, exploit i information obtained from Plaintiff, sought

  

to persuade the Massachusetts Attomey General's criminal westigate the Shumans,

In February 2018,that office informed Cooperthatthe evidence did not warrant opening an

invest

  

60. Inlate March 2018, the Shumansfiled a lawsuit against Plaintiff in Massachusetts

Superior Court. The complaint contained numerous accusations thatthe Plaintiff denies; on

information and belief the Shumans were persuaded by friends and lawyers to believe the

accusations were ru.
61, Incarly April 2018,Plaintiff engaged Attomey Doug Brooks, who showed

Plaintif the 2015 leter (See 39 above)in which Brooks had falsely accused the Shumans of
deceiving Andrew about the frst child's paternity and about Shuman’s health; ofcommitting
“extortion” and making “blatantly false accusations” against John Poe and of forming a
“scheme” to extort Richard Roe. Plantf!— wrongly assumingthat these accusations were
‘based on sound evidence — accepted the accusations astrue.

7
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(62, From that time forward, Plaintiff mistakenly considered himself tobe part of a

“ait” of Shuman “victims,” which included Poe, Roe, Scuteri and Andrew. In early May 2018,

‘he filed suit against the Shumans in Massachusetts Superior Court, making allegations offraud

‘and extortion that Plaintiff incorrectly believed to be true,

63. On May 7, 2018, Mischa filed a Tile IX complaint against Plaintiff at Harvard,

‘The complaintcontained numerous allegations of harassment and discrimination thatthe PlaintifT

denies; allegations which,on information and belief Mischa's friends and lawyers had persuaded

“Mischa (who, like Plaintiff, was in an emotionally vulnerable state) were tue.

64, On May 24, 2018, Plaintiff received a deranged series of text messages, calculated

to.appear to be from Maria-Pia, taunting Plaintiff about the proceedings launched by the

‘Shumans and threatening that his ordeal wasjust beginning; warning that he would soon be
facing accusations from numerous people. The messages read as follows:

Hey 9)
Having fun?
‘You should have believed me when I said I was prepared,foreverything.

 

‘Take my word, you ain't seen nothing yet | promise,
‘Ohand as to your quest for motives? Don't bother. just really hate the patriarchy that's

‘These messages were in factsent by someone who was fully acquainted withthe escalating,

conflict and was impersonating Maria-Pia. The Shumans did not know about the messages and

18
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hhad nothing to do with their being sent.

65. The purpose of the individualimpersonating Maria-Pia with the above messages

‘was to further escalate the conflict between Plaintiff and the Shumans. The impersonator knew

that the messages wouldinflamePlaintiffand discourage him from setting the conflict, which

the Shumans were showing signs of wanting to resolve, The impersonator also knew that the

-messages could be used as evidence ofcriminal extortion, which Plaintiff would (and did)report

to law enforcementauthorities as well as to Harvard —so thatthe impersonator was thus

‘exposing the Shumans to possible criminal prosecution, as well as to disciplinary action against

Mischa at Harvard.It is evident thatthe impersonator was eager to see Plaintiffs and the

Shumans destroy each other.

66. Plaintiff. and his advisers were fooled into believing that the May 24 messages

‘were indeed sent by Maria-Pia, Had he been been more alert and detached, Plaintiff would have

 

noticed some obvious alarm bells:the Shumans, in his experience, never used the term
 would have  “patriarchy”;

been completely insane of Mari

ye messages were not written in her “voice”; and more importantly,

 

ia to send such obviously se-ineriminatingstatements. These

messages harmed the Shumans' case and would not at all be in their interests to send. Viewed as

evidence against the Shumans, the messages were a litle “too good tobe true.” But Plaintiff, by

then in siege mentality, ignored these obvious signs thatthe messages were fabricated.

67. The May 24 messages had the effectdesired by their sender. To Plaintiff and his

advisers, they were “proof” thatthe Shumans were unscrupulous predators out to destroy him.

Plaintiff gave upon the idea of compromise or reconeifiation with them, He reported the threats

to lawenforcement and to Harvard. In mid-June,his lawyers again approached the state Attorney
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General'soffice, encouragingit to open an investigation ofthe Shumans.

68, On June 22, 2018, the state Attorney General'soffice again informed Plaintiff's

lawyers thatthe evidence did not warrant openinga criminalinvestigation of the Shuman.

69. Convinced that the Shumans were determined to ruin his life, and unable to

interest law enforcement in his predicament, Plaintiff reluctantly decided to take the story to the

press, His hope was that an investigative journalist would “expose” the Shumans forthe

predators that Plaintiff had come to believe — quite falsely — that they were.

Agreement

70, Plaintiff reached out to Defendant Kera Bolonik on June 24, 2018,see!

  

advice about hisstory tothe press. Plaintiff and Bolonik were connected as “friends” on

 

Facebook, but had never met or communicated before. They came from the same hometown, and

hhad some old childhood friends in common, Plaintiff contacted her because her frequent posts on

Facebook indicated that she was a writer interested in gender issues,and that she had many

Journalistic connections.

 

7. Pl

 

fT had been agonizingfor some weeks about whether, and how,to obtain

press coverage ofthe story. He was worried not only about the embarrassmentthat press

‘coverage would bring him and his family, but about the danger that the story would be covered in

‘an irresponsible manner that would fuel misogynistic and transphobic stereotypes. The latter

‘concern had led him to reject two New York-based journalists whom he had been intermittently

‘communicating with for several weeks. Plaintiff was not well connected to the world of

investigative journalists, and was unsure how to find the right one. Botonik’s apparent

combination of qualities — interest in gender issues, professional ties to journalism, and personal
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tiesto old frends ofPlaintiff's — made her, to Paintif’s mind, someone he could safely confide

in and trust to render sound advice.

72. Intheir exchange (conducted on Facebook's text messaging application) lofJune

24, 2018, Plaintifftold Bolonik that he believed he and several other men had been victimized by

the Shumans:that he was now goingthrough a conflict that had left him very badly shaken

‘emotionally; that his personal and professional life were ina state of upheaval; and that he was

looking fora journalist who could cover the story responsibly.He shared with Bolonik his,

recently completed writen statement in the Tile IX proceeding, which asserted thathe was the

victim of “campaign of fraud, extortion, and false acusations” by the Shumans. The writen

statementalso set forth Plaintif's mistaken understanding, acquired from Brooks and Cooper,

about what the Shumans had done to Poe, Roe,and Scuter

73. Bolonik immediately expressed sympathy for Plaintiff and outrage at what the
‘Shumans — whom she called “grifters” and “predators” who should “rot” — were doingto him

and other men. She agreed thatthe story called fora responsible reporter who was sensitive to

gender issues, and proposed that she herselfcover the story herselffor New York magazine. She

concluded the June 24 exchange by sayingshe wouldpitchthe story to eitors at New York, and

‘would get back to Plaintiff.

74, Still unsure what to do, Plaintiff contacted and shared his story with Jodi Kantor,

an investigative reporterat the New York Times, on June 26,2018. Kantor told Plaintiff thatthe

story was highly newsworthy and suitable forthe Times, but that she herself was too busy to take

(on the story. She told Plaintiff that she would see whether one of her investigative reporter

colleagues atthe Times colleagues had time to take on the story. On July 6, 2018, Kantor wrote
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Plaintiff that she was still searching for an available colleague at the Times, and that Plaintift

should plan on being in touch with her again soon,

75. On July 7,2018, Bolonik told Plaintiff that her pitch had been accepted, and

asked him to work exclusively with heron the story for New York magazine, Upon hearing

Plaintiff describe his communications with Kantor, Bolonik told Plaintiff that he should work

that her

 

\with Bolonik and New York rather than with a reporter atthe Times. She assured Plain

investigation and reporting ofthe story would be thorough, professional, and sensitive to the

that she understood that he

 

delicate gender issues raised by the story.Shealso assured PI
‘was ina state ofemotional turmoil; that she understood that his personaland profesional lives
had been tured upside down by the events she would be covering; and that she understood that
her coverage of the mater would have a major impact on his life and his career and position at
Harvard. On that understanding, Plaintif agreed, on approximately July 9, 2018,to work
‘exclusively with Bolonik and New York Media on the preparation of anarticle for New York

magazine.

 

76. In reaching that agreement, Plaintiff placed great weight on the fact that NewYork

1 widely respected publication with a distinguished history of investigative reporting on issues

relating to gender, race,and civil rights. The magazine's willingness to assign such an obviously

 

delicate story to Bolonik was, forPlaintiff, a strong indication that she was up to the job,

Moreover, Plaintiff tookitfor granted thatthe magazine's editors would review her work

carefully, and would publish it ony after ensuring thatit met the highest journalistic standards,

He knew next to nothing about Bolonik’s work history, and was unaware thatshe had no

‘experience asan investigative reporter.
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77. From that time forward, Plaintiff repeatedly told Botonik that he expected her to

produce a pieve ofinvestigative journalism that was truthful and accurate, and that he would do

his best to help her produce it, He also repeatedly told her that he had only very limited

experience with journalism,and that he was countingon her to comply with the procedures and

<thical rules applicable to sound investigative reporting,of which he had only rudimentary

knowledge, Bolonik repeatedly assured Plaintiff that she was doing so,

78. Six months into Bolonik’s reporting, in January 2019, Plaintiff had an extended

phone conversation with Laurie Abraham, then an editor at New York, who had commissioned

Bolonik to write the article and had principal responsibility for overseeing it, Abraham informed

Plaintiff that in addition to being an editor she was trained as a lawyer, having attended Yale Law

School, She assured Plaintiff that she was closely following Bolonik's work on the story, that

‘Bolonik could be trusted toreport it thoroughly and professionally,and thatthe published final

product would meet the highestjournalistic standards.

79. _Inreliance onthese promises and expectations, Plaintiff exposed the most

intimate details ofhislife to public view via the Defendants. He gave Bolonik and hereditors all

 

Of the relevantinformation and documentsthat he could, answered questions and recounted

his perceptions ofevents as accurately as he could, and did everything else in his power to make

 

their work easier. Following publication ofthe resulting article in the summer of 2019, he helped

Bolonik and New York Media promote the article and defend it from legal attacks; helped

Bolonik explore movie and TV deals based on the article; and helped Bolonik begin work on her

book based on the article

80. Also in reliance on these promises and expectations, Plaintiff gave up the chance
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to have the story investigated and reported by jouralists at other publications, Upon agreeing to

‘work with Bolonik, Plaintiff ecased communicating with the New York Times, and ended his

search for a reporter.Thereafter, on several occasions during Bolonik’s reporting, Plaintiff was

contacted about the story by reporters from other news outlets;atthe request of Bolonik and her

editors at New York, Plaintiff turned away all such inquiries without comment, which led the

inquiring reporters to abandon the story.

Coverage

81. Had they lived up to their agreement with Plaintiffand the trust he placed in them,

Bolonik andher editors would have greeted Plaintiff's account ofthe Shumans and their “trail of

victims” with a healthy dose of skepticism, despite the Plaintiff's sincere belief in the account.

 

‘They would have investigated with care, as they had promised, and would have found that it

‘was thoroughly contradicted bythe evidence.

82. The resulting coverage would have revealed that Plaintiff was tragically mistaken

aboutthe Shumans;that the false picture he had formed was the product ofhis escalating

conflicts with the two women, stoked by third parties with ulterior motives; that far from being

the predators he supposed them to be,the Shumans were the vietims ofa campaign of lies

directed at them foryears, fueled both by prejudice and by the cynicism of those willing to

harness it to their own advantage.

83, The coverage would have revealed thatattempts to falsely portray the Shumans as

‘criminals,and to weaponize law enforcement against them, had been snowballing for years —in

the enlistment by Andrew's parents of a Massachusetts state trooper to seare Andrew with

suggestions that Mischa had connections to middle-caster terrorists; in Andrew'ssister
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“Margaret's attempt to have the FBI arrest Mischa as a suspectin the 2013 Boston Marathon

‘bombing; in formerstate trooper Bob Long’seffort to dig updirt on the Shumans with the help

of his friends in the Cambridge Potice Department; in the demonstrably false accusations

 contained in Brooks's 2015 letter to the Shumans, based on Long’s evidence-free conjectures; in

‘Howard Cooper's unsuccessful attempts to launch a criminal probe against the Shumans, for use

 as leverage against them on behalf ofhis clientJeffrey Seuteri; inthe fabricated “incriminating”

text messages of May 24, 2018, sent to Plaintffin the knowledge that he would report to the

police as having come from the Shumans.

84. The coverage would have revealed that Plaintiff was the victim not of the

‘Shumans,butrather ofthe individuals — such as Margaret Klein, Howard Cooper, Bob Long,

and the senderof the fabricated incriminating messages — who had contributed to the false

portrayal ofthe Shumans as criminals and were now using it to inflame the conflict between him

Tif as well as theirs.

 

and the two women, which was ruining

85. The coverage would have revealed thatthe “rea” story here was aboutthe

destructive effects oftransphobia, misogyny, and bigotry toward unconventional families: these

prejudices (and theirskillful deployment) were at the oot of the false portrayal of the Shumans

as predators, a portrayal that Plaintiff had been deceived and manipulatedinto acceptingdespite

hhis abhorrence ofthe prejudicesthat underlay it; the Shumans,in tur, had been deceived and

‘manipulated into believing that Plaintiff was a sexual predator who had aligned himself withthe

bigots,and fought back relentlessly;the ensuing war was devastatingall three ofthem.

86, ‘The coverage would also have revealed that this tragedy was having real

 

‘consequences not only for Plaintif, the Shumans, and theirfamilies, butfor the broader world.It
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‘would have revealed,for example,that in wrecking Mischa Shuman’s life and reputation,

‘demonizers ofthe Shumans had silenced the voice ofa brilliant writer and commentator on

transgender rights, gender equality, and other subjects related to politics and injustice. It would

hhave revealed that they had also deprived transgender girls of the rarest ofrole models —  

‘wansgender woman whois ina stable, oving relationship witha cisgender man; who is the one

and only mother to her three children; who has a dazzling record ofintellectual achievement

despite the formidable barriers putin her way.

87. Unfortunately, none ofthis minimally responsible coverage happened, because

neither Bolonik nor her editors ved upto theragreement with Plaintiff: Rather than provide the

professional investigative journalism they had promised Plaintiff, they decided it would be more

to their advantage to use him fora tabloid-styl,stereotype-filled thriller abouttwo deviant

‘women who prey upon a hapless Harvard professor.

 

her editors at New York Media was to exploit Plantif’s story to produce a salacious “True

Crime” tale portraying the Shumans as deviant villains who target men for extortion by means of

paternity seams andfalse sexual assault accusations. That is how Bolonk pitchedthe story to the

editors; itis how she and her editors conceived ofthe project throughout its development;

 

hhow they packaged the false and defamatory final product.

89. Bolonik’s explicit model for the project, shared with her editors at New York

Media, was herlate friend Michelle MeNamara’s I'l Be Gone in the Dark: My Obsessive Quest

‘for the Golden State Killer —a book that Bolonik mentioned in her first conversation with
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Plaintiffand many times afterward, with a combination of reverence and envy.

90, MeNamara’s book, published shortly ter the author's death atthe age of48,had

reputedly helped the police catch and imprison a serial killer. It had become a bestseller, had led

to a lucrative movie deal, and had won the author considerable posthumous fame. Upon being

‘contacted by Plaintiff in June 2018, Bolonik quickly spotted an opportunity to match herlate

friend's feat, She would don the mantle ofinvestigative reporter, would “expose”the Shumans as

dangerous serial predators, and get them prosecuted and imprisoned; this would make her a

bestselling author, would lead to a Hollywood deal, and bring her fame and fortune. No longer

‘would she be a failed middle-aged writerthat no one had ever heard of, nursing an inferiority

‘complex about her Rutgers education, supporting herself with a dead-end job as a copy editorat

‘New York magazine.

91. To Bolonik, Plaintiffrepresented not just an opportunity for financial gain and

professional success; he represented an atractve prospectfor an intimate personal relationship

‘and a romantic relationship with a professor at Harvard, the glamorous “intellectual epicenter of

the country,” as she called it, She was openly jealous ofhisrelationship with the Shumans, who

had top degrees from world-class universities and “think they're smarter than everyone else,” as

she told him, She suspected that he still had feelings for them, which she would try hard to

extinguish. Throughout her association with Plaintiff, she would seekto replace the Shumans as

the object of his romantic affections.

92. Bolonik’s pursuitof intimacy with Plaintiff frequently crossed the line into sexual

harassment. She contacted Plaintiff almost daily by telephone or text message,often outside of

business hours, insinuatingherself into his personal life and tryingto draw him into hers. She
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shared inappropriate details about her sexual relationship with her domestic partner, her romantic

history, and her sex life,and pressed him to provide equivalentinformation about himself, From

 carly on Bolonik sought romantic intimacy with the Plaintiff Early in their acquaintance she

took Plaintiff to dinner with two ofher personal friends, telling him afterward that her friends

hhad “approved” him forher, hinting atthe double meaning. During theirearly in-person

‘encounters Bolonik detected Plaintiff's discomfort with herintimate advances and sought to

reassure him that she was exclusively lesbian. She repeatedly told Plaintiff that she “cared” about

hhim,and expressed concern that he did not return her feelings.

93. To New York Media, Plaintiff represented an opportunity for a sensational article

that would help stave offthetide of red ink at the company.It would sell print copies of New

York magazine and would generate "clicks “on New York Media's online platforms — and might

then goon to have a profitable afterlife in other media. From the beginning, Bolonik’s editors at

New York Media shared her hope thather article,if it generated enough buzz, would lead to a

book and/or movie and/or TV series labeled as being “based on” the article, which would

redound to the benefit ofNew York Media as well as Bolonik herself.

94. When it commissioned her to write the article, New York Media knew that

Bolonik was unqualified to do the work of professional investigativejournalism that it had

promised Plaintiff she would do,

95. ‘Throughout her reporting and afterward, Bolonik’seditors at New York Media

ignored signs that Bolonik had no regard forthe procedures,standards,and ethical normsof

professionalinvestigative journalism, includingrules againstformingintimate ties with sources

   and sexually harassing them. On information and belief, in the spring of 2019,editor Laurie
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‘Abraham — then in the process of leaving the company because of its financial problems —

informed superiors at New York Media of her view that she had developed doubts about the

project; that Bolonik’s reporting was unprofessional; and that herarticle, then in draft form on

the editors’ desks, did not meet criteria for responsible journalism; and that New York Media

should not go forward with the article. Abraham's superiors ignored her opinion, andreplaced

her with another editor to shepherd the article through the remaining stages ofpublication.

Bolonik shared with Plaintiff her reliefthat Abraham was no longer working on the article and,

said her departure was a positive development.

96. Throughout their work together, Bolonik treated Plaintiffas a researcher, fact-

checker, and legal expert as well asa source and romantic partner. She frequentlyrelied on him

to obtain andinterpret documents for her; to evaluate information she obtained from other

sources; o explain past and present proceedingsinvolving the Shumans, including those in

Which he had no role; and to answer her questions aboutthe law, including questions about her

‘own legal exposure to the Shumans, and the circumstances in whichthey might successfully

 

attack her article as defamatory. Referring to Plaintiff's assistance in explainingthe latest motion

practice inlitigation between the Shumans and Jeffrey Scuter,“It’s a good thing I have a eiv pro

profto consult!”

97. ‘Throughout theirassociation, Bolonik encouraged Plaintiff to treat heras a close

friend and personal adviser, whom he should rely on foremotional solace as well as an

understanding of what he was going through in his conflict with the Shumans; pressed him to

‘confidein her about the most intimate details ofhis life,including his mental health challenges

and emotional vulnerabilities; and assured him that this was necessary for her work,that she
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‘could be relied on to use his confidences professionally and responsibly.

9

 

Plaintifbelieved her and trusted and confided in her accordingly.throughout their

‘association,

99, Bolonik proceeded to use Plaintiff's trust and confidence to manipulate and

exploit him, and also to prevent him from seeing how badly he was being used by her and New

‘York Media, She was successin this effort precisely because she — along with New York

Media — had deceived Plaintiff ito believing she was responsibly and professionally earrying

‘out her duties as an investigative journali

 

100. Botonik never had any interest in conducting an impartialjournalistic

investigation, or in ascertaining and reporting the facts about the Shumans. Rather, her objective

‘throughout was to

 

‘case against them,and to help others do the same, with no regard for

the precautions designed to protect the integrity of the reporting process,or forthe boundaries

that normally separate a reporter from her sources and story.

101. Throughout her reporting, Bolonik sought evidence that supported the case she

‘was building against the Shumans, while ignoring or minimizing contrary evidence. She

cultivated relationships with sources who had negative thingsto say about the Shumans,and.

avoided sources who did not. She compromised sources’ independence by sharingnegative

information about the Shumans given to her in confidence by other sources. She pushed her

preferred narrative on sources, encouragedthem to believe the worst about the Shumans, and

“corrected”them ifthey did not tell her what she wanted to hear. She did not interview the

‘humans oranyone elose to them, did not get their side ofthe story or the evidence that

‘supported it, and made no serious attempt to do so.
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102. Throughout her reporting. Bolonik formed inappropriate ties tosources, and

inappropriately intervened in the events she was reporting on. She sought to aggravate the

humans’ conflicts with their adversaries. She advised their adversaries on strategies to take in

legal proceedings. She encouraged sources to file lawsuits against the Shumans,to file police

reports against them, and to seek their criminal prosecution. She befriended Howard Cooperand

‘recruited clients for him. urging sources to hire him to initiate proceedings againstthe Shumans.

‘She befriended Margaret Klein, whom she promised to help “feeher brother and exact revenge

‘against the Shumans, particularly Mischa, for having “brainwashed” him into joining their

family.

103, ‘Throughout her reporting, Bolonik deceived and manipulated Plaintiff into

believing that she was performing her duties as an investigative reporter responsibly and

ly;that her investigation established the truth ofthe accusations against the Shumans profe

lodged by Cooper, Brooks, and Plaintiff himself; that she had uncovered evidence demonstrating

that the Shumans were even worse predators than he had imagined; that he had indeed been

 

victimized by the Shumans, and was doing a great public service by helping Bolonid

them before they did more harm.

104, As desired by Bolonik, this had the effectoffurther escalating Plaintifs conflict

 

‘ith the Shumans. All talk of settlementin the litigation between them vanished, and the

accusations and counter-accusations in the Title IX proceeding at Harvard became more extreme.

In early 2019, the Shumans were charged with larceny after Plaintiff— at Bolonik’s urging —

called the police about some withdrawals they had made from his bank account in 2017, which

he had authorized but forgotten about. Arrest warrants were issued, which effectively prevented
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the Shumans from returning to the United States fromFrance, where they had setteds they were

fearful of what would happentoa transgender womanofcolor taken into custody atthe United

States border. Plaintiff eventually realized his mistake and notified authorities,leading tothe

‘charges being dropped and the warrants withdrawn — but notbefore Cooper secured a default

 

{judgment on Scuteri’s behalf, taking advantage ofthe Shuman’ inability to come to this country

{o defend themselves, and preventing an airing of the facts of the ease

 

105. Bolonik consistently tried to run down the Shumansin Plaintiff'sestimation —

liming (falsely) that they were frauds, that Maria-Pia was not “smart” enough tohave a physies

 

degree,that Mischa might notreally be enrolled at Harvard, She repeatedly told that his

relationship with the Shumans had been a sham, that their feelings for him were Feigned, and that

(unlike Bolonik herself) they did not care about him and never had.

to get the Shumans’side of 106, Bolonik repeatedly told Plaintiff that she had no de

the story. Following an off-record phone call with Mischa in October 2018, she shared details of

the call with Pl

 

she told Plaintiff that she had no desire to speak to her again; that she had

not believed a word Mischa had said; and that further communication with the Shumans was

 

pointless. She later gloated to PiaintifF that that no reporter or publication would help the

‘humanstellther side ofthe story, because “everybody knows they are liars and grifters.”

107. Bolonik consistently expressed an almost boundless antipathy toward Mischa in

particular, using crude transphobie stereotypes to describe her as a fraud and impostor, a leech

‘who sucks the life and productive energy out of others.Inthe early months of her work with

Plaintiff, Bolonik described Mischa as the weak and ineffectual dependent of Maria-Pia, who had

“turned Mischa into the conniving person she is now." But Bolonik’s words about Mischa took a
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darker tum in March 2019, when she beftiended Andrew'ssister Margaret — who (as Bolonik

‘well knew) had told the FBIin April 2013 thatthe transgender woman who had “brainwashed”

‘Andrew into marrying her might also be the cisgender man who had “brainwashed”the Boston

“Marathon bombers into committing mass murder. From March 2019 forward, Bolonik routinely

described Mischa as a “cult leader” who had “brainwashed” not only Andrew but also Maria-Pia

{nto leaving “normal” lives and moving in with her. Bolonik repeatedly told Plaintiff that he

himself had been brainwashed by Mischa, but fortunately had made a narrow escape from her

“ult” Bolonik repeatedly insisted to Plaintiff that Andrew could not possibly be in @ healthy

romantic relationship with Mischa, and that Mischa was not actually the mother and principal

parentto her three children,

if? her view that Andrew should leave

 

108. Bolonik repeatedly expressed to P

Mischa, and take the children with him; thatif he did not do so,the authorities should take the

children away and put them up for adoption; andthat the Shumans, particularly Mischa, should

 

be criminally prosecuted and sentenced to long prison terms. Bolonik repeatedly expressed to

Plaintiff herfervent hope and confidence that these things would happen asa result of herown

reporting aboutthe Shumans.

109. Bolonik repeatedlytold Plaintiff that he should view the Shumans as monsters,

and should view Bolonik as his saviorand avenger. She told him thatthe Shumans were

“demonic” and “vampiric,” that they were “sharks out for blood” who “suss out people's

vulnerabilities and seize upon them.” She told Plaintiff thatthe Shumans had ruined his life, and

that now — because of her —“the favor is being returned.” She told him that he would be

“redeemed”by her work.
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110. Botonik’s article, entitled “The Most Gullible Man in Cambridge,” appeared in

the July 22, 2019 printedition ofNew York, and appeared in the July 23, 2019 issue of The Cut,

-iwww.theeut conv 7 rm a-pia-shumans

haiderhtml. (The article is attached below as Exhibit A to this complaint.)

111. The article, approximately 6,000 words long, is primarily about Plaintiffs history

with the Shumans, which it presents in a thoroughly false, misleading, and journalistically

irresponsible manner. It converts a complex, turbulent relationship among three people who

loved each other into a Fatal Auraction-style thrillerfeaturing sinister, crazed women tormenting

‘hapless man and his family —a fiction that bears no relation to reality. A non-exhaustive list of

some ofthe article’s falsehoods includesthe following:

* It falsely asserts thatthe Plaintiff was a “mark”whom Maria-Pia lured into the

relationship.

‘The truth is that Plaintiff pursued her from the frst day as much as she pursued

|him, and that there was deception on both sides as their romance blossomed. He did

not disclose the fact that Jennifer was likely to oppose and obstruct the relationshi

 

she did notdisclose the fact that she continued to see other men in the early days of

the relationship. He was no more a “mark”than she was.

 

‘+ It falsely describes Plaintiff as the victim of a paternity trap.

‘The truth is that Plaintiff would have remained with the Shumans evenif there

hhad been no pregnancy, and that the pregnancy and baby played almost no role in their

relationship.
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11falsely implies that Plaintft was pressured or tricked into showing affectionfor

Mischa, and that he was somehow reluctant or ashamed ofloving a transgender

 

‘woman,

‘The truth ithat he loved her unreservedly during their relationship, was in love

‘with her, had romantic feelings for her, and said so publicly.

 

1tfalsely claimsthat the Shumans deceived him with an invented story that Mari

‘was suffering from cancer.

‘The truth isthatthe cancer was very real;she suffered cervical cancerin 2011,

‘went into remission forfive years, and then suffered a recurrence in 2016.

Itfalsely asserts that the Shumans sought to separate Plaintiff from his family and

from his money.

‘The truth is thatthey simply did not want to be treated as mistresses; resented the

 

fact that Plaintiff lavished all of his resources on Jennifer, who rewarded their

overtures to her with unrelenting hostility, and di all she could to sabotage the

relationship; and felt they should not be asked to “subsidize” Jenniferand his

household by giving him money or coveringhis share ofexpenses in hisrelationship

with them.

It falsely claims that the Shumans invaded Plaintf?’s house and held it for ransom,

forcing Jennifer and her children onto the streets.

‘The truth isthat Plaintiff invited them to stay in the house; that they remained

‘because they felt they had a right to be there;that they said Jenniferand the children

‘were also welcome there, so long as Jennifer acknowledged their rightto be there; and
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that their purpose was not to exaet ransom, but to be treated as equals rather than as

mistresses,

+ 1 falsely states that Mischa’s Harvard complaint against Plaintiff was an attemptto

“weaponize” Title IX with deliberately false accusations.

‘The truth is that Mischa was manipulated by others into believing, genuinely but

mistakenly, that PlaintfT had harassed and exploited her; that herallegations were

jf?'s actions andintentions toward

 

based on genuine misunderstandings about Pi

her: and that a frank conversation between the parties (which was prevented by their

lawyers) would have cleared up these mistakes and misunderstandings.

‘These and other falsehoods — and, more generally,the fase notion thatthe Shumans

“scammed” Pla   — are contradicted by his written correspondence with the Shumans, which

Plaintiff had supplied Bolonik with as soon as she began her reporting. Oninformation and

belief they are also contradicted by written materials thatthe Shumans furnished to New York

Media before the article was published

112. The article also containsshort accounts ofthe Shumans’ dealings with John Poe,

Richard Roe, and Jeffrey Seuter (whom the article refers to as John Doe). The accounts

essentially repeat, and present as fact, the unsubstantiated accusations described previously (sce

‘$8 39-40 above), These accounts are also false, misleading, and journalistcallyiresponsible. In

particular
*+ Contrary tothe article's implication, the money supposedly “extorted” from Poe was

understood by all concerned to be repaymentoffunds Maria-Pia had given him in a
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time ofneed, This fact, and the documentary evidence establishing it, go unmentioned

inthe article.

+ Contrary tothe article's implication, the judge hearing Maria-Pia’s request fora

restraining order made no finding on the Shumans’assertion that he had assaulted and.

‘threatened her.

‘+ The story that the Shumans’“extorted” money from Roe is contradicted by the

‘undisputed fact that the Shumans never sought or received money from him. The

article makes no mention ofthis.

‘+ Bolonik did not speak to anyone involved in the Poe and Roe events; her only source

‘was Plaintiff himself, who was repeating the client-serving accounts offered by Poe

and Roe’s lawyers. Thearticle does not disclose this.

*+ Astonishingly.the article repeats Scuteri’s uncorroborated accusations against the

‘Shuman, without revealing that he has been publicly accused of sexually assaulting

Maria-Pia. While his accusations against them are presented as fact, their accusations

against him — contained in public litigation filings in New York Media's possession

—are completely concealed from the reader.

‘These accounts — designed by Bolonik and hereditors to create the appearance that the

‘Shumans have a “tral ofvictims” — fall far short ofany reasonable standard forresponsible

reporting.
113, A few weeks after the article appeared, Defendants published a shorter follow-up

article entitled “The Harvard Professor Scam Gets Even Weirder.” It appeared in the August 8,

2019 issue of The Cus, buips/h .cul.com/2019/08/beuce-hay-patemity-t -
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shuman-mischa-haider-follow-up.himl. (The followup article is contained in Exhibit A below,

appended tothe original article.)

114, The follow-uparticle, which purportedly reports what Bolonik heard from several

sources who contacted her after reading the original article, is also false, misteading, and

journalisticallyiresponsible.

* It falsely implies that several innocuous exchanges on the street between the Shumans

and men they did not know were evidence of predatory intentions on their par.

‘+ I falsely implies thatthe Shumans attempted to commit a paternity “scam”against a

‘man the article calls Anthony, with whom Mari

 

had a sexual encounterin April

2015, and whom she later informed that she was pregnant.

+ Itconceals from the reader the fact that Maria-Pia never sought or received money

 

 ‘As with the stories inthe original antil, these stories also designed by Bolonik and her

editors to ereate the appearance thatthe Shumans are predators witha “trailof wietims” — fall
far shor of any reasonable standard for responsible reporting

115. Both the original ancle andthe followup article employ transphobie and

misogynistic stereotypes to falsely portray the Shumans as criminal predators. The effect is

‘magnified by “mug shot"-tyle photos ofthe Shumans (which look nothing like them)inthe

original anile. It is further magnified by the use ofcover photos done in what the editors told

Plaintiffwas a “Hitchcock” style; they evoke the movie Psycho, whichis abouta cross-dressing

‘male serial killer who believes he is a woman.

 

116. The combined effect of the articlesis falsely portray Plaintiff as a fool, utterly
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lacking in common sense orjudgment — a foo! who (according tothe articles’ false

representations)fell fora “scam” run by two scheming, derangedfemmesfatales, and allowed

them to deceive him with obvious lies and to terrorize his family over a period of months,

‘without having the faintest idea of what was happening.

117, The combined effect ofthe articles is to hold Plaintiff up tori

 

le based on this

false narrative, and to make clear to the reader that Plaintiff had no business holding a faculty
 

position at Harvard, muchless teaching a course on Judgment and Decision Makingthere.

Articles’

118. In July 2019, Botonik announced to Plaintiffshe was consideringthe idea of

‘expanding the articles into what she called a “True Crime”book. She pretended to havejust

spoken with her literary agent Sarah Burnes about this ide forthe first time. Infact, she had

planned all alongto publish such a book, had written the articles with that objective, and had.

frequently discussed the idea with Burnes ever since beginning her reporting.

119, In August 2019, Bolonik informed Plaintiff that she was arranging for United

 

‘Talent Agencyin Los Angeles to solicit bids for a possible movie or TV series based on the

anticles. Bok

 

persuaded Plaintiff to join the arrangement with the agency, which (in her

words) was settingup a “nice bidding war" for the movie and TV rights, wl

 

for us, drives up the pri 

120. In September 2019, Bolonik informed Plaintiff that the Harper Col

 

publishing

hhouse had agreed to publish her proposed book, which was to be entitled Gullible, She persuaded

Plaintiff to continue working with her, and not to work with any other journalist,as she

‘completed the book.
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121. In November 2019, Bolonik informed Plaintiff that she, along with New York

“Media and Harper Collins, had received a letterfrom counsel for the Shumans claiming thatthe

articlesand book-in-progress were defamatory. Bolonik disparaged Harper Collins'slawyers,

and said she was depending on New York Media’s lawyer— Defendant David Korzenik, who

hhad cleared the articles for publication the previous summer — to repelthe Shumans”attack and

keepher book projectalive. At Korzenik’s request, Bolonik asked Plaintiff to help write a

response to the leterthat would negate the defamationclaims. Plaintiff'stask was to write about

the various legal proceedings involving the Shumans; once again, Defendants were using him as

legal consultant as well as @ source. Plaintiff was not shown the etter orinformed of the basis

ofthe defamation claims. Plaintiff wrote the requested material, which (on information and

belief) Korzenik used inthe response he eventually sentto the Shumans’ counsel,

122, In December 2019,Jeffrey Scuteri won a default judgment againstthe Shumans,

‘exploiting their inability to safely travel tothe United States to defend themselves(see § 104

above). In securing the judgment, Scuter’s counsel Coopercalled the judge’sattentiontothe

anicles’ portrayal ofthe Shumansas predators, attaching them to his filings. Bolonik expressed

Joy to Plaintiff thather “reporting” was bringing the Shumans to “justice,” and encouraged him

to employ Cooper's strategy in Plaintift’s own litigation against the Shumans.

123. Throughout thefall and winterof 2019, Bolonik continued, as she had since 2018,

to seckinappropriate personal and romanticintimacy with Plaintiff, o emotionally manipulate

‘him into thinking the worse of the Shumans, and to pressure him to support her quest to getthem

arrested and imprisoned.

124, In January 2020, Plaintiff complained to Bolonik about her lack ofjournali
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interest in what was happening to him at Harvard, where his conflict with the Shumans was

 

‘continuing to have adverse repercussions for him.In response, Bolonik sent Plaintiff text

all the attention

 

‘messages castigating him for never showingany personal interest in her, despit

 

‘she paid to him: “Italk to you more than anyone in my life; “When was the last time you asked

‘what was going on w me?”

125. _In several telephone exchanges in February and March 2020, Bolonik angrily

accused Plaintiffoffailing to appreciate what she was doing forhim, failing to reciprocate her

 

attention to his personal life, and failing to match her emotional investment in their relationship.

126. During the early months of 2020,Plaintiff began to realize he had been badly used

by Defendants, and that the Shumans were not the predators he had been led to believe they were

bby Bolonik, Cooper, and others who stood to gain from the Shumans’ demonization. This

 

realization had several sources: evidence had emerged in the litigation between Plaintiff and the

‘Shumans, showing that many ofthe accusations lodged against them were simply false; the bitter

id

 

‘Title IX dispute at Harvard had ended in late 2019,ratcheting down the levelofconfi

‘most crucially, Plaintiff— muchto Bolonik’s chagrin — was having less contact with Bolonik

herself, with the result that herinfluence on him was correspondingly reduced and he was able to

see things more clearly.

127. In March 2020, Plaintiff informed the Middlesex County Distriet Atlorney’s office

‘of his discovery that he had in fact authorized the bank withdrawals (see $ 104 above) thathe had

previously reported as unauthorized,

128. In April 2020, Plaintiff withdrew his lawsuit against the Shumans, which rested

‘on allegations he no longer believed to be truc.
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129, In June 2020, the Middlesex District Attorney's office dropped the mistaken

larceny charges against the Shumans and had the warrants fortheirarrest withdrawn,

130, In the year since their publication, the articles have been extensively circulated,

and have exposed Plaintiff to widespread ridicule amonghis fiends and colleagues, in

professional circles, and in the public at large. His personal and professional reputations have

‘suffered immeasurably.

Recent

131, On April 23, 2020, Plaintiff wrote a letter designated “confidential and off-record” 

1 Defendant Korzenik.Intheletter, Plaintiff stated he no longer stood by the account ofhim and

the Shumans presented in the original article;that both articles were inaccurate and misleading;

that Bolonik had committed serious professional misconduct in reporting the articles; that the

articles should be removed from circulation; and that Plaintiff was prepared to provide

information in support of his position upon request.

132. Korzenik did notreply to Plaintiff, did not request any supporting information

from him, and did not launch an investigationinto his assertions.

133, Instead, Korzenik immediately telephoned Doug Brooks, Plaintiffs counsel in the

civil litigation against the Shumans. Inthe call, Korzenik — ignoring the “confidential and off

record”designation — informed Brooks ofthe leterhe had received from Plaintiff, He then

falsely accused Plaintiffof having written the letter under pressure from the Shumans,or in

‘exchange for something; stated that New York Media would never remove the articles from

circulation; and threatened thatif Pla

 

iff persisted in the matter, New York Media would

publish another negative artiele about him,
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134. Korzenik also immediately telephoned Howard Cooper, informing him — again

in violation ofthe “confidential and off-record” designation — of Plaintif?’sleter and stating

that Plaintif had written it underthe Shumans’“spell” falsely implying that the letter was not

sincere and thatit had been written under duress orin exchange for something.

135. On information and belief, Korzenik also contacted other third parties about

Plaintif’s letter, makingthe same false statements to them.

136, ‘The obvious purpose of Korzenik’scalls to Brooks and Cooper was to pressure

Plaintiff into backing away from the position he had takenin his letter. The pressure took several

 

forms.

137. First, Korzenik’scalls signaled to Plaintiff that his attempt to correct the record

and repor journalistic misconduct would be futile. He signaled that he and New York Media had

‘no intention oftaking Plaintiff's letter seriously; that they would reflexively dismiss the letter's
charges, withoutinvestigating them or taking into accountthe information Plaintiff had o offer;
‘and that they were goingto stand by the articles no matter what the evidence showed.

138. Second, Korzenik’s calls signaled to Plaintiff that his confidential, off-record 

‘communications would be shared wit others — despite Plaintf?'s long understandingwith New

York Media that his communications with them would remain confidential and off-record unless

hae explicitly agreed otherwise. Bolonik and her editors had explicitly assured Plaintiffofthis on

‘numerous occasions;he had supplied enormous quantities of highly sensitive information to

them, andfreely shared his thoughts and opinionswith them, in reliance ontis assurance;

indeed, the previous November, Korzenik himself had sought out Plaintf?’s confidential 

assistance on the written response Korzenik was preparing to send the Shumans* counsel. Now,
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Korzenik was making clear to Plaintiff that whateverhe said to Defendants — including,

perhaps, someor all ofthe things he had shared with them in the past — was fair game for them

 

to disclose to others, regardless of their previous assurances ofconfidentiality.

139. Third, Korzenik was signaling to Plaintiff that if he persisted in his attempt to

correctthe record and call out Bolonik’s unprofessional conduct, he would face retaliation from

‘New York Mediain the form of another negative article about him — which (Korzenik implied)

‘would surely get the same national and international attention thatthe originalarticles had

received, would bringstill more humiliation and ridicule upon him, and would cause still more

harm to his personal and professional reputation and further endanger his position at Harvard

140. Fourth, Korzenik was enlisting Brooks and Cooper, lawyers with whom Plaintiff

 

‘was working closely in the pending civil litigation, to use their influence with Plaintiff to get him

 

to back away from the position taken in April 23 letter.

141, Another obvious purpose of Korzenik’scals to Brooks and Cooper — and the

‘communications that, on information and belief, he made to otherthird parties about Plaintiff's

letter — was to discredit Plaintiff withthe defamatory accusation that his April 23 letter was not

sincere, and thatit had been written under duress oras part ofan exchange.

142, Such treatment of Plaintiff— who had served as the principal source for the

articles, who had longrelied on the promise ofconfidentiality, who was now trying to correctthe

record and to blowthe whistle on a reporter’s misconduct — was a shocking departure from the

high journalistic standards New York magazine has long helditself out as adhering to, and a bad

 

faith breach of Plaintiffs agreement with the magazine. Plaintiff was attemptingto secure the

je coverage he had been promised; Korzenik, on New York Media's behalf,
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‘was seeking to intimidate him intosilence and to discredit him with defamatory accusations.

143. Korzenik’s motive for doingthis was plain tosee:he himself had conducted the

 pre-publication reviewofthe articles the previous summer; he had botched thejob, approving

them forpublicationwhen no reasonably competent counselin his position would have done so;

Plaintiff's April 23 letter raised the prospect that Korzenik’s substandard performance would

‘come to light, putting at risk his position as New York Medias counsel.

144, On May 7, 2020,Plaintiff wrote a followup email to Korzenik,calling attention to

Korzenik’s unacceptable actions and demanding a response to the April 23 letter.

 

145, On May 12,2020, Korzenik sent an email to Plaintiff warninghim that his
‘communications were not confidential; questioningthe “credibility” of his challenge tothe
articles and to Bolonik’s conduct; and defending Bolonik's “pat and current work.” The email
requested no information or documentation from Plant, and gave noindication that New York
Media was conducting any investigationinto the concems Plaintiff had raised aboutthe articles

 

and their reporter.

146. On June 9, 2020, Plaintiff sent Korzenik a leter making clear that Plaintiffhad no

intention of backing down, and that Korzenik’sefforts tointimidate and silence him were only

further steeling his resolve to speak up. Inthe letter,Plaintiff went on to det

 

‘at length the

articles’inaccuracies, their failure to meet the standards ofsound journalism, and Bolonik’s

‘misconductin reporting them. Plaintiffone again offered to provide documentation in support of

his assertions, and reiterated his demand that New York Media remove the articles from

circulation. (Plaintf?’s letter is attached below as Exhibit B to this complaint.)

147. On June 15, 2020, Korzenik sent an email to Plaintiff again warning him that his
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‘communications were not confidential; eautioning him against “impugning” Bolonik; and asking

 

1 series of irelevant and intrusive personal questions that (combined with the implied threat that

his answers would be shared with third parties or even publishedin the press) were clearly

intended to deter him for pursuing the mater further, Once again, the email requested no
sation that New York Media was seriously

 

documentation from Plaintiff, and gave noi

investigating the concerns PlaintifThad raised.

148.__A few dayslater, former New York editor Laurie Abraham confirmed to Plaintift

 

that no one associated with New York Media had recently contacted her aboutthe articles. This

\was fully two months after Plaint

 

's April 23 leter. Clearly, New York Media was not seriously

it would surely have contacted

 

it had been doing so,  investigating Plant's conceens:
Abraham, who oversaw Bolonik’s work onthe original article until leaving her joat New York
Media in the spring of2019.

149. On June 18 and 23, 2020,Plaintiff sent two more letters to Korzenik, in which he
‘observed that Korzsnik was not atingin good faith, andstated that he was preparingto file suit.

180, At that pint, Kor2enik adopted a conciliatory tone, suddenly pretending to be
interested in addressing Plaintiff's concems about the articles. On June 26, 2020, he sent an
mail telling Plaintiff that he would respond tothe cancers within two weeks. On July 9,2020,
hh sent an email telling Plantto expect his response the following week. On July 17, 2020,

felling Plaintiff thatthe response would arrive the week after that. To

 

Korzenik sent an em:

date, Plaintifhas notreceived the promised response.

151. ‘The transparent purpose behind these repeated delays and assurances was to run

‘outthe New York statute of limitations for Plaintiff's defamation claims against Defendants,
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‘which (forthe firstarticle) was set to expire on July 22, 2020.

152, As New York continued to lose money in the spring of 2020, a numberofthe

‘magazine's journalists were put on unpaid leave. On July 16, 2020, it was announced that many

 

‘ofthese furloughed journalists were being laid offpermanently. Meanwhile, New York Media

continues to promote Bolonik’s shameful “True Crime” articles on social media, and sponsors

Korzenik’s dirty tricks to prevent the actual truth from coming to light.

FOR
COUNT ONE

(Breach of Contract)

153. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each ofthe foregoing paragraphs.

154. Plaintif? had a contract with Bolonik and New York Media providing thatin return

for his exclusive cooperation, they would do a responsible and professional job ofinvestigative

reporting about Plaintiff and the Shumans, and would ensure thatthe resulting published work of

journalism was commensurate with the magazine's usual and professed standards of quality.

155. Abetted by Korzenik, Bolonik and New York Media breached this contract.

156. Defendants’actions caused Plaintiff to suffer loss ofincome exceeding $75,000

‘as well as other economic and nonpecuniary losses.

COUNT TWO
(Bad Faith)

157. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each of the foregoing paragraphs.

‘and New York Media violated the covenant of

 

158. Abetted by Korzenik, Bol

‘ood faith and fairdealing,

159, Defendants actions caused PI

 

it to suffer loss ofincome exceeding $75,000 as
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well as other economic and nonpecuniary losses.

COUNTTHREE
(Defamation)

160, Plaintiff repeats and re-allegeseach of the foregoing paragraphs,

161, _Abetted by Korzenik, Bolonik and New York Media produced articles containing

statements about Plaintiff that were false, unprivileged, and maliciously published to third

parties.

162, In response to Plaintiff's attempt to correct the record following publication ofthe

articles, Korzenik madestatements about Plaintiff that were false, unprivileged, and maliciously
Published to third parties.

163. Defendants’ conduct harmed Plaintiff's personal and professional reputation,

causing him loss of income exceeding $75,000 as well as other economic and nonpecuniary

losses.

COUNT FOUR
(Sexual Harassment)

164. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges each ofthe foregoing paragraphs.

165. For purposes ofNew York Human Rights Law, Plaintiff was a “consultant or
 

providing services in the workplace pursuant toa contract” with New York Media. N.Y. Exec. L.

§ 296-4.

166. For purposes ofNew York Human Rights Law, Bolonik’s sexual harassment of

Plaintiff constituted “harassment because of [his] sex." N.Y. Exec. L.§ 296.

167. New York Media knew or should have known that Bolonik was subjecting

Plaintiff to sexual harassment.
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168, New York Media's failure totake appropriate corrective action constitutes “an

unlawful discrimination” against Plaint

 

N.Y. Exee. L. § 296-d.

169. Asa result of this sexual harassment, Plaintiff suffered loss ofincome exceeding

'$75,000 as well as other economic and nonpecuniary losses.

FOR
a

 

‘requests damages not less than $75,000 to be determined at trial,together with,

 

lerest,and such other relief as the Court findsjust and proper.

Respectfully submited,

Bruce Hay
1525 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, MA02138
(617) 496-8277
bruce.Lhay@icloud.com

Date: July 21, 2020
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The Most Gullible Man in Cambridge A Harvard
Lawprofessor whoteachesa class on judgment
wouldn't seemlike an obvious mark, would he?
By Kera Bolonik

‘Bruce Hay outside his home in Cambridge. Photo: Jef Brown for New York Magaine

  

 

‘twas just supposed to have been a quick Saturday-morning errand to buy picture hocks.
On March7, 2015, Harvard Law professor Bruce Hay, then 52, was in Tags Hardware in
Cambridge, Massachusetts, near his home, when a young woman with long reddish

brown hair approachedhim to askwhere she could find batteries.It was still very much
winter, and, once the woman got his attention, he sawthat underneath her dark woolen coat
and perfectly tied scarf she was wearing a dress and a chic pair ofboots — hardly typical
weekend-errand attire in the New England college town. When he directed her to another
part of the store, she changed the subject. “Bythe way, you're very attractive,” he remembers
her saying.

“Sorry, I'm married,”he responded impulsively. It wasn’t exactly true — Hay has been legally
divorced since 1999,but he lives with his ex-wife, Jennifer Zacks, an assistant US. Attorney in
Boston, andtheir two young children. The woman quickly apologized, Hay recalls“I didn’t
‘mean to bother you,”shesaid. “I'm just here on business for afew days. I don't really know
anybody.”

Hay, a Francophile, noticed the woman had a French-sounding accent, and heasked ifshe
spokethe language. She told him her name was Maria-Pia Shuman, that she was born in
Francebut her father was the American songwriter Mort Shuman, and that she was in town
from Paris, en route to NewYork.

‘Shuman gave Hay her email address. The professor wasn't accustomed to pickingup women
in random places, let alonegetting picked up by them; he was intrigued. Since moving back in
with his ex-wife in 2004, he says, their relationship had been mostly platonic, and the two had
an understanding that ifeither ofthem wanted to see other people, they'd have to moveout,
But casual flings, he believed, fell under a tacit don't-ask-don't-tell policy.

‘By email, Hay and Shuman arranged to have coffee that afternoon, wheretheybonded over
losing parents too young:His mother had died from breast cancer when shewas 54; her
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nazar te oncehye MentGus Mann cape
Shuman's mood shifted. She became dour, then angry, telling him she couldn't abide his
keeping their relationship secret, norwhat hesays she referred to as his “continued
attachment” to Zacks. She demanded he leave her. Haywas confounded. He wasn’t about to
leave his partner of28 years for awoman he'd slept with twice. He got dressed andleft.

Later that day, Shuman contacted him to sayshe was open to discussingpursuing
relationship. When Haydemurred, shetold him,in that case, shedidn't see anypoint in
staying in touch.

But they would stay in touch. Overthe next four years, the lawprofessorwouldbe drawn into
“campaign offraud, extortion, and false accusations’ as oneofhis lawyers would later say in
legal proceedings. At one point, Hay's family would be left suddenly homeless. At another,
owing to what his lawyer has described as the “weaponiz[ation] ofthe university's Title IX
machinery against Hay,” he would find himselfindefinitely suspended from his job. He would
accrue over $300,000in legal bills with no end to the litigationin sight. “Maria-Pia and
Mischawant money,” Haytold me last summer, “but only for the sake of squeezing it out of.
people — it's the exertion ofpower”

hether Shuman knew it when she met him, she'd found the perfect mark in Bruce
Hay, an authority on civil procedure who'd spent much of his life in the ivory
tower. A child oftwo esteemed professors who divorcedwhen he was 5, Hay had

earned his degree from Harvard Law School and,though he leans left politically, briefly
clerked for Antonin Scalia. Hay joined the Harvard Lawfaculty in 1992; his former students
describe him as a dynamic Socratic professor who commands a classroom but can
nevertheless be painfully awkward in social situations. A close friend calls him the
“quintessential absent-minded professor” who tends to lose things (phones, laptops) and to
miss social cues.

Hay, whois compact and wiryand bears a passing resemblance to George Stephanopoulos,
hhas a tight-knit circle of friends, many ofwhom are women, andthough their relationships are
nonsexual, theintensity, hetells me, has been a continual source of conflict with Zacks.
“Jennifer says mywomen friends always have ulterior motives, and myresponse has been that
iybest friends havebeen women for my entire adult life” he says.

‘Heand Zacks first met at Harvard Law in 1987. Theymarried twoyears later and had a son
before separating in the mid~’90s. After Haymoved back in, they had two more children
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together. “Jennifer andI are the opposite — she's very skeptical. And I'm very gullible,” he says.
When we metfor pizza at his Sunday-night hangout one evening, he wondered aloud whether
he might be “on the spectrum.”

‘That could help explain why warningsigns that might have been obvious to manymanaged to
clude a man whoteaches a Harvard Law class on “Judgment and Decision-Making,” which
analyzes those elements ofhuman nature that allow us to delude ourselves and make terrible
decisions. “Of course, now I feelslightly ridiculousteachingit” Hay told me, “given how easily
Tetmyselfbe taken advantage of”

 

{alder and Marl-Pla Shoman, photographed by HayIn 207, Photo:Courtesyof Bruce Hay

ix weeks after they broke off contact, Shuman called Hay to tell him she was pregnant
with his baby. She hadn't had sex with another man in the past year,she said. Hay was
stunned; he hadn't ejaculated during eitheroftheir encounters,asideeffect ofhis

medication, But he understood that pregnancy was possible, ifrare, without orgasm. Shuman
said she was weighing whether to terminatethe pregnancy, then quicklyfollowed up by saying
she'd madethe decision to carry to term — she was duein January.
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Hay says she didn’t bring up money, which didn’t surprise him because shed told him she
‘owned two properties in Paris that were worth millions, and later shewould tell him that her
share ofthe Mort Shuman Songs partnership was worth some $25 million. Hewas more
surprised when helearned that Shuman would be relocating to Cambridge that summer. She
told him in June that she had purchased athree-bedroom mansard Victorian, nowvalued at
$1.9 million, on a small side street in the Radcliffe neighborhood less than a half-mile from his
house, and had brought her children over from London. She wouldn'tbe able to move in until
October, so she and her kids would be staying in an apartmentshe owned on Massachusetts
Avenue, where her graduate-studentfriend Haider had beenliving with her longtime
boyfriend, Andrew Klein, who was movingout.

“Maria-Piamade it sound as though she had scarcely everbeen to Cambridge,’he says. “She
said she didn't know the area very well anddidn't really know anyone” Shuman explained that
she'd purchased the apartment as an investment and as a place for Haider to live while she
finished her graduate work. She and Haider, she told Hay, had been best friends since they
met as physics students their first year at Imperial College in London.In a later conversation
‘that summer, Shuman revealed that she and Haider were raising the children together.

‘The unfolding revelations did little to put off Hay, whosays he was determined to “take fall
responsibility for my actions” Throughoutthe summer of2015, Hay says, he and Shuman got
together once or twice a week for coffee meal and discussed rekindling their romance, But
she told him it was contingent on his telling Zacks about their affair and the baby, which he
wasn't yet willing to do.

‘They hadn't been sexually involved since their encounter at the Sheraton Commander in April,
but Shuman could be effusive, telling him repeatedly how much sheloved him. Other times,
their exchanges were tense. In one email, Shuman chastised him for not making himself
available to see her. “I made arrangements with my nanny at the last minute to help with the
children so I could come see you, and then called you several times in your office with no
response,” she wrote. “You shouldbe the one providing support to me, not mistreating me and
piling further stress onto me. Todaywas thelast time that I am going to pander to your
tantrums.”

Haider often loomed large in their conversations. Even as Shuman demanded more of Hay's
time, she was cagey about letting Hay meetthe woman she called her “soul sister”When Hay
asked about her, he says, Shuman responded that Haider was depressed andwasn't up for
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‘meeting newpeople. Two months before the babywas due, Shuman finally arranged for Hay
and Haider to meet at a diner in Watertown.

‘Shuman had told him that Haider was weary ofher physics program and wantedto get more
involved in trans activism and write about trans issues. “I thought,MaybeIcould help?”
recalls Hay. “She had been described to meas this very exceptional person but downtrodden,
treated unfairly by herfamily and by the world. Byher body. Bythetime I met Mischa, Thad a
protective feeling for her”

‘Theirbond appeared instantaneous. “We had similar political views,” he says. “She told me a
lot about the trans world. I had known nothing about it” Soontheywere getting together
almost daily, talking for hours, sometimes meeting at a coffee shop near Harvard called
Darwin's. Haider regularly texted and emailed Hay articles andstatistics about trans women
being brutalized and murdered by men. Her communications were often punctuated with a
ind of fixated anxiety about, if not expectation of, being ridiculed, persecuted, and
traumatized for being trans — a rational terror, to be sure. In 2015, according to the Human
Rights Campaign, at least 21 trans people were killed in the USS,, then the biggest number to
date, a rate that has since climbed.

Hay believed he'd identified a kindred spirit in Haider, so he was sensitive to her emotional
state. They confided in each other abouttheir depression and suicidal thoughts. Hay had been
molested as a teenager, and hetold Haider about the experience and the lingering trauma
from it. Hay also struggled with drinking, He insists his friendship with Haider was more
familial than romantic: “It wasn't uncommon forus to say ‘I love you’in texts. I just offered
Mischa as much support as I could.”

Amonth after their first coffee, Haider texted Hayto say, “I am so happy we met, youre
wonderful and stimulating company, I understand why MP is crazy about you.” Behind his
back, though, the women mocked Hay. In a text message to Haider that they provided,
‘Shuman refers to him as “Fucking desperado.Bythen, Hay rarely saw Shuman anymore, Still,
they began discussing the possibility ofHay moving in with them. Theywould be a family, she
said: Hay, Shuman, Haider, and their children, including the newbaby.

Hay’s relationship with the women could be intoxicating. Even in an international, liberal
college town like Cambridge, Hayhad never encountered anyone like them, “nearly perfect
people” who were “bright and kind and sweet to their children and socially conscious,” and
‘whose family composed a striking, distinctlymodern portrait: Haider, « loquacious,
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impassioned Indian-Pakistani trans woman physicist, the mother oftwo children (who call
her"Maman") birthed bythe sultry, soft-spoken French daughter ofmajor Jewish American
songwriter (she's called “Sumi"). (Haider's boyfriend Klein, Hay later discovered, also helped
raise the children, who refer to him as “Daddy.")

Hay wanted both families to meet, certain that they could find a wayto make peace. “I had
this crazy idea that everyone could get along, that Jennifer would like them,” he says. He
wouldn't sacrifice his existing family, but he didn't want to abandonthe familyhebelieved he
‘was building with the women.

In the weeks leading upto the January due date, Hay used his publishing connections to help
Haider pursue her writing. They began collaborating on projects.“I felt duty-bound to help
this brilliant person blossom,’ Haysays. Haider asked him to share a byline, but he usually
served as more ofan editor and agent, reaching out to magazine editors to help place their
work, including an bp-ed for Huffington Post on anti-discrimination bathroom bills and
another for The Guardian on the need to block Judge Neil Gorsuch’s nomination to the
Supreme Court. When Shuman was too pregnantto travel, Hay accompanied Haider to
Phoenix to consultwith a doctor about scheduling gender-affirmation surgery in the spring.
Conveniently, he didn't have to mention thetrip to Zacks. She and the kids had decamped to
Paris, where he would bejoiningthem in late January for a semester-long sabbatical.

On January 14, 2016, Haider called Hay to tell him Shuman had given birth to a baby boy. Hay
had asked to be present for the baby’s birth, but Shuman refused. “Her linewas consistently,
even before his birth, I don’twantthe babygetting attached to you unless you've made a
‘commitment to me. AndI don't want him embroiled in that toxic mess you have made with
Jennifer; ” he says.

Hay asked to meetthe newborn before he departed for Europe, but again Shuman refused.
‘The women also told Haythat because he'd failed to separate from Zacks, theyhad listed
Haider's name, not his, as the other parent on the little boy's birth certificate, Haywas
Gistraught, but he still held on to the idea that somehowboth families would find awayto
coalesce.

Butwhile he was in Paris, the women’s calls and texts intensified, taking on an increasingly
combative tone. Theyberated him for "having fun with [his] family in Paris” while Shuman
‘was suffering from postpartum depression. They complained that Haider had been left to care
for both Shuman and the new baby, forcing her to postpone gender-affirmation surgery, which
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‘was exacerbating her depression.At one point, Haider told Hay she was going to a euthanasia
clinic in Zurich, before Haytalked her out ofit.

Meanwhile, Zacks had become suspicious about the nature of Hay's relationship with his new
friends. While theywere in Paris, she could no longerignore how consumed he was by the
‘women. “There was anger and crying when I spent hours on the phone with them, he says.
“She thought I was being lured away and that everything was falling apart” He finally told her
he'd been involved with Shuman, Zacks tookit as an enormous betrayal. She declined to speak
on the record, but as far as she was concerned, there was no don't-ask-don't-tell arrangement.
He had cheated on her, physicallyand emotionally. In June, he told her he couldn't break
things offwith them because thechild was his. “Her immediate reaction was: ‘How doyou
know?“ he says.“She raised points that were tactical on her part. I thought that this was her
mental strategy for splitting [Mischa, Maria-Pia, and me] up. I just thought she was deceiving
herself”

Zacks told Hay it was highly unlikely that he could have gotten Shuman pregnant without
ejaculating.(Accordingto a study by Human Fertility, pre-ejaculatecan contain enough
residual motile sperm from a previous ejaculation to make its way to an egg, but it’s extremely
rare.) “Jennifer suggested I was ignoring the evidence because I wantedto believe the child
‘was mine,” Haysays. “Perhaps she was right.”

Zacks pushed Hayto ask for a paternity test, but Hay wouldn't have it. Not only did hetrust
‘Shuman, he felt it would have been insulting for a heterosexual cisgender man to question a
professed lesbian as to whether she'd had sex with other men. He believed her when she said
her sexual relationship with him was an exception.

ay met the baby for the first time soon after he got back from Paris that June. “I
never doubted he was myson,” he says. In the months after, he'd visit the women's
houseeveryfew weeks to see their son. “They didn't let me take the baby out or to

my own home, but it’s not like I pressured them,” he says. “I just felt it wasn't worth fighting
over. I certainly wasn't going to take them to court.”

‘The samemonth, Shuman told him she was being treated for a recurrence ofcancer. (Hay says
she told him her first bout had followed thebirth ofher eldest child.) As with the paternity
claims, Zacks found Shuman’s cancer diagnosis “fishy,” according to Hay. “She was like, ‘What
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aggressively’ I'd get mad at her: ‘How dare you question these people whoare suffering?”

Still, Hay began to entertain doubts aboutthe women. Their mood swings could be hard to
take. Haider attributed the cancer to hormonal changes from the pregnancy, telling Hay it was
his fault and that he'd ruined their lives bybringing an unplanned child into the world. When
they fought, Shuman would threaten to cut off contact between Hay and the baby. “I was very
upset with how brutally theywere treating me,"he says. I didn't know what to do. I told
Jennifer I felt responsible for these people,that they needed me”Zacks recognized how
spellbound he'd become and howvulnerable that made him. Bythe time she and the children
returned to Cambridge that July, the crying had stopped and concern for her partner and
family took over.

‘Throughout the summer and fall, the women suggested Hayfinancially “disentangle” from
Zacks, proposing he sell his house or ask Zacks to buy him out so he could invest in the
‘women's house. ("Shuman and Mischa were always saying ‘disentangle’ it was like a
mantra,” says Hay.) At one point, Haider and Haywent to abank to see what kind ofhome-
‘equity loan hecould get.

ByOctober, even as Haycontinued to meet with Haider almost daily to talk about her writing,
the texts from both women had become increasingly hostile. Theytold Haythat his failure to
leave Zacks was tantamount to torture and attacked him for, in Shuman’s words, “exploiting
and manipulating” Haider. “Shefeels there should be criminal legal and administrative
consequences for your behavior,” wrote Shuman. They beganthreatening to report him to the
police andthe university for “raping” Shuman. On theafternoon ofOctober 26,Haidertexted,
“Tm going nowwith pitou [human's nickname]to file e complaint at Harvard. I'm going to
addthat you just now attempted to extort her for 1 million dollars. Ifyou make any farther
threats to ‘destroy me’I will share those with the administration as well. You calling me and
hangingup also constitutes harassment.”

 

Hay replied, “Headed to Darwins” — the coffee shop.

By that time, Haiderhad already sent an email to Harvard student services offering to report
an unnamedprofessor for harassment. She continued sending emails to Harvard
administrators throughout the fall, often bec-ing Hay. In one, dated November 11, 2016, to the
program officer of Title IX andprofessional conduct, she wrote, “I have been in an extremely
abusive situation with a faculty member andit has been taking a tremendous toll on me. I'm
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sorry I have not reachedout earlier but comingto this decision was difficult and painful. My
functioning onmanylevels has gonetozero, my interest in anything has vanished, I'm
transgender and it has taken a horrific toll on my transition.” Hay shrugged off the emails as a
manifestation of Haider's illness. Hedidn’t think she wouldgosofaras tofile an actual

complaint againsthim.

Src Hay outside his
home in Camby ck 
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hen the women couldn't reach Hay on his cell phone, they would often call his
landline repeatedly and sendtexts demandinghe “Pick up the phone!” Sometimes
theywould call Zacks — and even once called their oldest son — to try to track

Hay down.

Inearly December 2016, Haider and Shuman tried to reach Hay on his landline and
discoveredZacks had blocked their number. They left a message on his cell: Tell Jennifer to
unblock us or we're coming over. When he didn't respond, they showed up at his house and
hhad their first face-to-face encounter with Zacks while Hay’s oldest son filmed the incident on
his iPhone. It was night and the video is dark, butyou can hear Haider shout at Zacks in a
harsh staccato: “It is notour fault that Bruce got her pregnant! Do you understand that?" as
‘Hay’s younger children cry in thebackground, Shuman berates Hayfor ‘yelling at us” instead
of at his older son, whom they order to stop filming, Haythen moves toward his son as ifto
blockthe camera, andyou can hear Hay sigh. “Listen, they aren't well,” Haytells him. The
confrontation ends when the police arrive; no charges were fled.

 

‘The women returned to the house again just before Christmas. Zacks again called the cops.
‘The next day, the women senttexts to Hay calling him a “rapist” who needed to be reported to
authorities. He started receiving texts from an unknown number: “You will not get awaywith
rape” Once more, hewas able to calm them down, andthey reconciled long enough to spend
Christmas together at Shuman and Haider's house.

‘After her confrontation with the women, Zacks realized she had to be more active in
protecting herselfand her children — especially after Haytold her about Shuman and
Haider's various proposals for selling their home and Zacks found on his desk an application
for & $500,000 home-equity loan. The day after Christmas 2016, she and Hay signed an
agreement to take his name offthe title.

‘The Christmas détente was short-lived. “I think you should tell the dean howyou have raped
‘women, how you have sexually abused them, and that now you will be held accountable,”
‘Shuman wrote in February. “I'm going to write her and detail the abuse you have done, and
explain howiftheyhave anydecency they will fire you.” Thefighting was punctuated by
‘occasional in-person meetings among the three, purportedly to figure out aharmoniouspath
forward. During oneofthese periods, in April 2017, theyagreed that Haider, Shuman,
Haider's boyfriend Klein, and the kids would stay with Hay in July while Zacks was away in
Spain with his other children. The womenwere planning to sell their house and buy abigger
place in Cambridge (though, at other times, they discussed moving to Europe to flee Trump's
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America). Hay asked only that they not tell Zacks, He went house hunting with Haider in May
and June and helped them make arrangements to have their stuffmoved into storage in July.

At the beginning ofJuly, just before their stay at the Hayhousehold, he says Shuman and
Haider invited him to Paris over Bastille Dayweekend — and gave him a check for $3,000,
claiming it was for expenses. Shuman told him she had another surprise for him, but she
needed his computer password. He complied; he'd given Shuman the password to his devices
and accounts before. (Shuman denies ever having his passwords.) At the last minute, Haider
and Shuman opted for a long weekendin Quebec instead.

Acting on what he says were Shuman’s requests, Hay booked a movingtruck, putting the $200
deposit on his university credit card, and rented a series ofstorage units. He says Shuman
claimed it was necessary for insurance purposes that he sign the paperwork, even though the
units were not for his belongings. He deferred to her authority; as an accountant, she was
business-minded,he reasoned. He signed without reading them. (Shuman says Hay did this
all on his own initiative; she denies giving him instructions.)

He desperately wanted to appease both families — Shuman and Haider on one side, and
‘Zacks andtheir children on the other. Less than a day after the three arrived in Quebec,
‘Shuman disappeared. She'd mentioned earlier that she might see a specialist in Montreal —
but Haysays she had his laptop. He remembers Haider telling him not to worry; she'd rejoin
‘them soon.

‘twas Hay's neighbors who tipped offZacks with thefirst clue to Shuman's “surprise.” “Gosh,”
one emailed the couple, “I hope those movingtrucks don't mean you're leaving us?" Zackswas
freaked out, but Hay assured herthe women werejust using the driveway as a “staging area”
for transferring the women's things to storage.

But when Hay and thewomen returned to Cambridge two days later, Hay and Zacks's
beautiful Italianate home on a quiet corner ofMount Vernon Street hadbeen emptied ofhis
family’s furniture, cookware, toys, documents, books, Zacks’s mother’s and grandmother's
heirlooms — and everything replaced with thewomen's furniture. When Shuman had gone
MIA in Quebec, Hay believes, she wasn't seeing a doctor. She'dbeen overseeing the

complicated move, all $10,000 ofwhich had been charged to Hay's credit card.

‘The next day, Hay called the Cambridge police. When the officer accompaniedhim to his
house, the women came to the door — his door — and furnished a lease renting them the $3.2
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million home for twoyears for $1,500 a month. He says Shuman had used his laptop while
theywere in Quebecto send an email to her lawyerfrom his Harvard account, in which he

purportedly said the“lease” “looks good.”Then they produced a copy of the $3,000 check
‘they'd made out to Hay before the Quebec trip. See, we paid a security deposit, they said.

 

Shuman also told the officer that she'd thrown Hayout ofthe house the night before for
unwanted sexual advances. The officer saw no reason to believe Hay's story over hers. Hay
tried to appeal to the women to leave and de-escalate the situation before Zacks returned. On
July 24, Haider texted Hyto say, “All this is difficult, but we loveyou”

Zacks, for her part, didn't waste timewhen she returned to the US. She immediately hired a
lawyer to serve Shuman,Haider, and Klein with a notice oftrespass. The Hay family moved
into an apartment while they began court proceedings to evict Shuman and Haider — and
Klein and the kids — who meanwhile continued to hound Hay. “You tookALL my love for
you, and TRASHED it” Shuman texted. "Youare pathologically involved in a toxic mess with
Jennifer”

Atahearing on August 16 in Cambridge District Court, after Haider and Shuman claimed,
among other things, that Zacks had personally agreed to the lease and had confided to them
that she planned to move to Providence, RhodeIsland, the judge overseeing the case issued a
preliminary injunction ordering Shuman and Haider to move out ofthe Mount Vernon Street
housebythat Saturday.

More than two months passed before the women and their family finally cleared out and
Zacks and Hay could moveback into their home. Due to howthings had gotten unsettled
duringthe move, Zacks still can’t find her grandmother's needlepoint chair covers, or her
engagementring, which had belongedto Hay’s mother and grandmotherbefore her, or her
own mother’s ring,The house-nappingwas a deep violation. Iwoyears later, the two younger
kids, now 9 and 10,still ask whether the women will return to take over their home.

Butthe house incidentwould turn out to be onlyphase one. In spring 2018, the women filed
restraining orders against Hay (ultimately denied) and sued him for defraudingthem into
leasing a house that wasn't his to lease. On April 8, he says, theyrammed his car outside a
restaurant with aZipcar they had rented (thewomen claimed it was the otherwayaround; the
police declined to charge anyone, and there were no witnesses). And Haider made goodon her
earlier threat: InMay 2018, she filed a formal Title IX complaint against Hayfor sexual
harassment,
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‘Two days after the alleged car collision, Hay hired civil-defense lawyer named Douglas
Brooks. Bywhat Hayinsists was sheer coincidence, Brooks turned out to be very familiar with
‘Shuman. Another client ofhis, a prospective graduate student, referred to as “Richard Roe”in
an affidavit Brooks had filed on his behalf, was also alleged to be the father ofShuman's baby
boy born in January 2016.

‘Shuman had approached Roe onthe street in Cambridge in May 2015 and invited him back to
nearbybed-and-breakfast. They had a brief sexual encounter in which he wore a condom
and did not ejaculate, The next time they spoke, on June 12,she told him she thought she
mightbe pregnant — confirming it three days later — and texted, “Mywife is furious.” Roe
found her claims implausible, and when requested proof, she balked. “It had to have been
with you,’ shetexted. “There is absolutely no reason I would have forsupposedlymaking this
up’ Shuman told him she was expecting in February, “IfI end up giving birth,’ shetexted, “my
attorney will contact yours to inform you ofwhat decision has been taken, and what
responsibilities you have in the matter”Through Brooks, Roe requested that Shuman submit
to a paternity test, She refused, but after the two parties entered negotiations to drop the
‘matter, she stopped contacting him.

Roehad also hired a private investigator to find out more about Shuman, The investigator
found another similar case: In October 2009, Shuman had picked up a Harvard medical
student, referred to in a court-case transcript as “John Poe,” andlater confronted him with a
paternity claim, During a restraining-order hearing she was pursuing against Poe, shealleged
that he was not only the father ofthe oldest ofher three children (following their single sexual
encounter, in which he had worn a condom) butthat he had raped her and said he was going
to kill her. The request forthe restraining order appeared tobe retaliatory; Poe, who suffers
from severe anxiety disorders, was himself pursuing a restraining order against a woman
named Jacqueline Lescarret, who, allegedly at Shuman’ behest, had been terrorizing him for
years. Theoutlines ofthat case are eerily similar to Hay's: Lescarret threatened to expose Poe
to the university and his family as the father ofthe child, and she and Shuman extorted from
him $11,000 as well as favors — amongthem, befriending Haider and offering her weight-loss
training in preparation for her transition. Aprivate investigator hired by Roe's lawyerfound
no records of Lescarret's existence.

In the hearing, Poe described his friendship with Haider as initially beingmotivated by pity. “I
generally felt sorry for her, like I couldsee the pain shewas going through”As with Hay, they
bonded over their mental-health issues, only to have the women turn his illness against him.
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Oddly, one key fact eluded theattention ofeveryone in the court: Shuman’ first child's
birthday is December 10, 2011—two years after their encounter.

Hay would soon find yet another case involving Shuman. Onthe morning ofMarch 19, 2015,
when she told Hay she was texting and calling from Europe, she was picking up a young,
lanky, blue-eyed CPA on Boylston Street in Boston's Back Bay, who would go by“John Doe” in
court papers.

‘This past fall, I met Doe, who told me Shuman appeared out ofnowhere at an intersection
‘where he was standingwith two colleagues and started chatting him up in what he described.
as hushed tones. He recalled her saying, “Excuse me, but I couldn't help but notice that you're
attractive. I'm in town from NewYork, visiting a friend, and I was hopingyou'd be willing to
show me around.” He gave her his cell number.

‘They met the following night at theTaj Hotel bar — the sameplace she'd had an encounter
with Hay. Shuman arrived with a friend, Haider. According to Doe, the two women ordered
virgin Bloody Marys ("I should have gotten up andleft right then,” Doe now says) and
interrogated him aboutwhere he had goneto school andwhat he did for a living. He assumed
hhewas beingvetted “to make sure I was safe, an on-the-level member of society. had the
feeling that theywere sharing an inside joke ora secret” In retrospect, he says it struckhim
more like an interview with a potential sperm donor. After Haider left, Shuman took Doe to
her room, where, he says, she became sexually assertive, even aggressive.

‘Two monthslater, in mid-May, Shuman reached out to Doe to say she was back in Boston and
wanted to get together. She asked him to meet at a Massachusetts Avenue apartment in
Cambridge. When he arrived, she answered the door naked andpositioned him on the couch.
Again they had sex. After that, they didn't speak until June, when she informed him shewas
pregnant with his baby. Doe suggested a paternity test after the babywas born. Laterhe
indicated that he wantedto co-parentthe child; Shuman demanded he back off. “She
launched into this tirade of‘We are feminists and hate men, and we aren't going to allow men
into our child's life’ It was horrible,” he told me, tearing up at the memory. Doe still thought
they could work something out, but Shuman demanded he relinquish his parental rights. By
July, she'd stopped respondingto him, which is when hehired a lawyer.

Soon after his lawyer, Howard Cooper, took steps to pursue legal action against Shuman, she
claimed to have received a menacing letter with a thumb-drive video that depicted her and
Doe having sex at the apartment. Doe recalls that the note said “something to the effect of
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“Better not tell your side ofthe story, or you don’t knowwhat's going to happen’ * Cooper
believed the women were suggesting that ifDoewere to pursue legal action, the video would
be weaponized to imply that Doe had violated Shuman's privacy by secretly filming her —
which is against Massachusetts law. Finally, onApril 8, 2016, Shuman capitulated to the
paternity tests. The results revealed that Doe was not a biological match,

Last year, Doe filed suit against Shuman and Haider for “intentional infliction of emotional
distress” and invasion ofprivacy. He asked for unspecified damages andto have the sex tape
destroyed. In June, the Superior Court ofMassachusetts denied Haider and Shuman's
requests to dismiss the complaint against them. The women have yet to appear for their
scheduled depositions.

to prove the women had committed a crime. Soonafter, he contacted me through
Facebookto ask if would be interested in writing a story. (We grewup in the same

Chicago suburb, but he was eight years olderand we never knew each other) When I met him,
hewas tightlywound and pensive. His deep-set eyes couldn't quite find a comfortable place to
land. As he recounted the convoluted events of the past four years, his tone would shift from
indignant to wistful, bewildered to humiliated and then grief-stricken, He didn't seem to
know whether to feel redeemed by the fact that he wasn't the only person duped, or
overwhelmed bythe extent of the deception. Yet there were moments when he still sought
‘ways to justify, or at least make sense of, Shuman and Haider's campaign against him,
searching in earnest for evidence ofgenuine affection amid the years of deceit.

] ast June, Hay reached outto local law enforcement, whotold him it would be difficult

Hay had been keepingthe university apprised ofShuman and Haider's actions, but Harvard's
regulations governing TitleIX investigations mean that Hay is still barred from teaching until
investigators issue their findings. In the past few years, Harvard has made efforts to take
claims ofsexual misconduct against professors more seriously. The university recently
stripped retired vice-provost and noted Cuban scholar Jorge Dominguez offaculty privileges
after confronting four decades’ worth of sexual-misconduct allegations. More recently,
Harvard suspended economist Roland Fryer for allegations of sexual harassment.

Harvard has yet to decide Hay’s fate, but according to multiple off-the-record sources, Hay has
already run afoul ofinvestigators for reaching out tojournalists (namely me), which they view
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as an act of retaliation. Harvard has also required Hayto undergo “coaching” for boundary

“T don’t blame Harvard for initially taking the side ofthe women,” Haysays, “but after
presentingthem with all this evidence — these people aren't who they say they are” The
‘women declined to speak onthe record for this story, but, through their lawyer,they denied
most ofHay’s account, calling it “a fantastical tale that conjures stereotypes and nativist tropes
to exact revenge against Mischa Haider for filing a Title IX complaint against him”

Both sides have now filed suit against exch other. In their complaint against him, Shuman and
Haider claim he sexually assaulted Shuman and groped Haiderand ejaculated on her while
she slept, all ofwhich he denies. After Hay filed his suit against them forthe years of
harassment, he finally asked for a paternity test. So far, they've refused. He hasn't seen the
babysince 2017, when the child was a year and a half old.

Hay remains mystified about what the women really wanted from him,
‘Moneyappears to be a factor butnot necessarily the only one — after all, theirs was a long,
expensive, andpunitive gamewith no guarantee ofa big payoff. Hay says Shuman once told
him they'd targeted him for signing an open letter in late 2014 calling for more dueprocess in
Harvard's Title IXproceedings, (Shuman denies ever saying this.) “I don'tknowifthat’s the
real reason or something she made uplater,” says Hay. In May 2018, Hay received a barrageof
‘text messages from an unknown number: “Find a wayto connect ifyou want achance to take
the last exit before HELL... Take myword, you ain't seen nothing yet. I promise. Oh and as to
your quest for motives? Don't bother. I just really hate the patriarchy, that’s it”

“This article appears in the July 22, 2019, issue ofNewYorkMagatine. SubscribeNow!
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> The Harvard Professor Scam Gets Even Weirder: A Follow-up
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The Harvard Professor Scam Gets Even Weirder Six
other mendescribetheir encounters with the same
mysterious Frenchwoman.
By Kera Bolonik
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waaate
wo weeks ago, New York readers were introduced to Bruce y, the Harvard Law

School professor who had a brief affair with ayoung woman named Maria-Pia
‘Shuman and suddenly found himselfdrawn into combative relationship with her

and her wife, a trans graduate student named Mischa Haider, that would unravel his life,
leaving him indefinitely suspended from his tenured teachingjob, temporarily homeless, and
with mounting legal bills that eventually exceeded $300,000.Since the publication ofThe
‘Most Gullible Man in Cambridge” on July 22, six other men have comeforward with accounts
ofShuman’s attempting to pickthem up, including one who says that, as with Hay, she told
him she was pregnant with his child.

 

In oneincident, a man named Aaron Holman was moving into a new apartment on Merrill
Street, near Harvard Square,on a swelteringafternoon in September 2012, when, he believes,
‘Shuman approached him and his friend *Matt. He and Matt recall seeing a woman who
resembles Mischa Haider sittingin the driver's seat ofa black car across the street. Holman
says Shuman cameup to him and Matt andsaid, “You guys are so sweaty, I like seeing you like
this — let's go upstairs.” Matt tells me, “It was really over the top.” Holman says he and Matt
‘were dumbfounded andtried to brush heroffbut that she continued to talk with them until
she gave up,finally returning to the black car — where shesat in the backseat and the two
‘women watched them until Holman called outto his neighbor, a Boston cop (“Straight out of
central casting,” says Matt), who wasjust getting home. “But the second he turned around to
check them out,” says Matt, “thewomentook off”

‘Two months later, in December 2012, Steve* met Shuman in a Starbucks in Harvard Square.
She approached him, as she had Hay, and as she had two other men she'd picked up in Boston
and Cambridge, John Doe and Richard Roe from our original story — stopping them on the
street andsaying, in a hushed tone, “Excuse me, you're very attractive.” Steve says he gave
‘Shuman his number after a briefchat and made a lunch plan, via text, a week later. Butjust
before they were to meet, he says, she called to say there had been a change ofplans. She told
him a relative was making a surprise visit — Steve can't recall whether it was a parent or a
grandparent, but he remembers Shuman explaining that therelative was not aware that she'd
had a child with atrans person. In an email to me, he explains that Shuman wantedhim to
come over and pretend to be thechild's father“for the benefit ofthe visiting relative” Steve
declined and says he never saw her in person again, but the conversation didn't end there. He
provided some text exchanges he'd had with Shuman:“I understand u didn'twantto do this,
but feel its unfair ofu to act as ifasked some outrageous thing,” shetexted. “Well honestly
it did seem bit outrageous to me. I know it mustbe a difficult situation for you bit it didn't
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seem my place to get involved” responded Steve. Shuman suggested, “Then you politely
decline, and express some understanding and sympathy. A simple polite comment would be,
‘Tm sorry but I don't feel comfortable doing that. I understand its a tough situation and I
hope you find away to handle it” After three months ofsilence, Steve received a text from
Shuman, datedMarch 2, 2013, that read, “Are you down to fuck”; when he didn't respond, she
followed up two days later:“Lets hang out this week?” He ignored thattext, too — he says he
foundthe whole encounter odd. When he read the story in New York, he wrote in an email,
“Within the opening paragraphs, I was already about 90 percentcertain that I had metMaria-
Pia several years ago. I typed the nameinto my phone. Rightthere, under the name ‘Maria S;
‘were all the old texts.” (The number corresponds with one Shuman has used to correspond
with Hay.)

On Friday, April 17, 2015, a third-year Harvard Law School student named Jordan, who asked
that we not use his last name, was walking down Massachusetts Avenue near the law school’s
‘Wasserstein Hall late in the afternoon. (Shuman's apartmentwas across the street from HLS.)
Jordan says he was bound for the Tto Boston to meet up with friends and see comedian
Hannibal Buress perform when Shuman's delivery ofthe “attractive” line caught him off
guard. He said, “Thank you, I have a girlfriend” — which was true — and continued walking,
only to find that she was following him, wanting to continue the conversation. She said, “I'm
attached, too, Here's my number ifyou changeyour mind.” She said she was only going to be in
‘town for afewweeks, ifhe wanted to get together — no strings attached. Jordan brushed her
offwith another polite thank-you and continued on, even as she asked ifhe had somewhere to
bbe. He says he was surprised by her persistence and told her, “Yes, I do,” and headed for the
train. When hegot to Boston, he immediately called a friend about the encounter. Thefriend

confirmedtheir conversation to meviaemail, recalling it because it was so strange and, in

part, because she was French and thefriend and Jordan have a passion for Richard Linklater}
films|about an American man’s longtimelove affair with a Frenchwoman.

Get unlimited access to The Cutandeverythingelse New York.
ann wonT +

 

David*, who asked thatwe use apseudonym because ofhis job, said he encountered Shuman
in the spring of2015 on Boylston Street in Boston following a night with friends at a bar
called Whiskey's, At around 2 a.m., as he was returning to his South End apartment with his
roommate and another friend, Shuman approached him and,in an encounter that echoes
John Doe’, spoke to David in hushed tones to tell him how attractive he was, that she was
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visiting from Paris for a fewdays and would love to see himbefore she left. They exchanged
numbers and started texting that night. “I don’t remember exactly what we said in the texts,
but I think we were making plans to meet up the next night,” says David, who says he lost the
texts when he got a newphone. “Shetold me she was staying at a hotel. My friends and I were
talking about how shockingand weird the whole encounter was. There was none ofthe
standard-protocolflirtation leading up to an exchange of numbers;it was short and direct” As
David andhis friends were talking about the encounter, anotherfriend, Carl*, arrived, and
upon hearing the story, he “looked stunned. Because the exact samething had happened to
him” that same week” says David. “He thoughtthatwe were playing a prank on him?

Carl says that one evening around six, as he was returning from his office, awoman
approached him on the corner of Charles andRevere Streets in Beacon Hill and delivered the
same pickup line. “This was the same backstory that David heardsays Carl, “which helped us
confirm it was the same woman.” Andthen, David says, “we took a deep breath, and I read her
phone number out loud. The four ofus in the room all went CRAZY when the numbers
‘matched. It was the same girl” Another ofDavid and Carl's friends decided to call her right
then, pretending to be David, and spoke with Shuman, initially lirtatiously, and then changed
tactics, interrogating her, asking her where shewas staying, where she was from, what she
‘wanted from them: “Finally, he fully called her out: ‘We know you're lying, you approached my
friend on Charles Street a few days ago — was yourplan to rob us? She started to yell, and we
hung up’ David says that moments later, he received a Facebook request from Shuman (David
shared a screenshot of the Facebook request) — which rattled him because he'd never told her
his first or last name. Then his phone rang, and he heard a different, deeper voice on the other
end, which he now suspects might have been Haider. [The person] knew myfull name and
where I worked. And she was ANGRY. Screamed at mefor being a misogynistic pig and
threatened to call myworkplace. I put the phone on speaker so myfriends could hear, and
they got involved as well, yelling back that theywere con artists. Shuman was in the
background on the other end, yelling as well. Theywere mostly going on abouthow me and
myfriends were pieces-of-shit men. I threatened to contact the police iftheykept harassing
mein anyway and hung up,’ recalls David. Carl adds that the women left between 20 to 30
‘missed calls on both his and David's phones that night — until Carl blocked her number.
David says,“I ignored them, and they eventually gave up."

In story that hews most closely to that of Doe’s and Hay’s, Anthony*, a Harvard graduate
student, was approached by Shuman in earlyMay 2015 on MassachusettsAvenue near the
law-school campus. She stuck to her script andinvited him for coffee. Anthony told herhe had
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of friends throughout her life, but once she and Mischa Haiderbecame close during their final
year at Imperial College, where they studied physics, she “ghosted”them.

“Theyhad a very, very, very intense friendship — the kind of intense friendship you have when
you're a teenager, when you're always talking. I remember around 2008, Mischawas in New
York, I think, and [Shuman] would take calls [from Haider] at strange hours ofthe night,
leave the apartment at 2 a.m. and talk and then come back, and we'dbe like, ‘Is everything
okay?’And she'd be like, I can’ttell you.”When Haider moved to Cambridge, Massachusetts,
to pursue her doctorate in applied physics at Harvard, Shuman, who has U.S. citizenship,
followed her, “She wentto visit Mischa,” says thefriend, “and basically never came back. She
just came back to pick up some more clothes, and thatwas about it” The friendis also puzzled
bythe storyShuman told Hay about an ex-wife. “I don't knowwho that is. I've never known
herto be alesbian, and as far as any of her friends are aware, none of us knowofanywoman
she was married to in London. I think it's complete nonsense”

In fact, thefriend says, Shuman always had a serious boyfriend. Butit wasn't until she met
Haiderthat she became obsessed with men. “She changed when they became friends. I
noticed in the last couple ofyears ofknowing her that there was a serious preoccupation with
men, I don't know why — she had nice boyfriends, long-term relationships, and she was now
suddenly single and she was out there trying to meet up with a lot ofguys, with a use-them-
and-abuse-them kind offeel to it” says thefriend. “She had neverbeen like that before. I
assumed it was like she was young, free, and single. She and Mischawere both very obsessed,
something about going out and picking up men andfinding hot men and wanting to hook up
with men. It wasjust off” After reading theNew York story, the friend was reminded ofone of
their last conversations. “I remember she said, ‘Ilove corruptingthese really Waspy Bostonian
guys!The impression I got was, if she picked up a guy, told himhe was really hot, went back
and slept with him and then discarded him, she felt like, ‘'m in control, I'm so powerful, I
‘used him, I tossed him aside’She liked the idea of corruptingwhatlooked like these innocent,

*Some names have been changed at the request ofthe subjects to protect their anonymity.

RELATED
> TheHarvard Professor and the PaternityTrap
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Bruce L. Hay
1525 Massachusetts Ave,
Cambridge, MA02138
bruce. hay@icloud com
617.955.5955 (mobile)

June 8, 2020

David Korzenike
Miller Korzenik SommersRayman LLP
1501 Broadway #2015
‘New York, NY 10036

Re: “The Most Gullible Man in Cambridge,” The Cut, July 2019
“The Harvard Professor Seam Gets Even Weirder,” The Cut, August 2019

OFF RECORD
NOT FOR PUBLICATION

Dear Mr. Korzenik:

 

‘They are “demonic.” They are “vampiric.” They are “terrifying.” They are
{or blood”who “sus out people's vulnerabilities and seize upon thers.” The man who lives with
thom was “stripped ofhis autonomyand his personality.” They are ruled by an “asshole trans
cult leader” They cast “spell” on men.

‘There can be only one word for thee satanic ereatures, who make so many memorable
appearances in your reporters correspondence with me. They are witches. And we all know that
in the pursuitand exposure of witches, the usual rules ofprocedure, evidence and proof— and.
imple human decency — do not appl.

‘This is why your reporter was at liberty to east aside the conventions that govern
investigative jouralism, It is why she has asked sources to help her “bring the two tojustice."= It
is why she has cheered on te lawyers leading the legalattack against the women, has reeruited
clients for them, and has urged them to seek federal riminal charges. It is why she boasts of
‘humiliating women who “think they're smarter than everyone.” Ii why she hurlsshurs at a
trans woman ofcolor, and hopes to see her lose her children and sent to prison as a result of the

"Except where noel emaitext mesages quoted i thi eer were set by Kea Bolotome. The‘cata this pargrpn ae ake, spectively, or hr comespendence of3719 (emmy 1/28/20 (ext‘menage91418in sage29'S Gent message)emaODS
Email 89/18, Alter examples in his paragraph are documented in pat Iblow:
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articles. It is why she has suggested getting Harvard to punish the women for criticizing her work
and tellingtheir sideofthe story to anotherjournalist.

Ics alo why your eprer has exited the winged gory tha so many people diet
at Mischa Haider for the crime of being transgender woman ofcolor. People who have wis
Tecraeanianeemeaena
her and endanger her — a brown trans woman of foreign ethnicity —atthe hands oflaw
‘enforcement, That has been her experience with her husband Andrew's estranged sister Margaret,
‘who never forgave her forthe inexcusable fat that Andrew fell in love with a transgender
‘woman, Since the spring of2019, your reporter hasbecome Margaret's latest avenue for taking
revenge against Mischa, and! Margaret hasbecome your reporter's principal source. As your
reporter knows, this individual once reported to the FBIthat Mischa was the mastermind behind
the Boston Marathon bor!

  

It is also why the articles conceals so much information from the reader aboutthe
‘women's supposed “trailofvictims.” The lead article does not disclose, for example, that Jay
‘Scuteri — whom the articlecalls John Doe — has been crediblyand publicly, accused ofraping
‘one of the women. He is allowed to hide behind the cloak ofanonymity and his accusations are

the women are named against their will, and their side of the story
in public legal documents. The article concealsfrom

the reader thatthe accounts ofthe othertwo purported victims — Poe and Roe — are unsourced
land completely uncorroborated. Your reporter never spoke to these men or anyone connected to
them and rely completely on what I myselfhad told her. It conceals the evidence demonstrating
‘thatthe entire “extortion, ffaud and false accusations” narrative is the fetonalcreation of
lawyers seeking tointimidate and silence the women

  

  

“This is also why the articles" editors were willing to run piece that, on such flimsy
evidence, effectively conviet two women of beingserialpredators, Ithis work had been about
‘man accused ofserial wrongdoing, there ean be no doubt thatthe editors would have insisted on,
far more directsourcing, and would have examined it witha far more skeptical eye, before
wrecking the subjects’ lives with an inflammatory story lke this one. But in the ease ofthese
strange, nonconforming women,thee was no need to take such precautions — cal it joumalistic
‘due process— before destroying theirlives. Everything about them is sinister. Proofoftheir
{guilt is everywhere, even in tales ofmen’s innocuous encounters with them on the stret. For
Such encounters only sem innocuousin truth,as the editors observed, they are “weird and
fascinating,” and the menin question “dodged a bullet”?

‘This is why the lea article's photos ofthe women, which I took in ordinary social
‘settings, were cropped and photoshopped to resemble mug shots that look nothing like them,
activating the dark prejudices on which the case against them really rests. Dehumanizing the
‘women inthis way was precisely the point. They are less than human.

» mil eomespondene of Genevieve Smith and Ted Hart, forwarded omeBonk mal 728/19.

2
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‘This is also whya the editors told me, the garish cover photo was staged and designed
to evoke “Hitchcock.” The photo is an obvious allusion to Psycho,a moviest in a Victorian
hhouse nearly identical to mine,whose titularvillain Norman Bates — in case you have forgotten
— thinks heisa woman, and dons a dress before butchering his victims. Truthfally !eannot
‘imagine a better advertisement for these articles, which are aftr litle more than a horror
‘movie featuring a villainous trans woman, depending for ther effect onthe same transphobic
{impulses so ofien exploited by the“slasher movie”genre that inspired them, Give the editors
credit: they know theirproduct.

 

‘Tis i also why my effort o call stentionto all ofthis has met witha response that, in
‘ordinary circumstances, would be considered outrageous treatmentofa source. Upon receiving.
‘my April 23 letter challenging the accuracy ofthe articles and the conduct ofthe reporter,you
immedist aout ying to fighen me into silence, You contacted my counsel inthe ii

ion, making the false and defamatory aceusation that I must be in the pay of(or under
protoWom) te women, and tresene that New York woulpushen aseoteet
1 did not back off. You alsocontacted JaySewer's counsel inthe litigation, to say that | was,
“again” under the women's “spel.”

 

Again under their spell.
‘When I followed up witha note objectingto these bullying tactics and seeking a written

reply to my leter, you did write a reply — in which you attacked my “credibility” without
explanation, threatened to publicize my off-ecord communications, and defended your reporter
‘against my “attacks.” You have not invited me to detail my concems about the articles or to
provide supporting evidence; tothe contrary, you have gone to somelengths to discourage me
‘from doing so. Perhaps that is because the people responsible for these articles including
those who vetted them for publication — would rather not know the details of what Ihave to say
and the evidence I have o offer, and would rather no one else did as wel,

“These attempts tosilence me are not going to work. More than once, your reporter has
asked me, her source,to help her silence the women — proposingthat Harvard'sdisciplinary
‘machinery be deployed to punish them forthe negative things they have said about her, and for
theirattempts to get their side ofthe story told by another journalist. didnot go along with
those contempubleefforts to shut people up, and will notgo along with yours. Quite the contrary.
‘Yourbullying only further convinces me ofthe need to dig further into the evidence revealing
{your reporter's misconductand speak upabout your magazine's immolation ofa transgender
‘woman ofeolor and her family.

 

In the present letter willdiscuss your own inappropriate and unprofessional response to
the concems Ihave raised; the way that tansphobia, racism and misogynyhave snowballed into
the false narrative about the women that your anicles represent; the myriad ways in which your
reporter has violated ethicaland professionalstandards ofjournalism;and finally the deeply false

3
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portrayalofthe women and the fictional“victim” narativein yourarticles. Ina subsequent
letter I will provide more detail in the ways in which the articles distorts my own story with the
‘women and will provide documentation ofyour reporter's unprofessional and unethical conduct
{in reporting these pieces, contained in the hundreds ofpages ofmy correspondence with her!
‘This material, which I am at work compiling, wil surely be ofinterest to New York's masthead,
as well as to the magazine's parent company as they decide whether they wanttheir brands
associated with this jouralistic witeh tal,

“The articles were right about exactly one thing: ! am gullible. For the past two years, I put
‘my trust in lawyers who I thought were representing my interests, andin your reporter,who I
‘thought was in search ofthe truth about these women and my relationship with them. Having
‘gradually gained distance from the lawyers and especially your reporter in the past six months,
Ihave come to see how badly I have been deceived and exploited. The realstory here isnot the
fictionaltale in your articles, rather the reastory is how this fitional tale cameto be constructed
aboutthese women and published as fact in your magazine.
$ieHstienmaatharee

«ease study in some ofthe most pressing issues dominatingthe national conversation in this
tmprocedcated memento sory about the ways a which systemic rciom,xenophobia,
‘ransphobia and misogyny are deployed to oppress and marginalize vulnerable people. Itis
story aboutthe pathologies aMicting law enforcement and our legal system that are weaponized
‘against people of color andtrans peopl. It isa story about the failure ofjournalism and the
‘media to conffontthese issues openly and honestly and report them responsiblyrather than treat
them as occasions for creating salacious clickbait.

 

We watchin horror daily at white people who abuse lawenforcement to seare and
fighten people of color for “being in their way": for birdwatching, for dating a family member
against therwishes, for being “uppity” and “difficult. Your magazine has long been known for
‘exposing injustices ofthis nature and calling them by their true name. Yet with these articles,
‘your magazine has enabled and participated inthe very forms ofinjustice that thas been its
‘mission to fight against. The magazine has deployed and fomented the biasand prejudice against,
those outsidethe norm,to destroythe life and family ofa transgender mother ofcolor whose
‘only “crime”has been to upsct cis white people, Especially ones who are wealthy and male.

 

 

 

1. MY APPROACH,AND YOUR RESPONSE

In my April 23 letter and followup email of May7,[stated that I could no longer stand
by the account atributed to me inthe lead article: that the articles were filled with
‘misrepresentations and put Maria-Pia & Mischa ina profoundly false light; that the reporting of
the story had been thoroughly unprofessional; and that the results were surely causing

“he present eter iealsrlofthe comespondece ta wil be tached tothe subsoguenteter,

4
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{devastating harm tothe women and therloved ones, I made clea that the articles fll far short of
the stndard of any serious journalistic outfit, lt alone a publication with the distinguished
history and outstanding reputation that New York enjoys.>

‘The samei true, Iam sory to say,of the response my communications have received

1. As have said, your immediate reaction to my letter, which I designated off-
record, was to disclose it to two people who have nothing todo with my retraction and our
correspondence: Doug Brooks, my counsel in civil litigation against the women; and Howard
Cooper, ay Scuter’s counsel in civil litigation against the women. This is unethical and
Lnprofessional,

 

2. Youcalled Brooks with the slanderous assertion that Ihad writen under pressure
‘or in exchange for something. (That is something 1 denied in the letter itself, and I deny it again
Inere. Noone asked me tocontact NewYork about thearticles; no one offered me anything, or put
any pressure on me; Ihave not asked for, and will not accept, anythingin return.) You ealled
Cooper with the equally slanderous assertion that I had aeted under the women's “spell” not of
‘my own accord. This isunethical and unprofession

 

 

3. Thecobvious purpose ofthese cals wasto get these lawyers, with whom Ihave
‘worked inthe civil eases against the women,to use their influence to get me to withdraw my
letter. This unethical and unprofessional 

4. Your calls constitute interference inthe matters that your reporter has been
covering. As you know, Cooper and his clientJay Seuer are in active litigation against the
‘women. You effectivelyintervened in that dispute, making yourself and your client, New York, a
participantinit. This is unethicaland nprofession

 

5, You told Brooksthatthe articles would never be taken down, regardless ofthe
very serious concernsthat I had raised about them: and your reporter, and threatened that my’
retraction letter would merelyinvite athied damaging article if pursued the matter. The obvious
‘import ofthis statement was that my attempt to correct the record and reportjournalistic
‘misconduct would be futile and that I would fae retaliation fom a powerful, national media
‘entity fl persisted. | must say, it scems to me that intimidatinga source in this way is
antithetical to everything New York stands for; and to do so ina ease involving an article that has

"anyApel 23 let, ett my story ad withdrew aripton nthe nite ann any epeting‘whatsoever by Ker Berk nlnatotedtony eo informationor documenta mares‘Rind fo me and | demanded that th arcs beanown smedaely Ax shouldbe evidentke the
‘poston st forth in that eter,which hte epest and Fe
‘The same ruc of my decison o drop my sit agaistMace-Piand Mich,which lastwoth No one“ted me todnoonfeel me synodo te deiion wat ot prt ofany Stlement exchange
‘avcnareceed or beenomcating and wl ot acceptxyear
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‘ruined subjects’ ives is beyond the pale. But that is whatyouractions amount to. This is
“unethical and unprofessional

6. _Inyour email of May 12, you renewed the threat, stating ominously that you
reserved the right to publish my off-record communicationswith you, Pease note: [was the
principal source for your articles,both of which feature me asthe hook. As you well know, |
shared an enormous amount ofinformation with your reporter on the understanding that it would
‘ot be shared withoutmy express permission. I find it simply extraordinary that you would
attempt to intimidate a souree into silence bythreatening to break such an agreement, I will add
that New York as rightly expressed outrage atthe Trump administration's treatmentof|
‘whistleblowers. I cannot believe the magazine would countenance strong-arming a source who
comes forward with evidence ofone its reporters’misconduct. But again, that is what your
actions amountto. This iunethial and unprofessional

7. Inyour email of May 12, you questioned mycredibility without giving an
‘explanation,In addition,you defended yourreporter's work withoutseeking the details or
supporting evidence for my objections to it. In so doing, you once again effectively dismissed
withoutinvestigation the very serious concems I had raised,and further underscored your
_message that New York wishesto silence and discredit individuals who come forward with
“damaging information about the accuracy of its articles or the performance ofits reporters. This
{ unethical and unprofessional

8, _Insayingyou “respect [your reporter's]past and current work," you failed t0
‘acknowledge thatshe has no experience asa reporter, much less an investigative reporter
‘equipped to handle such a complex and sensitive story. I seemsto methat given her lack of
‘qualifications, the magazine's decision to assign her this story amounted tojouralistie
‘malpractice, This was compounded bythe magazine's failure to review her work more closely
‘before it was published, andis now beingfuther exacerbated by the refusalto take seriously the
‘objections I have raised about the anicles and your reporter (asideftom the concerns I raise
abouther journalistic misconduct, I find it alarmingthat this individual so unqualified and
inexperienced asa reporter, has sccured a contract to publish a book on a subject whose
‘complexity requires considerable expenisein investigative journalism. Your letter displays
‘complete indifference to these problems and the serious harm that has resulted. This is unethical
and unprofessional

 

Inher correspondence with me last fll, your reporter used offensive language to
disparage Harper Collins'slegal team for ther response to complaints abouther work being
‘sed by Schillings, counsel to Maria-Pia and Mischa. The publishing house's lawyers, in her
‘opinion, were being entirely too cautious and deliberative in evaluating the complaints. In short,
they were being oo professional. In retrospect, now wish very fervently that such caution and
deliberation had been exercised on behalf ofNev York Ithey had been, these articles never
‘would have seenthe lightofday and great deal ofgratuitous harm and undeserved suffering
‘would have been avoided.
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|. GENESIS OFTHEARTICLES

A. ‘The Weird Sisters

‘When I was with them, Maria-Pia and Mischa used to say they were “soul sisters”If
had had any idea of what was coming, I would have proposed they adoptthe moniker Weird
Sisters instead.” That would have better captured theirdefiant refusal to conform to gender
‘expectations, the virulent prejudicedirected at them on that accountandthe way they would be
put on trial and punished forit.

Mischa, a trans woman of color, makes people uncomfortable. People used to glare at her
when I took her to restaurants; Harvard campus police would hassle her and ask her for ID when
they were asking no one els, and would order her offeampus if she could not produce it* at
playgrounds, children's parents would direct nervous glances at herand herchildren. Liberally-
inclined acquaintances complimented me for being 0 “openly”affectionate toward Mischa,asif
it were an act I was putting on or some form ofbravecharity. No one has ever been able to quite
‘believe that this woman could be loved by, and atractive to, a “normal” man, oF that she could
‘be “real” mother to her children

 

“Maria-Pia, a woman who flous sexual mores, makes people uncomfortable. She
‘approaches strangers publi, and sometimes “hts on” them: this is unremarkable fora man
‘when a man doesit, but sign of trouble when a woman does it She sometimes has multiple
“hookups” ina short period of time; she can be deceptive and manipulative toward sex pariners;
‘she does notalways answer honestly when asked about sexualactivities with thers or details of
ther personal life. Al! OK when done by a man,but ominous and disturbing — What is she really
‘after? — when done by a woman. 

‘The women’s relationship, which fouts conventional expectations about family structure,
‘makes people uncomfortable. They are legally married to each other, but not a couple. Mischa's

"The what he witches ia Macbeth ae eed.
"1 pernalywinesed this on one vecaion, ad rgd hero ilacomplia.
+ would desert our own reainship a one of platonic romantic ove As mama othe ein, he was the one‘monty responubie fortheupinging. a wart anive, caring and capable ar at mother er pret)! hae

"As Lexpain blowthis side ofhe fe was Something he women tp rmme ding oulates, whieh‘etive became monogamous aeth pregnancybeatan caine unl we pli wish they ad een more
{pen about Marahsex ie before ourlanwasher baines, ut her deeptveness ward mestP8he ld me sheaat been eth antherman lng tine cameas heavy price fo everyone. When |ound oat waste ated to question eying woul oalina,edeandrawing the won pousible‘Stochsion shout what sh nd Macha had boc pt,
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‘husband! is Andrew Klein,who lives with them, Maria-Pia has romantic involvements with
‘women as well as men. Mischa is the thee children’s mother; Andrew is their father; Maria-Pia
4s something like their aunt. When I was i the picture, I was in love with both women, and
something like an uncle othe children. This is all very weird and woubling

‘What rally makes people uncomfortable,though, isthe women’s defiant refusal to be
ashamed about any ofthis. They are uncompromising feminist and trans activists,and adhere to
‘the old feminist slogan that the personalis political, Rather than submit to personal mistreatment
‘oF social injustice, they fight back. This was something they often talked about when I knew
‘them. Ibis, Inow realize, what has led fo all the conflicts and potice reports and legal
[proceedings over the years that are now being held up as evidence of their depravity. Here are
‘veo examples, central to the story:

First example: During my relationship with them the women felt, justifiably,that they
were being treated as mistresses. {had drawn Maria-Piainto the relationship with the assurance
that Jennifer would tolerate our romance,and then strung her (and later Mischa)along with
assurances that I would put an end to Jennifer's incessant atempts to sink it 1 and Jennifer were
lord and lady ofthe manor;they, the mistresses, were unwelcome at my house and had to remain
‘ut ofsight. Theie refusal to accept this demeaning role led to heated exchanges, angry
confrontations with Jennifer and ultimatelythe standofTover the house,

‘None of this had anything to do wit severing me from my family, or getting hold of my
‘money. Itwas aboutbeing treated with dignity. But to those inclined to see these women as
sinister, and to seethe worst in everything they do, this episode provides plemty ofmaterial. Itis
easily converted into juicy FaraArtraction-style thriller in whichthe scheming “abnormal”
‘women seduce the hapless man, target him for fraud and extortion,and attempt to break up his
happy all-American “normal” family: Such an account pure fiction, and is aly contradicted
by the roughly 2000 pages of text message communications between me and the women. But it
sells easily, because it confirms s0 many people's prejudices about women like this.

 

‘Second example: Maria-Pa apparently told three other men,!? deceptively in some eases,
‘that her “hook ups"with them in the spring of2015 had made her pregnant. She didnotask any
‘of them for money, and they did not give her any I believe these acts ofdeception on her part,
assuming that is correct description,were Maria-Pia's wayof fighting back against men who

 

"Misc an Andrew consider themselves wife and hasan hough hey re not ealy mari
"21 am ering Joy Sete(fee as John Doe in the lead ace and Richard Roe othe lead aie and‘Antonyofthe loratte
° Anonyhscond his bout imsxcrsmuicton with me, Sets lnwyer Howard Coop, ndRec's myer Dovg Brocksacanfomed ito me aoutherapctiv chen 
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‘think of women as disposable sex toys. What Maria-Pia was doing, I think, was disabusing
these men ofthe idea thatthey could have asexual encounter with a woman and then forget
about her, making any resulting pregnancyher problem alone, Ths led to conflictridden
‘communications with two ofthe men,who went to lawyers and, as I will explain below,
touched off the conflagration that led tothe articles.

 

It is quiteclear that this had nothing to do with getting money from the men; to repeat,
Maria-Pia did not ask a single one of them fora dime, none ofthem paid hera dime, and none of
‘the men has ever said otherwise.Butonce again,forthose inclined to see the worst in these
‘women and everything they do,itis easy to portray ths as a scheme of serial “fraud and
"When nw them, MariaPia and Mischa fey ilegit the “sexual mareplace,"in wich sme men
onside hemacives ened to be-onsaer efwewitoutwornsahesnares They aso{old meat they both engaged in tsefonfata aa! sexual vsenee an explonton, without £08
‘Taipnadoremndhe monttpoganyttometagany womensuidave owerabtad{noregenray "to impres uponet the rd! lost womenac nt commodeobese worna.
Sd ergot any complication aes

 

“To explain the tee ofws tad abot gender police ie, rst length: one ofthe reasons they‘ated me wat that shared heemeroemawlthinene hey and pace:“led them fe he same oon eared wget dal rmihm elemfost he war troughey iret{hse vel ting contothmmemeroessmvetonthseo hey andvega tui hee‘hoops sbou and expences af male nomen They ad woted ouan elsborte hcrecl apparthe‘Sbjoe including he ology ofmasexual solomon bean, which hy woul fen acleaiesedep
+ Moral Maorty pes who tout fal vals” nd denounce extmarial sx olin ferth othe‘ctoiewo tenpresetcert misses and cstheck-pe io havingsos« SGentéman typesld the worsen they mary ost Sanars of ptya prope.we‘singout cogradingporogrpinc fas wi theoonwermen they ue for rcentonal sce«+ Pouertlspropesie= monthaya the right ngs abou fms bt whowe advantage of hie
‘outro ext seat prenreon women weer het ekete mortpnos or wivoicg.

 

 ‘who nonce behave in ileund degrading ways toward women nthe bedroom. ond who— when{iced wit an unexpected pregnancy — engage nsu-hang me the wore. and abanall
preter oftingy th alr ha hey ta hai.«Rien comeratrerte whe ae ringsoaconsume rae women and expla apd obec‘he whbeingsthamed of ony pieoseconscton with hem snd projecting te oe ageSint omthc wan women hema

 

regancyisoof flhpin n manyothese cass, xporng the hyporses and piieges ofmale power.ces are hard fo maintain fs woman fassink away sencea deal wth he pregnancy on he8.Teaving ihe manfc vo cay on befor, and sed expect the meno del Wh the Consoqunoester tons
 

 

‘Mora-in nd Mischa and hires hve not quit mite that MaiPia's contwas most“court the men hs bad hooked up with utwasnforma activa agaimae power myame‘vince hat was Is the onl explnation tha makes em To me. ven what Raow abo tetbel
‘esol and polical “tance

 

"Roe engaged DougBrooks in Jun2015, fer eated exchanges in which Marais urged hint consul
Inspr SeteempHoward Coope sometimeneatly 016 Matar and Arony apparenteld the‘mar wihout he solvent oftwee
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extortion” — withouteven asking the question whether money was soughtfrom the men. That i
what lawyers arrayed againstthe women have done; itis what I myselfdi, following the the
lawyers" lead;and its what your magazine has done."

“These are the Weird Sisters. To understand what has been done to them, it is helpful to
recall the followingfacts

a

since2011. At the beginning oftheir rel

+ Many people's perceptions ofindividuals lke these women are distorted by explicit of
implicit biases — agains rans women, against people of colo, against women who are
“too”sexually active,against unconventionalfamilies,against women who refuse to be
‘quiet orsubmissive

 

+ Manypeople are quick to assumethe worst aboutindividuals like these women. AS
with Jews in the eyesof antisemites, minor oF innocuous incidents are taken as proof of
Sinister activities. A convincing “case” can be built against them on the bassof lies or
half-truths that would never be accepted ifused against others.

+ Conic, trouble,and negative stories play an outsized role in the lives ofindividuals
likethese women — which,in many people's eyes, is proofoftheir perfidy. The
conflicts they get embroiled in are ther ful, not the fault ofthe others involved. They,
and not the prejudice ofothers, are the cause of the trouble surrounding them. Negative
‘stories about them accumulate like a snowball, which means they must be true

 

+ Law enforcementis easily weaponized against individuals like these women, whose
actions are easily couched in the language ofcrime.

+ The terms “trans woman” and “predator” are almost interchangeable for many people
‘Any narrative in which these two women are portayed as predators will find
acceptance all 00 quickly,with or without supporting evidence.

+ Calling individuals like these two women witches, and accusing them ofcasting spells
‘on men,is as oldas the trees. We modems have replaced the term “witches” with
deviant, andtheteem “casting spells” with brainwashing, but the signification i the

‘The Klein Family's Attacks

‘Andrew becameinvolved with Mischa in 2010, and has lived with her and Maria-Pia
tionship, Andrew struggled to disclose the fact that he 

‘was in a relationship with a transgender woman o is family and friends. When he difinally

= Your articles pany imply that hee men were victims ofsuch scheme,witout ling the reader that none wassiked forme}, and that onc has ver said eerwse
10
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tell them in 2011, he encountered violent opposition to the relationship, particularly fromhis
father, William, and his sister, Margaret. wllgo into abit ofdetail aboutthis, both because it
shaped the events leading upto the article and because Margaret has become yout reporter's
close fiend and principalsource.”

 

Andrew's family were determined to break uphis relationship with Mischa byessentially
‘any means necessary. When efforts to persuade himfile, they moved onto other, less
‘scrupulous methods. Margaret, by her own admission, staged an incident to makeit appear th
Mischa was harassing her * To “free” Andrew from the women, who “had a strange hold on
‘Andrew, as ifthey were brainwashing him,”she and William lured his up to Margaret's New
Hampshire apartment under somepretense;once he arrived, they snatched his phone, locked him
in the apartment, and released him only on the condition that hestop secing Mischa, Not
surprisingly, this was unacceptable tothe women as well as o Andrew,who broke contact with
his fatherand sister

‘Andrew's parents then tured to friend on the Massachusets state police force, who
traveled to Cambridge to speak to Andrew.Andrew was away that weckend,so the tooper
arranged to have Maria-Pia and Mischa called tothe Cambridge policestation, where the trooper
‘asked intrusive questions — notably,about Mischa’sfamily history and herethnic origin in an
‘effort to intimidate and extract informationfrom them.State troopers continued to eall Andres,
‘prompting him to hire a lawyer to issue a cease-and-desst letter, to whichthe state wooper
‘replied that he would leave Andrew alone ifthe lawyer met with Andrew without Mischa present
two.confirm he was aware of Mischa’s dead name.» The officer's transparent purpose was to
deployIslamophobia in order to deter Andrew from associating with Mischa.In this way,a white
family exploited te state police apparatus against a trans woman ofcolor, knowing full well the
{intimidating effectit would have on her and the heightened dangers would expose her to

"My verton ofthe stonsda om das ofan essay that Andre asked me to ead in 2017and om numerous‘omneshad wh Andrew abd Mischa 2016 and 201, arely om privat weniger Bab Longs‘Secu ofns aterwih heKia fly. hich is onaiel i Long’s 3/1018 report to Dog Brooks
The wick involved uming om a weaning device and hen preeningreceive a phone all from Misch. Theisomer tthe vecoring would hea Marat esponding fo he tusve ade Macha was supposeSleesem thetenohcomesan, Muar payedcoring ther meteyi sparenSonvnce Cynthia tht se underesimicd Macha flnss.  

1am qusing privat ventigator Bab Long’account ofis interview with Andrew’ ater Wiliam, which itCovaned in Long's 18/18 report v DougBrooks
Andrew confine his lawyer that he wos aware of Misch's dead ame and was righfended bythelgpehc tnd acpasohain,nih wa choymseby bebeorsMich’

2 Asnoted chcwhere, your publicationhasntalesteno theweaponization ofaw enforcement by“ne ope aginst sans fcoloadagepeople I therefore onfounate ts yureps ot‘ive more tenon othe Klin familys vichmzatonoFtech im th ard
"
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‘The state police hacked down; Andrew's family did not. William sent barrage of
transphobic messagesto Andrew calling Mischa a “freak” whodeserved to die His father
called the Cambridge police to report Andrew was having a nonexistent mental breakdown,
lrging them to compel Andrew to go tothe hospital by ambulance for an evaluation. Unable to
‘stop his family’s meddling, Andrew eventually soughtrestraining orders against his parents

‘The official lie circulated by Margaret and William became that the women had tom the
family spar and estranged Andrew from his loved ones, when in fact — as he told me a
‘number ofoccasions — Andrew had long detested his father for, among other things,his
violence toward Andrew's mother?Margaret, meanwhile, spread wild rumors about Mischa and
‘Maria-Pia among Andrew'scircle oftrends totry to isolate him from the women, They were
snake worshippers,said Margaret, who forced Andrew to participate in strange satanic-tinged
rituals.

 

“Margaret developed an obsessive, unhinged hatred of Mischa, During the 2013 Boston.
‘Marathon bombing manhunt, it emerged on the news that the Tsamaey brothers hada possible
accomplice — Mikhail Alkhverdo,nicknamed Misha, who supposedly had converted them to
‘radicalstrain of Islam and “brainwashed” them ino commiting the erime. Upon seeing these
news stories Margaret contacted the FBI “reporting what she knew about the Mischa that was in
‘Andrew'sie, wonderingif they (i.e, Misha and Mischa] were one and the same" Let that
sink i a moment: Margaret called the FBI to report that Mischa mightbe the suspect they were
looking forin the investigation ofthe Boston marathon bombing. Given Mischa's ethnic
background, this obsceneaction of Margaret's reveals a combination ofracism, Islamophobi
transphobia and sheer malice toward Mischa that would sicken any farinded observer Ifthe
FBI had taken her absurd identificationat all seriously, Mischa could have been exposed to any
number of grave dangers that many people of Middle Easter backgrounds were being
indiscriminately subjected to in post-Guantanamo Ameria. Margaret's behavior could easily
have landed Mischa on a no-fy list, ona terorist-watch list, n arbitrary detention, or worse. 2

 

 

All ofthese actions left Andrew with no choice but to distance himselffrom these family
‘members who were harassing and endangering his wife and children. Several years later, in
2016, Margaret and Cynthia made conciliatory overtures to Andrew and Mischa, apologizing for
‘their past behavior, and attempting to reestablishties. With characteristic generosity and

2 Andrew shard hese emesis withei 2017s supponting materia forte esa he wat writing.
2 Thishad bee 9 feuting fear of Andrew's childhood ei1 umber ofpie insides Anew oer‘eared at seradtskAniew'stern the somach dingspega, causing he 0 mar
2 That Mischa bore absolutely ao resemblance tothe suspect, whose photograph wasoer the news seeminglyad made no dferece to Margret. Theese recounted By Margret hemithe Long report ofS1885h from which te quae langage rn
2 This sec acyhas nt prevented fopeople, your reprinted fom aceptng Mare’ view of‘Mista, On the contr, your opr has betended Margaret and as completely embrace Der pont vea‘wil sc teow
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kindness, Mischa forgave Margaret's years ofbasically unforgivable behavior,and agreed 10
‘open a new chapterThis rapprochementlasted until May 2018, when Margaret was contacted
by a private investigator sent by my own lawyerWith no apparent hesitation, Margaret
performed a quick about-fce and resumed hostilitiesagainst the women. She rehashed for the
investigator the same vitriolic lies she had been spreading five years earlier, and pointed him in
‘the direction ofothers who would be willing to say damaging things about the women. Her
Joathing of Mischa was as thoroughly unhinged as ever, and remains s0 today.

  

Kera Botonik connected with Margaret in early March 2019. She immediately told me
‘Margaret was “lovely,"™and forthe next year often spoke ofthe close friendship they had
developed. Soon after their fistconversation, Margaret agreed to start talking off-record about
Mischa and Maria-Pa. In the spring and early summer of2019, your reporter told me ofseveral
extensive offrecord and confidential conversations with Margaret im which your reporterhad
acquired many negative stories aboutthe women: I believe your reporter gave the stories
‘oblained from Margaret to your editors to help them overcome qualms they were having about
publishing the article. Though Margaret’stories did not appear in the article, I believe they were
instrumental to gettingthe article greenlighted, because they appeared to bearout the proposition
that the women were villains."

2 So muchfo the idea, pode bythe your reports coal othe lead aie tha these women ae inthe‘osineas breaking op families and extanging menfom tc loved oes
2" Theinventignor wes Bob Lon,dscteed elon.

">This is one ofmany instances in wichyourep shared ete sources conteninformaion with me
1 finds deeply troubling fortwo main esos,
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‘Seconsinge the ail ame out, our report hs told me thtMargaret is wingogo on eon toararaeeail’ claims This highlyceptopoemede betase Irenethe numa Ie{hat Morgost layed the poblicaton ofth adsl ac. She would misesdingly be petoted eoIndependent cerobortaroa ace for which she has ben Source The “corboration” seme spurious.
{tine dd this: The ol that he playing in theaiparallel to the oe sh spayed i te aie

‘saga: we wil ce below, thafl hing se was saying yeas ago about the women snowballed othe "seat
[sonraernlpbyoerchastonyourpad madeei‘Storie aici Having made Margret Ber bot end and nw prnipe Sorc, yourepo ii et wingMargret to “comohort the ery sundes of the women that she Maltreyea ago tat produce hespores waive ine fe pac,

‘A: point in par inre below, your repo sd Margaret hae in effet joined forces to ealizeMargret onsinmcring vengel fami sboupanhing the women and eunting Andrew wih is‘solesome Tami. asst se shred by Youep and suit her Tru Crime projet perf.
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C.— Origins of the “Predator” Narrative

“The paper tail behind your articles can be traced to two 2015 documentary sources: a
report aboutthe women written by private investigator Bob Long: and a letter by atiorney Doug
Brooksincorporating Long's findings, which Brooks sent to the women on behalf of hisclient
Richard Roe. They are shocking documents — notfor what they reveal about the women, butfor
hat they reveal about the aw bigotry animating the effort to make eriminals outof them, as
Well as the corruption inthe law enforcement machinery that has been used in service ofthat
effort,

1,

The201S

Lone

Report

Roe retained Brooks in June 2015, following angry text message exchanges with Maria-
a in which she urged him to consulta lawyerBrooks engaged Long, a former state police
‘ooper and longtime president ofthe Boston Police Foundation," wo lookinto Maria-Pia's
private life. Long wrote three-part report discussing what he had found out concerning Maria-
Pia, Mischa,and Andrew.»

“The Long report builds uptothe dramatic conclusion thatthe women were operating 8
“deviant scheme to extort money from young men forthe purpose of financial gain."™* The
report contains no evidence of this supposed scheme on the women’s part. Whatit does contain,
however, is unambiguous evidence of Bob Long's scheme to entrap and extort them,

‘The Long report oozes with xenophobia, transphobia, and misogyny. It repeatedly
imisgenders Mischa, referring to her as “he/she.” The report mocks an essay she had written on
‘motherhood, alls undueattention 1 her ethnic background, and highlights her progressive
politicalleanings. calls Maria-Pia “a manipulating, calculating, pathological ir,”and makes
‘lear the author is repelled by her sexual activities,I refers to Long's conversation with
‘Andrew's father William, who described how “bizare and unusual” Andrew's behavior had
bbecome after he felin with the women, The report leave no doubt where Long's sympathies ie
— with thie poor man whose formerly normal son has been carried off, and his wholesome
family life destroyed, by this trans woman ofcolor and her sexually profligate partnerin ime.

  

Whywoul. exten would do his — uge her age conta asyer — is queton that has oy‘ecuccuredo me Like th er to sesk money fom ay tersupposed vin uggs that ese
‘Some do mot understand the suppose wae vey wel
"Longs websitesblanc, He was president ofthe Boston Paice Foundtion fom 2012102018.
The repo i contained in Longs ates o Reva dated 6/25/15,2915, and 72115,
Leer fom Long to Brooks, 72115,
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‘This demonization of the women, and the weaponization of law enforcement against
‘them, was simply @ continuation ofthe campaign that Andrew's fmily members bad launched
‘against them in the preceding years. As we have seen, Andrew's parents in effect dispatched a
state trooper friend against the women in 2011, knowing ofand seeking to exploit the
‘vulnerability they face as result oftheunconventional family arrangement and Mischa being a
trans woman of coler. That trooper made fll use of whatever weapons lay athand, including
Mischa’s ethnic backround and family history, in order to intimidate the women and separate
them from Andrew. Long,dispatched against the women in 2015, picked up where the state
trooper left off His report incorporated and validated the animosity ofAndrew'sfamily members
toward the women;it built up and ratified the idea thatthe women had brainwashed Andrew into
‘moving in with them; it gave ammunition to people seeking to hamess transphobie, misogynistic,
and xenophobic stereotypes against the women;and it created a destructive new narrative about
the women, portraying them not only as “deviant” but as criminals.

 

‘The Long report provides a disturbing window onto the way in which its author has used
corrupt and unscrupulous methods, wth the participation ofthe Cambridge police,to
“eriminalize”these women — to gather private information about them, to intimidate and silence
them, to isolate them from their friends, to extract money from them, and to set them up for
‘criminal prosecution,

1. __Inimterviewing people connected to Maria-Pia and Mischa, Long and his
‘associates misleadinglysid that he was working with law enforcement, giving the false
impression tht he was conducting a criminal investigation ofthe women. His obvious
‘purpose was to put pressure on the interview subjects to divulge any dirt he might find
‘useful. An equally obvious byproduct was to make these people worry that the women
‘were possible eriminal suspects, thereby damaging the women's relationship with friends,
co-workers,and s0 on.

2. Using his connections a the Cambridge Police Department, he got police
records on the women what were not publicly available — reports ofperfectly legitimate
‘complaints the women had made — in order to cherrypick them for snippets, taken out
‘of context, to construct a misleading narrative about the women.

3, AtLong’s request, police officers were dispatched to seek records from
‘Maria-Pia’s stay ata bed & breakfast in Cambridge, “whose owners refused to cooperate
‘based on a recent Supreme Court decision." In other words Long had effectively
‘commissioned an unlawful search and seizure to be carried out by the Cambridge police
‘on behalf ofhis cient.

21 acshee blow
Leer072105
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4. Having filed to tur up any evidence ofthe “deviant scheme,” Long —
long with two detectives and three commandingofficers of CPD — met and drew up
plans to run a sting operation against the women using Tinder, the dating app. Though the
report did notspell this out, the sting operation would presumably have involved luring
“Maria-Pia into havingsex with a man working forthe police, and then waiting for her to
<laim she was pregnant and demand money from him,

In the conclusion to his report, Long recommended that Brooks approve the proposed sting
‘operation, which if successful would make possible a case ofextortion against the women, and
‘would also make possible a lawsuit with which to extract money from them. Long told Brooks
that the sting operation had the enthusiastic support ofhs fiends inlaw enforcement,assuring
him that “the potice would be more than glad to cooperate with us and investigate the matter
further if (Maria-Pia] makes an overt act with respectto any extortion attempt." Finally, he
noted that his research had revealed that the women appeared to have significant financial
resources, which would make a lawsuit against them a rewarding method of exerting pressure on
them, In other words: unable to find any evidence thatthe women had extorted Roe or anybody
els,the private investigator effectively proposed enabling Roe to extort money ftom them.

(Ordinarilythis whole episode wouldbe the subject ofa New York exposé ofcorruption at
the top. Just look at the story: By hiring the presidentof the Boston Police Foundation, wealthy
and powerful white manessentially purchases law enforcement’s help to intimidate and shake
down two women forthe “crime” of upsetting his son; the engagement results in a misogynistic,
transphobie report revealing the investigator's bigotry and the police's willingness to employ
unlawful methods at his request; the police provide bim with nonpublic information sbout the
women, agree to conduct an unlawful search and seizure wo obtain evidence againstthem, and
help draw up a sting operation approved by top brass at police headquarters; the sting operation
‘would entrapthe women into commiting an actof extortion they had never committed before;
the evidencewould then be tumed over tothe wealthyclient, who could then use ito extort the

 

That isthe sort ofgrotesque misuse of police power thatthe magazine would normally
‘make its target. But not this time around. Rather than side against this corrupt machine and its
persecution of two vulnerable women, New York sided with it, As we will see,the Long report is
‘the 00! ofthe poisonous tee of which the magazine's articles about the women are the fruit

Laer 072175,
1 shoud not tht Po, Roe and Suter are ll fom very wealthy,well-connected families. They areal he sons of
owerflwhitemon who fred vate vengntaso flow these worn around abd dinhepriate ives{nce ther entering sms became with MasiPa Toph he Pl survetane revealed pthingSSioiaytnewets prey Bobsemerere novelancyt fakeson,Shake dowe and lence te wor
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2 Brooks
Brooks, apparently convinced by his PI, wrotea letter to Maria-Pia on behalfofRoe is

‘which he accused her of engaging in'a series of “schemes aimed at extorting money from men
‘whom you have falsely claimed impregnated you.” He gave the following instances:

 

‘+ He recounted the story of John Poe that eventually made it into lead New York aticle
+e stated that Maria-Pia and Mischa had “extorted” Poe, and then — when he tried 10
break free oftheir grasp— bad brought anabusive restraining order proceeding in
‘Which they made “blatantlyfalse” accusations that hehad raped Maria-Pia and
threatened her life

 

‘+ He claimed that Andrew had tried to leave the women in 2011, and thatthey had
“enticed him back by falsely claiming that you had cancer and that you were pregnant
‘with his child”

‘+ He recounted an incident in involving a man whom Maria-Pia had met on Tinder and.
hnad considered “hooking up” with In a textexchange with the man, Maria-Pia had
told the man that he would not need to use a condom,because she “couldn't get
pregnant.”

‘+ He stated that she had said Roe had made her pregnant; that it was “unlikely”she was
telling the truth; and that this was another one ofthe “schemes” in question.

‘The Letter’s Deceptiveness. The letter gave the impression that there was evidence
supporting its inflammatory “extortion scheme” charges, withoutdisclosing what was. In truth,
there was essentially no evidence at all. Let us look a each instance Brooks gave.

 

1 Poe
4. Forthe Poe story, Brooks simply appropriated, and presented as

‘established fact, Poe's testimony ata 2014 proceeding in which Maria-Pia had
unsuccessfully Sought a restraining order apsinst him. The letter did notdisclose that
Brooks was ventriloquizing Poe inthis way. Ialsodidnotdisclose that Maria-Pia was
‘unrepresented a the proceeding; that Poe was notcross-examined; and thatthejudge had
‘been essentially silent atthe hearing, and gave no reasons for his ruling. 

1b. _Atthe hearing, Poe testified he had paid $11,000 to Maria-Pia via her
{fiend Jacqueline Lescarret. What Poe did nor say was that some time earlier Maria-Pia

2 Broks leer ofAugust62015 MaroPia,
”
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hhad given him at least $10,000,as a third party bank subpoena shows. So much for the
“extortion” charge,

€ Brooks'sassertion thatthe women's accusations against Poe were
“blatantly fase” — of false at all — came out ofthin ai. Th judge had made no finding
bout the accusations, and expressed no view about them from the bench He had
nied the requestfora restraining order, withoutexplanation, after it emerged that Poe
hhad not seen Maria-Pia in severalyeas and had not spoken to her in nearly a year. For all
anyone knows, the judge credited the women’s accusations, but decided they did not
warrantissuance ofa restraining order.

2. Andrew

Brooks did not disclose that hissource was Andrew's father William
Kein, who apparently didnot believe that Maria-Pia had cancer and that Andrew had
caused her first pregnancy.William gave no reason fr his belief,and Brooks gave no
reason for supposing it was true. The leter simply presented, unattributed, Wiliams
pinion as established fat.

b. _Byits own terms, this was a story about getting Andrew back into a
relationship that became permanent. What did this have to-do with extortion?

3. Tinder
[Brooks had no evidence that Maria-Pia wasplanning to ask this man for money

‘= Tuasmerged trough a paysubpoena in vi ition.
4 focus of the ering was. on Misch’ testinony that ia conversation the previous week, Pos had od‘inca tae wart oilMarsa. MaraneethtPacha enasauiedhe Hoe year enter,{hs gotsemnosetion the hearing. chrom the jadpeo Poe's couse
‘© ob Lanes epofely 21, 205,08 which Broks red, tate the Following (2) “Mi: Kein had become“anced ovr hs ons sare andnaa behave incehe bear involved wih Shuman: Aonepat‘Xnircw moved out on Shuma, bt sh soonencedhm back arcang she wax sick with cancer and was
‘reganise"
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Brooks also neglected to mention that the Tinder communication had come to light
‘because the man on Tinder had begun harassing and threatening Mari-Pia, leading her to
contact the police

 

4. Roe

Brooks omitted the ct that Maria-Pia had not asked Roe for any money. 

Impact ofthe Brooks Letter. On inspection, then, Brooks's tale about “schemes aimed
at extorting money from men whom you have falselyclaimed impregnated you" was smoke and
‘mirrors. Is transparent purpose was to seae off the women with the possibility that they would
face serious felony charges ifthey didnot leave his client alone. Shortly after sending this eter,
Brooks negotiated an agreement with Maria-Pia’s lawyer in which Roe and Maria-Pi promised
to have no further contactMatters might have rested there events had not led me to Brooks
three years later, at which point I saw the leer and accepted at face value,not realizing how
deceptive it was,

 

 

C. My Embrace ofthe “Predator” Narrative

‘Sequence of Events. My ovin relationship withthe women cameto a sudden,
‘acrimonious end in August 2017, when we found ourselves in court during the standoff over the
‘house. There were police episodes and restraining order hearings,after which my lawyers
insisted that I change my phone mumber and break contact with Maria-Pia and Mischa. 1
did so, forgood, on August 23, 2017. Iwas left feeling angry, bewayed, and very alone.

 

nally

Jennifer, unsurprisingly, had long told me thatthe women were up to no good with me,
In the wake ofthe August 2017 rupture,she claimed tobe vindicated, She said thatthe house
standoff had proved the women were “grfier,” she called them. They had lied aboutthe
baby’s patemity; they had manipulated me with tales about Maria-Pias nonexistent cancer; the
‘whole relationship had been one big scam. So she said,

 

2Thnauoinonof hi acyhn slingaonMainaaMichcn dya,‘ccdent According the police eprom he mater, De oie sted on Mara Pa leptons‘retharsuet by tennTnder man because hey were Seppoed by extespehea sea
 

+ more generpin stowte Brooks ktcae abot “tay fae actions

  
tis notable that wo ofthe sree indusManiaepothe pice undeniably haasedhe.the view fhe ple Poe's station atet ucla One would nee: kao this rom the ead ales ain hatMaria-Pa has ister ofili fae pole repans
1ow Brooks nied hat Mar-Psip a noniclosre agreement, which his own int id ot‘ign Hear ken the postin hat herstalabo he mater,
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{resisted this idea until October 2017, when I met Howard Cooper,counsel for Jay
‘Seuter (referred to as John Doe in the lead article).Cooper told me the story about Seuteri that
eventually made it nto the lead anicle,and offered to represent mein litigation against the
‘women. I gave far to mich credence to Cooper, in part because I was blinded by feelings of
sexualjealousy: The women had told me that Scueri had sexually assaulted Maria-Pia;* 1
believed them,and Cooper — who avoided the subject emily— gave me no reason not to
‘continue believing them,

Cooper made no secret of hisintense dislike ofthe women and repeatedly told me they
‘were dangerous women who sought to destroy men’s lives. As with Brooksinthe Roe episode,
‘Cooper's reflex was to attempt to criminalize the women by taking the matter to law
‘enforcement. Cooper, aiming higher than the Cambridge police, approached the Massachusetts
‘Attomey General's office in December 2017 with information about me and Scuteri — an
approach which I was easily talked into authorizing In hindsight, iis surprising Cooper thought
‘that these two minor matters would interest the Attorney Generals office. He was clearly
‘banking onthe potentially sensational nature ofthe ase,owing to the unconventional lives these
‘women led. Unsurprisingly, Cooper's request for an investigation ofthe women was turned
down.

 

‘The predator narrative was further reinforced for me in when I engaged Brooksin April
2018. His 2015 letter, which he showed me at our first meeting, enraged me atthe women —
‘enraged me so much that! did not take the trouble to inspect the leter's evidentiary basis orthe
‘soundness ofits reasoning. The letter itself,written by a reputable lawyer, was all the “ocular
proof”I needed. Jennifer had been right all along. The women were predators, with a tral of
‘victims. I fled my lawsuit against them in May 2018. The following month Brooks, like Cooper

 

1 eomacted Cooper ecaue the women hada me shou terdispute with Sete,
“As ouromance unfolded is he springof2015a he became pregnant, MariPia odmeta waste ony‘man wh ould hve caused the prepmncy. now see her reson Yor decsving me. she waned reaonshp ih‘me and feared, gute py that would make sshexpew tha someone ene might have case he
[nasancy. Sho tnd Macs wevr cadsed me sherwar. te respert{vary much wi thy hd de otui atsboenpf teat om hora he in, bul han would Have pevemed the coli hat re fom
‘nyeansourtm he ner ter
Micha hd ld me abt the sexual abain 2016 sd bth women od me about it in he summer of2017
“Cooper ha deceit would be eteredi oterent both ne and Sete so Thre Dog Brooks based‘nthe eleal piven bys end Infactin 2018 Minch had shown me the nedsclonre agreementpepe‘Brass nthe Roc mae. | presumably saw Roc‘ and Books name nthe documentwhen {warhow tin 2085,bird mot egterthem and therfoe had womemthat Hook had bees adhers o Mars Pan Micha wheTas fered hinApel2018 The person who refered met Breks kc mo ening details ofanya‘ao mato
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before him, tried to interest the Attomey General's Office in launching«criminal investigation of
‘the women. Once again, the Attorey General's Office sensibly declined *

‘Overlooked Problems. A detached observer, if Thad consulted one, would have had a
‘word for this whole narrative: idiotic. She would have pointed outtwo problems:

1, vidence ofthe “wailofvictims" was nonexistent,

4. There was no indication the women had “extort”any ofthe other
‘men, On the contrary, theirbehavior contradicted it they had not asked Seuteri oF
Roe for any money. In Roe's case, Maria-Pia urged him to seek counsel almost
right away — hardlythe act of an extortionst.Asfor Poe, we saw above the
problems with Brooks's “extortion” and “blatantly false accusations” claims.

1b. Scuter was notably reluctant to actually sue the women forthe
terrible things Cooper was claiming they had done to his client! Perhaps he was
afraid ofthe evidence that would emergein support of Maria-Pia's rape
accusation against him >>

  

& Noneofthe men would talk. According to Brooks, his former
client Roe was too “traumatized” to speak about what had happened to him; 50,1
‘was tal, was Poe;*Cooper sai the same thing about his client Seutri. Too
traumatized 10 speak — this was proofof cours,thatthe men had indeed been
terribly vietiized by the women, A detached observer would have pointed out
that they might have other reasons for keeping quiet.

"© Brooks's led overtae othe AC's office was the hime law eforcemet authorities had considered and‘Sug jected the dea of nunching an ntsiation of he women the ter ing the Kei ays 20Spyronch to the Masechusts State PoliceMargaret Kins 2013 approach tothe FO Bab Long's 2013 epproach{0 the Cambridge police. and Howard Cooper's 2018 aprosch the AG. KeraBolonk was ae ofalo thse{ied semptsso eresawenforsten th women, These eps fares woulae buen 3 re igo29‘asonably tebe profestonal jurmalist a suggest hat he accutins hing mae ais the women were‘or eredile Undecred oloni ucrically embraces the cw ta these women were mina anhs hopedrersnce o manaactarea coe thawl fay peruae he utortes io provece the women and ake beTue‘Slime creame cee te
This ws onfomod by thei espective nesBrooks ang Cooper
ied sit in Jy 201% 90moth afer did This was over two years afer the March 2016 communications‘wich Cooper had tieatened osenl ver Orec years air Suter as corsuteaions wih MariPia.
‘That may also be why, now tht be has we defaultjadgment he shows no fores in proving his damages. A‘ete jcpment was ena in December No hearing on damages har bem scheduled
+Brook saideareached ut0 Foe in Jay 2015, during i erezration of Roe and had beena Poe was
‘sjeholopcallyanbleo speak abtte mater {myselfpot essay the sme answer inAp 2018, when‘Smacted he nwyer hohdpened oe the 2014 eran oder proceeding
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2. Bvidence of my own victimhood was also nonexistent.

4 —_Onany fair-minded reading, the voluminous written
‘correspondence between me and the women was the record ofthe people who
loved each other and wound up hurting each other a prea del

. "The women had deceived me about Maria-Pia's hookups with
other men, but had deceived them about my bond with Jennifer. The deceptions
were wrong, but dane out ofa desire not to lose each other. They were my
“vietime" as much as L was theirs

 

& The proper venue for resolving our differences was somethinglke
<ivorce mediation. We needed family lawyers, not scorched-earth criminal
lawyers like Brooks and Cooper.

My Mindset. Had I looked atthe situation with a cool eye, would have seen these
problems. But I did nothave a cool eye, ora clear head, for three reasons.

First, was in bunker mentality. My legaldispute with the women was exploding:
Harvard had suspended me; my life eemed tobe falling apart. I was frightened and alone,
speaking to essentially noone aboutthe situation butJennifer and the lawyers,

‘Second, 1 was in an echo chamber. Like Jennifer, the lawyers — particularly Cooper —
hhad obvious motivesto encourage me tothink ofmyselfas one ofa numberof victims. I had
‘an obvious motive to believe them, because the existence ofother vietims would strengthen my
‘own position in court and at Harvard. In this echo chamber, the party line was thatthe other men
and I were victims,

“Third, I was frankly consumed by jealousy and feelings ofsexual betrayal. Iwas Othello;
‘Cooper was Iago: andthe Brooks letter was the handkerchief I didnot know what I believed
‘anymore,and was ready tobelieve the worst. Iam furious atthe way I was used and manipulated
bby Cooper in his attempt to extract moneyfrom the women on bebalfofhis elient*
Cooper's lem Seater had much to gain omhe essre my own lawsuit exeon he women, as well as‘tom the prospect af my evis» wines nhs laws
* Lcontaced Cooper inthe fl of 2017 wit limited knowledge ofthe Sete mater Coopererent me fortheee severl mot and nthe processaid substanamet ofnaan om me aout he wenah‘Tim icy tad Share wth we toot teSee oun: Wien my gnaausmoreerpted in hesng[¢20IE, Cooper declared he ould no longer repesent me tngpret! confi, owing to i opresenaio of‘Seater Sina hs supposed cfc doenreal slong, can only conclu that he ho ely wate‘eprsett me inch nigaion a a and had akehe engage primary in order to ban aration fom me[ertic tenet fh longdechnSuter laa blevetat Couper’ werk with your raporerw tah the‘women and Sch ross rimina nestions ofthe mated byhs desir opus smoke seen overSiSairans crtscewstons tu Scie pedeI wil sy fara hat Coopers aggresive Magan ccs
‘int ho women have boon cleledto prevent an djuaton on he meri Of the Set cave, Which Belews‘End schonare desperate toavebreach woud vole singthat sceston
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D. My Approach to Your Reporter

1 contacted your reporter on June 24, 2018, told her my story, and seat her along,
‘document I bad just completed my writen submission forthe Title IX matter pending at
‘Harvard,in which I set forth my understanding from Brooks and Cooper about what had
happened to the other men. The submission effectively called the Tile IX complaintagainst me
an act ofextortion, which I thoughtto be true then bat no longer believe.

 

 

‘Today,the submission reads as though it was written in captivity,from a cell with no
‘windows, by a man who has lost all contact with reality. Its author begins by describing himself
asa victim ofa “protracted campaign offraud, extortion, and false accusations,” and goes on to
tell a story that certainly makes it seem that way. Is told with utter convietion, and appears to
‘be supported by the dacuments that have been selectively quoted as evidence.*” Did he really
believeit? Was hetrying to please his eaptors, whoever they were?

have no ide. All know is this: as an account of what really happened between me and
the women, ofhow we felt abouteach other and what was motivating us, that man’sstory i
‘unrecognizable, If he thought he was telling my story, his captors had surely brainwashed him,

IIL, YOUR REPORTER'S CONDUCT
approached your reporter in search ofan investigativejournalist who could get the truth

‘out about these women. My purpose in contacting her was to get her advice, and possiblya
referral:I didnotthink ofhe as an investigative reporter* But when she proposed covering the
story herselffor New Yorktheidea seemed reasonable to me, Your reporter appeared to be
sensitive wo gender, LGBT, and racial issues, a quality that I considered important to getting the
‘story right; she said she would do a thorough and conscientious job; if the editors ata reputable
‘outfit such as New York trusted her to cover the story responsibly,so did 1

   

% MischaTite IX compat against me was neither an actofnu and extonion nor an abuse of proces.‘However {no nae sernlly hated inch thn she and MasPs extort me: White (anv otiBe‘hough canrey osc how nthe heat ofcont he coud gencybowen charge gate me tat‘woremot sand tha she hosel would wot have beloved under lesf ahd adversarialcyeumstanece. can‘nil oe this beens I wat ed olive charges gait her at wate ot Cueamylwould Have‘copied absent hefapht cicunstanes that kept men aec chamber
Any reasonably objective reader ofthe documentary evidence would have grectedthit account wihsepts if‘ot obsigh nceandrou ave cros-examined ruacosly Nowe of at bapencd wth your‘ormio mary apimy fanaa pocepons ofheatonapeetoaesbe mie

 

Wemere Facebook ends, came fom the same hometown, and haa old fend in common, had neverSaneenct thbtteaseroonFchokaconsostdeo
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For the next eighteen months, we were infrequent,often daily, contact asshe worked on
the articles and then began work on her book. We became friends and collaborators. | had never
‘worked with an investigative journalist before, and frequentlytold her I was relyingon her to tell,
‘me the rules ofthe road and to make sure we abided by them. I trusted thashe was doing a
professional job. Only after our contacts became less frequent, starting around the New Year, did
begin to realize how thoroughly I had been defrauded and exploited.

 

No professional journalist — lest ofall one with the gender-LGBT-racial sensitivity
thought your reporter possessed would have filed to turn a very skeptical eye toward this
remarkable story ' brought her about these "predatos” and their“wal of victims.” Such &
journalist would have seen the evidentiary problems regarding the other men,the emptiness of
the “extortion” charge, the reliance oninnuendo, She would have seen howself-serving my own
lite tale of vietimhood was, how contradicted it was by the voluminous correspondence I'd had
‘with the women. She would have seen scen how the demonology surrounding these women was
being fueled by prejudice,and how it was being exploited by lawyers who had alot to gain from
such a sensational case. In short, she would have seen a witch hunt inthe making, and pushed
back.

‘But this this project was never aboutjournalism. It was aboutcreating a "true-crime””
narrative — whichis how your reporter herself described the finished lead article — thatcould
bbe expanded into a book torival her late friend Michelle MeNamnara's!' Be Gane in the Dark:
-Mty Obsessive Questfr the Golden State Killer. She mentioned that bookin our very first
conversation,and many times afterward, with a combination of reverence and envy. Her late
{iend’s book had helped catch a serial predator and put him in jail. Your reporter was going to
‘match the fet

| had given her the perfect characters. For True Crime, what could possibly match 3
salacious story about two man-hating, sril-vitimizing,sexually deviant, overeducated Parisian
‘women at Harvard — one of whom,for heaven's sake, is airans woman ofcolor? It was almost
{0 good to betue. The opportunites forexploiting misogynistic and transphobic stereotypes,
along withthe narrative strategies ofthe slasher-flm thriller, were endless. If she could get these
‘women prosecuted, the calls from Hollywood would never stop pouring in.  

From the start, your reporter was out to show that these women were waging “campaign
offraud, exiorion, and false accusations" against me and other men — words / myselfhad
‘writen in my Title IX submission days before meeting her, which she lifted and presented as fact
inthe lead article a yea later Her work onthe articles was one long exercise building a case

 

email 726019,
© That formulation appeared he fi paragraph ofmy personal statement in he Tite IX procoting against ms,‘shih submited on sous ne 20 and Bae to your repre when I enacted het on June 3. The eb aticSil incorectyatibuts de words omy wyThey ori the opening paragraph of documet tha expity‘mes me athe batho.
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‘to thateffect, and in helping others do the same,with no regard For the boundariesthat normally
‘separate a reporter from her sourcesand story. Thus, she overcame Jennifer's reluctance to talk
to her by assuring that she hoped 10 “helpbring the two tojustice."*! She spoke glowingly of
Brooks and Cooper, rejoiced at every favorable development in thelitigation against the
women,steered sources their way to serve as witnesses, and urged sourcesto hite them to
bring cases oftheir own against the women. She rooted for me in the conflict at Harvard,and
suggested materials to submit and arguments to make in my defense.© She repeatedly proposed
telling the Title [X investigator about the women's work with otherjournalists, urging me to say
‘it constituted impermissible harassmentor retaliation on Mischa’s part Shesupported efforts to
Interest the police in the women, and was disappointed when the efforts failed.”

Precautionsto ensure the integrity ofthe reporting process were ignored. Your reporter
repeatedly shared the offrecord confidences ofother sourcesShe told her sources what other
Sources were saying, contaminating purportedly independent accounts She asked me and
Jennifer to help her evaluate th reliability ofaccounts ofother sources.® She asked me for my
interpretation ofevidence and for my legal assessments: I was simultaneously her subject,
source, fuct-checker,editor, and legal consultant”! Sheincessantlyshared her own opinions on
the people she was writing about, on the sources she was speaking 1,and on the stories she was
bearing

 

For your reporter,sources are instrumentaities for building her prefered narrative. 1
‘cannot count the number ofoccasions she pushed me to ee the women inthe worst possible
light, as when — to take a single example — in response to my wondering aloud why Maria-Pia
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hha first approached me, she answered simply: “She is a predatorShe did not care about
challenging the sources who gave her stores that suited her; for example,she never confronted
‘Seuteri (refered to as John Doe in te lea article)on the subjectof Maria-Pia's credible
accusations ofsexualassault against him. Your reporter chased sources who offered material
‘with which to trash the women,while showing no interesti speaking to sources who might say
‘something favorable about the women or complicate the narrative.”” Sources who supported the
narrative were reliable,no matter how suspect their aecounts or how litle evidence they
‘provided,The more extreme the account ofthe women’s perfidy, the better. A source who
{spouts anonymous online vitriot aboutthe women was a“good person” because she isa friend of|
‘Andrew'ssister Margaret source who resisted your reporters effort to cast him asa victim is
thereby untrustworthy, and must be taking orders ffom the women.”

 

‘The project has been govemed by the conspiracist's mode of reasoning. Any testimony
‘agains the women, no matter how farfeiched of dubiously sourced, isproof oftheir villainy.
‘Any testimony in the women’sfavor, by contrast, snot only automatically suspect; actually
confirms theit villainy by demonstrating the power they have over what others think and say
Searching out and speaking to people with a favorable opinion of the women would have served
‘no purpose; it would only have demonstrated how suecessfully the women disguised themselves
to such people. Likewise, Andrew's apparently happy relationship with the women, now in its
tenth year, reveals how completely they take possession of men's minds. The oceasional
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‘objections I voiced to your reporter about her dark picture ofthe women showed that they stil
hhad old on me.””

‘Your reporter never got the women’s side ofthe story,because she did not want to
Following an offrecord phone call with Mischa in October 2018, she told me that she had no
desire to speak to her again. She had not believed a word Mischa had said, making furtherfurther
‘communication pointless. Mischa, she said ater,was “quite the performer” who had “delivered a
late-era Streep” inthe conversation.Ofcourse,se provided no explanation or basis for these
‘extreme and offensive statements aboutanother source. After the ancles came out, she gloated
‘that no reporter or publication would help them tell their side ofthe story,because “everybody
‘knows they are liars and grifters.”""

 ‘This isnot just business for your reporter; itis personal. She has never hidden her disdain
for these “truly awful” women.” She is openly enviousoftheir intelligence and academic
‘achievements, which she denigrates with groundless conjectures tha they are not real. Thus,has
Maria-Pia is not “smart” enough to have the physics degree she eamed,*! and Mischa may not
really be enrolled at Harvard at al OFcourse, the evidence shows that Maria-Pia docs in fact
hhave a physics degree and Mischa is infact enrolled Harvard. The women have “delusions of
srandeur," which are being punctured now that your reporter has exposed them for the frauds
that they are: "They believe they're smarter than everyone and gave themselves the highest
challenge by preying on people in theintellectual epicenter ofthe country. They thought they
‘ould outsmart everybody. And thats the painfultruth that they are having to face right now."™

 

‘Your reporter's antipathy toward Mischa is boundless. Notwithstanding her self-proclaimed
status asa trans ally, she hastrafficked in the eradest ransphobic stereotypes to describe this
‘woman she is bent on exposing as a fraud and impostor, «leach who sucks the life and
productive energy out ofothers In the early months ofour work together,your reporter saw
‘Mischa as the weak and ineffectual dependent of Maria-Pia, who had “turned Mischa into the
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‘conniving person she is now."Mischa was “zaftig™ and “lazy”other people did the “lion's
share of her work’; Maria-Pia used “every man in her path” to prop up her helpless companion
‘Mischa could not stand on her own feet at Harvard, and was now trying to “establish herselfas @
writer” passing off other people’s work as her own.S® Coming across an an op-ed Mischa
published in The Guardianin thefll of2018,your snidely remarked that Miseha had apparently
‘been “busy”; finding another article by Mischa in in Slare afew months later,she said: wonder
‘who is writing for her these days."

 

‘Your reporter's words took darker tum in March 2019, when she finally connected with
‘Andrew Klein's sister Margaret. As yourreporter well knew, Margaret was the person who had
called the FBIin 2013, tellingthe bureau thatthe woman who had "brainwashed" Andrew into
‘marrying her might also be the man who had brainwashed the Tsarnaev brothers into committing
‘mass murder"! Many reporters would be alarmed by such deranged bigotry coming froma
source, and would wantto hold the source at ams length. But not your reporter, who
‘immediately pronounced Margaret to be a “lovely”person, and promised to keep me posted of
their interactions.” Sincethen she has become very close to Margaret, who has become her
partnerin constructing,in Technicolor, afar more sinister, monstrous figure out of Mischa a
‘demonic caricature idealfor purposes of your reporter's True Crime enterprise, as well as for her
and her new ffiend’s personal vendeta against Mischa Haider. Your reporters transphobia has
ome outin the open, along with her patent malice toward this particular trans woman ofcolor
‘whom she finds so threatening,

 

‘Mischa Haider only appears weak and helpless. Infact, like the Jew of antisemitic tracts,
she wields control over everyone around her. Her family — Maria-Pia, Andrew, the three
children —is nota family at all itis a cul, presided over by the trans woman with satanic
powers who snatches bodies and colonizes minds. Andrew is there because she “stripped him of
his autonomy and his pertonality and his connectionsto everyone ia his life." Mari
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there because Mischa “also did” this to her,after which she “dropped everyone in her life." T
myself was nearly sucked in, but escaped Andrew's fate Mischa i a “Davida Koresh" who is
“just too lazy to actually have a coherent vision for her cult”because she “can’t get past her
victim thing."*

‘Your reporter knowsall this nonsense to be true. Shejust knows it, without having done
anyreporting. She has never met Mischa, has never spent a moment with her family,has never
spoken with any ofher family members,has never spoken to anyone (other than me) who has
Spent any time with her family. Armed with the “knowledge” that blind prejudiceprovides, she
thas no need to gather faets and evidence — which in any event would support her thesis, no
‘matter what they revealed. Ifthey contradicted her thesis — if, for example, it were to emerge
‘that thisfamilyis no less “wholesome,” healthy and loving than any other — it would only prove
‘how thoroughly the women had hidden the trath, underscoring the cult leader's control over
others.

“Thistrope — portraying trans individuals as “cult” leaders who brainwash normal,healthy
individuals int joining thei ranks — i a common slur, figuring prominently inthe folklore of|
transphobia.” Itisfront and center in your reporter's vision for her book-in-progress. To help me
understand what Mischa did to Andrew and nearlydi to me, she ha passed on to me a book
‘recommendation from Andrew's sister, Margaret: Terror: Love & Braimwashing: Attachment in
Cults and Totalitarian Systems:Discussing a possible televisionseries based on her work, your
‘reporter proposed that the working ttle "Untitled Gullible Man Project” be replaced with the
‘working te “Asshole Trans Cult Leader Project """

‘This isnot family but cult, and Mischa is not a wife and mother but a sinister illusionist.
‘Yourreporter disparages Mischaroleas mother to three children and wife to Andrew, joining
the chorus oftransphobes who cannot believe that a trans woman is actually capable of
‘mothering and being loved as a mother by her children, or that a man could genuinely bein
love with and attracted toa trans woman and could have «healthy marriage with her. After
reading Mischa’sarticle about the prejudice and disbeliefshe experiences asa trans mother, your
reporter saysthe article overstates Mischa’sactualparental responsibilities, and surmises thatshe
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is taking credit forthe parenting done by others in her household." To your reporter, Mischa’s
‘ensnarement of Andrew was “breathtakingly awful!" the women used sleep deprivation and
‘other brainwashing techniques to sever him from friends and family; he remains with Mischa
‘because heis trapped in a“Tugue state” from which she hopes her work will “awaken” hie. 2
‘Your reporter will brook no dissent from me:

 

BH: Rereading thosetext messages among the three of them ffom 2016 and 2017,
Don't underestimate Andrew's agency.

KB: He has been weaponized yes. Been thinking about that lately
BH: No, no. You need o reread.Heisleaning on Mischa hard. To get me out, to take

the LSAT, other things. Heisnotjust takingorders, he is giving them. {-.]
 

KB: Yer and telling them what they want to hear And been programmed.
‘This exchange is typical ofmany in which my efforts to complicate or qualify your reporter's
narrative were dismissed out of hand,

“To your reporter, nothingis eal about this impostor. The street harassment Mischa
experiences asa trans woman is nothing but a “dark fantasy." Te deathfromAIDS of a
beloved partner, movingly recounted in an essay she published,is pure invention." She
conceals everything about hertrue identity — her parentage,her ethnicityher names, her
birthplace. Your reporter, bent on unmasking her, has made it her mission to track down details
from her past, apparently oblivious tothe reasonsthat transindividualsdo not publicize these
things. Your reporter ignores the real threats and dangers a tans woman may be exposed to by
wading her private life, her past relations, her former partners, dead-naming her in the process

to obtain any salaciousdetails she ean procure.
 

Butexposure is notenough for your reporter. Thatisthe reason she called my and Brooks”
attention to the recent federalprosecution ofa "kind ofa cultleader” in New York for
“psychological manipulation” and urged Brooks to considerseeking comparable federal charges
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against Mischa and Maria-Pia The True Crime enterprisereally requires the women to be
charged with a crime preferably a sensational one, nd the sooner the better. Law enforcement
authorities do notappear to appreciate the gravity of their offenses or the urgency ofputtingthe
women away fora long time. Why shoulda ® your reporter gether sources to give them a litle
‘nudge, as she continues her “obsessive quest” for a quarry that will outdo Michelle MeNamara?

 

‘Your reporter has been hoping fo see the women prosecuted and imprisoned since the day 1
frst contacted her, when she suid “I hope they rot."” Better stil, she would like their
prosecution and imprisonment to be the product ofher own crusade against the women. Thus,
‘he made sure to inform Cooper and Brooks ofcontacts from sources who mightserve as
‘witnesses against the women, She encouraged sources who might qualify as Victims to retain one
ofthe lawyers. She encouraged me to cal the police about what she hoped were possible
‘rounds for prosecution.As it became clear to her that authorities were not intrested in
prosecuting the women because they had not committed any erimes, she began proposing wild‘and nonsensicallegaltheories to me and my lawyers. She is desperate to see them convicted and
imprisoned,

Her reaction tothe larceny charyesmistakenly brought (and now dropped) against the
women! reveal how unhinged her quest for “justice” has become. She encouraged me to call
‘the police about the bank withdrawals in question, thrilled at my discovery — “Wow. So there's
proof” — ofsomething that might getthem prosecuted.!"® She was delighted to see charges
‘brought and arrest warrans issued against the women, who were never even notified of the
proceeding"! She relished the prospect that, i they returned tothe United States while the
warrants were pending, they would be taken into custody by federal law enforcement agents; she
know fall wel that this would expose Mischa to violence and potentially life-threatening danger,
and was glad ofi! She was thrilled to lear thatthe pending warrants were deterring the

‘Email 1220, seat Brooks and me,
Text message 6248
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‘women from retuming to the United States to defend themselves against the groundless
proceedings that had been brought against them; complimented Howard Cooper for explo
this; crowed when Coopers strategy resulted in a default judgment against the women in Jay
Seutei’s ease; and looked forward to seeingthe same strategy result in a default judgment
_against them in my own ease. Her unconcealed delight at these serial injustices and life-
threatening dangers forthe women — all ever a few hundred dollars that I (mistakenly) thought
the women had taken without permission during our relationship” — now leaves me
speechless.

Just consider. After the warrants were sued, the women faced a stark choice: fly to the
United States and risk Miseha’s life inthe eustody ofTrump's border security agents, ostay
‘away and forfeit the chance to defend themselvesin court. Theyfaced this choice precisely
‘because Mischa is a trans woman ofcolor. pricey lawyer promptly exploited this to procure a
judgment againat them on behalf of8 wealthy white man the women had accused ofrape. A
‘learer case of the sheerrot aMicting our justice and aw enforcementinstitutions — ordinarily
‘of such concem tothe editors ofNew York —can hardly be imagined, Your reporter was not
troubled by this. She was overjoyed byit

 

8

‘New York can take credit forthe legal obscenity Ihavejust described. In November 2019,
‘the women sought to have the warrants recalled on the ground that they had not been properly
notified ofthe criminal proceeding: Judge Sragow of the Cambridge District Court denied their
‘motion, making fairly clear that she had read your reporter's articles. Inthe civil tigation, the
‘women sought an extension of time arguingthat entry ofa default judgment was unconscionable
under the circumstances; ludge Green ofthe Middlesex Superior Court denied their mation, after
‘Cooper called her attention o your reportersarticles his opposition papers.

 

‘Your reporter also hopes to help Margaret, her friend and fellow fabulist, pry Andrew loose
fiom the women so he can resume a healthy, normal, un-rainwashed life. I late 2019, I told her
that Andrew was scheduled to appear fora depasitin in Boston in January 2020. She duly
‘relayed that to Margaret, and later told me that Margaretwas considering plans tointercept him
there and dissuade him from returning to France. Your reporteralso hopesthat when he does
‘eventually free himselffrom the women,he should take “those poor kids” with them.‘Because
causing a trans woman to be stripped of her three children along with her losing her husband,is
Just the sort ofthing NewYork wants to be known fo.

Let mebe clear about this. For your reporter, breaking up this family and wrecking these
women’s lives i not just some tragic by-product ofher relentless search forthetruth. It is her
‘objective. Asthey say ofTrump, the cruelty isthe point. This project has never been about the
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searchfor ruth; it was always about making these women “rot," and then watching the credits
rolls

‘With New Yorks help,she has had considerable suecess. Though the family remains
Intact, the articles have essentially destroyed their lives,and ireparably damaged the lives of
their children, The world has lost the voice ofa bilint writer and commentator on trans rights,
gender equality, and other politcal subjects. Transgirs have lost the rarest ofrole models —
trans woman in loving marriage toa cis man, only mother to her three children,earning s PhD
at Harvard. Thatisthe achievement ofthe individuals responsible fothe publication ofthese
shameful articles,

 

IV. ‘THE ARTICLES’ MISREPRESENTATIONS
AL Overview

“The lead anticle was primarily about my relationship withthe two women, along with
sort accounts about three other men 1 had brought to your reporter's attention — Seuteri
(eferred to as John Doe in the lead article.) Poe, and Roe. In additionto being the main source
for the story about my own relationship withthe women,I was the only source fo the stories
bout Poe and Roe. Your reporter never spake to Poe or Roe oF anyone connected to them. None
Of this is disclosed tothe reader.

‘Your reporter never confirmed with them,or anyone connected to them, theaccuracy of
her account:she never asked these individuals whether her account matched their own
perceptions or understanding of events; she never got theirpermission to publish her account.
‘She relied entirely on written materials had given to her along with my own interpretation of
‘the materials. I the source, have never spoken to either men and have no idea what they
themselves think about any ofthis, None ofthis is disclosed tothe reader,either

 

{Asfor Scuter: your reporter did indeed speak to him,and has repeated his accusations
‘agains thom. But she inexplicably forgot to mention one thing: the women have publicly
accused this individual of having raped Maria-Pia. On what conceivable basis would you print
his accusations against the women, but not their accusation againsthim? What responsible
{journalistic outfit would ever give such a one-sided aceount ofa dispute?

Im short your lead article consists ofone story (mine) whose main source has retracted;
two stories (Poe and Roe)that are completely uncorroborated; and one more (Doe) whose one~
sidedness constitutes jourmaistic malpractice.
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‘The result ofthis farce is pure defamation. The lead article creates a deeply false
portrayal ofthese women as serial predators who terorize men and shake them down for money.
‘Thefalse light generated by this portrayal is then magnified by the second article, in which a
‘mostly inconsequential series ofalleged encounters on the street becomes “proof” ofthe
predatory view ofthe women developed by the first article. Combined, the articles deceive
readers into believing highly inflammatory chargesonthebass of what is, on inspection,
essentially nonexistent evidence — charges that, I repeat, are completely false. This isa small-
scale version of what despots and to create public enemies out ofthe unpopular groups and
‘marginalized people. It isnot journalism.

BL Lead Article

 

My Story
As Ihave stated before, the magazine’ story about me converts a complex relationship

amongthree people intoa Fatal Attraction-style thriller ofcrazed females tormenting a hapless
‘man and his family fiction having no reation to the truthIn a subsequent letter,Iwill give a
<etailed, point-by-point refutation ofthe story; here I will just summarize the problems.

1. ‘Theartcle’s claim that Iwas seduced into the relationship is completely false
From the beginning I spent as much time chasing Maria-Pia shedid me.I drew her in with
the false representation that my attachment to Jenifer would pose no barrier to a relationship.
"The fact s, Twas no more a "markthan were the women, who felt deceived and manipulated
because my representation was false

 

 

2. The claim that was the victim ofa paternity trap is also utterlyfalse, I would
hhave wanted to be withthe women even ifthe pregnancyhad never happened. Im convinced
“Maria-Pia told me I had eaused the pregnancybecause she knew I would leave immediately if |
{ound out that another man might have eaused i. Anyone who reads the 2000 or so pages of text
‘message traffic between the three ofus can see thatthe baby played essentially no role in the
relationship.

3. The portrayal ofmy relationship with Mischa is misleading, offensive,and
twansphobic. 1 was in love with her; our love was romantic; t was not sexualbecause she is
asexual, The article's insinuations that I was somehow used in this relationship nonsense, and
deploysbigoted stereotype that trans women are somehow unlovable and unattractive. This
aspect ofthe aicle simply enrages me,

4. Theclaim that the women sought to separate me from my family, ot part me
from my money, is nonsense. As I sad before, they simply did not want to be mistresses, and,
‘resented the fat that I was effectively asking them to financially subsidize Jennifer— who
rewarded their overtures o her wih unrelenting hostility, and did allshe could to sabotage the
relationship,

34
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5. Theclaim that this relationship was seam, orwas any less genuine on the
‘women's part than on mine, is contradicted by the written correspondence among us, which your
reporter and the article's editors show litle sign of having read.

6. The-claim that Mischa's Title IX complaint was an at of fraud, extortion,and
abuse ofprocess is false.*

Scheming females, hapless man, defenseless wife and children — your reporter wanted a
‘made-for-Netflix narrative, That is why,daysafterdeclaring that this was the most difficult story
she had ever reported, she gushed atthe prospect of a “nice bidding war"in Hollywood — “great
‘news for us, dives up the price” — forthe movie and TV rights."" To her dismay, the bidding
‘ever materialized. Meanwhile, Ihave searched without success for evidence that she had ever
before reported a story, difficult or otherwise

2. Poe, Roe and Seuteri (Doe)
‘These men create the“series”that, in the lead article's telling, make the women “serial”

predators who shake men down for money. This part ofthe article is outrageous, as Iam going to
{ake some pains to show here.

‘To recap I wasthe one who informed your reporter aboutall three ofthese men, having
{gotten stories about them ftom my lawyers Brooks and Cooper. Bath ofthese lawyers had built
‘up a narrative thatthe women were serial griters. This position was expedient to them for
purposes ofadvocacy; both are criminal lawyers,and are accustomed 1 using “scorched-earth”
{actics against adversaries. (Cooper also had a pronounced,palpable antipathy toward the two
women.) They had no trouble convincing me of their view ofthe women, which was also being
pushed on me by Jennifer. They were my echo chamber, as I've suggested, which your reporter
promptly joined.

 

| must emphasize how profoundly this echo chamber affected my own perceptions. My
life seemed tobe falling apart; I was stuck at home, talking to almost no one but your reporter,
Jennifer, and the lawyers. I lst the reality check that comes from communicating with people
‘with eiferent viewpoints I became radicalized, developing an extreme view ofthe women that
bore no relation to my actual experience with them. From then on  ieterpreted each bit of
{information inthe worst possible light. Your reporter was instrumental inthis process; any time T
‘wavered in my view ofthe women as predators, or suggested that it could be simplistic or wrong,
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‘your reporter pushed me back tothe party line. Looking back, I am reminded ofnews stories
boutthe online radicalization of“incls,” members offorums such as 4chan,and other disciples
‘ofconspiracy theories and extreme ideologies.

 

1 will add that this extreme view ofthe women has the same viral quality — the same
potency and contagiousness — as those virulentforms ofonline misogyny. I is easily hamessed
by people who have something to gain from demonizing the women,and unfortunately finds a
receptive audience in all 10 many readers and listeners bearing conscious or unconscious biases,
for whom these strange, unconventional women are both a source ofentertainment and
confirmation of those biases. Your reporter has shamelessly exploited this situation out ofa
variety of motives — self-promotion, professional jealousy toward Mischa,and a deep-seated
animosity toward Mischa thathas grovn into what, as I've suggested, can onlybe called a
personal vendetta. The New York anicles have become the principal vehicle for the viralspread
‘ofthe false view of these women that has no more bass in reality than the other delusions and
conspiracy theoriesaccepted as fact in 4chan and similarfever swamps.

 

‘Thatisthe process by which Roe, Poe and Scutri have become part of these women's
‘mythical “tral of victims,"and central components of the demonology surrounding the women.
Let us look atthe falsehoods and evidentiary gaps in this “trail ofvietims" picture, 

John
First, your reporter neverspoke to thisindividual or anyone connected to him,

+ She relied entirety on material {had given herand my interpretation ofit.
+ myself have never spoken to this individual or anyone connected to him.
+ The published account was unsourced, and made no use of publicly available
documents (ofwhich there are none),

+ The reporter obtained nocorroboration ofthe accountand does not have this
{individual's permissionto publish i

Second, the sole document on which the entire published account is based isthe
‘transcript from the 2014 proceeding in which Maria-Pia sought a restraining order against Poe

+ The proceeding was impounded bythe courts in 2016, making all records from it
unavailable

+ The transcript is uncertified and is not an official court document. Your reporter got
it from me, andI got it from Doug Brooks.

+ Neither she nor Ihad any way of verifyingits accuracy or completeness.

‘This was a mane on which your reporter repetely consulted me,nt ony for my perspectives but also fr my
‘egal nagatan baoping
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‘Third, the published account is based entirely on Poe's testimony in the transcript, which
the published account presents a fact

+ In this proceeding, Poe was represented by counsel but Maria-Pia was not
+ Poe was not cross-examined by anyone, andthe judge asked essentially no

questions+ The reporter present this un-crossed testimony as fact, without ever having
spoken to him or anyone connected to the events in question.
‘Thore were four witnesses at the proceeding — Poe, Poe's then-grifriend, Maria-
Pia,and Mischa. Your reporter has not spoken to any ofthem, orto anyone else
with knowledge ofwhat happened.

Fourth, your reporter's account is contradicted by the very documenton which she relies
+ The article suggests that the woman named Jacqueline Lescarretdoes not really

‘exist implying that she isa fabrication of Maria-Pia and Mischa’s. Infact, Poe
and his lawyer repeatedlystate that Poe has met Lescarret in person on numerous

“The article states that Maria-Pia's request fora restraining order followed Poe's
requestfor a restraining order against Lescarret, implyingthat Maria-Pa's request
‘was an act of retaliation.” Infact, the document makes clear that Poe sought his
restraining order three days after Maria-Pia began the proceeding against him,

+ The articlestates thatthe baby born in 2011 could not possibly be the productof
Poe's encounters with Maria-Pia because the last such encounter was in 2009.In
fact, the tanscript says quite clearlythat they were last together in 2011
All three ofthese assertions inthe article are used by the reporter as dramatic
{indications that Maria-Pia and Mischa are brazen fraudsters and manipulators of
the legal system. Infact, uree ae the imaginings ofsomeone who has simply
not read the document she is reporting on.

  

  

Fh, the published account falsely implies that the court rejected Maria-Pia'sassertion
that Poe had sexually assaulted her five years earlier.

+ The entre focus ofthe hearing was on whether Poe’ threatening words toward
Maria-Pa, as reported by Mischa, posed a sufficient danger to warrant extension
ofthe restraining order.

+ The court denied the restraining order after it becameclear that Poe had notseen
Maria-Piain years; that he had not spoken with her in nearly a year: and thahis
primary interactionsin the episode had been with Lescarret and Mischa

+ Maria-Pia's assault accusation was scarcelydiscussed atthe hearing; it was not
adjudicated by the court and thejudge expressed no view about it.

dosnoel owe he ouave brought this proceeding Lescaet did ot exist 

FD
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+ In addition, the judge made no credibility findings and gave no indication that he
disbelieved anything the women had sai.

Sixth, Ihave obtained new information thatfurther undercuts the account offered in the
article

+ A.third-party bank subpoena has revealed that Mara-Pia had transferred to Poe at
least $10,000 a few years before the $11,000 paymenthe claimed to have made to
Maria-Pia via Lescarret. This contradicts theidea that he was somehow being
defrauded and extorted into paying them money.

+ Poe sent Mischa a number of warm communications, including a hand-written
Mothers’ Day car, in the period after the restraining order proceeding. This is
‘hardly compatible with the idea that he viewed himselfasa victim ofMaria
and Mischa's

 

Finally
Poe has resisted all ofmy attempls,as well as your reporter's attempts, to contact
him.

+ At thetime ofthe conflict Poe sought a restraining order against Lescaret, but
‘not Maria-Pia and Mischa, further contradictingthe idea that they were menacing
him in some way.

 

{In view ofallthis, cannot see how anyone could believe i is journalstcaly responsible
to portray Poe as the victim of fraud, extortion, false sexual assault accusations, or indeed
anything els,atthe hands of these women.

 Please note: Poe's sthe only case n which one ofthe women’s purported victims paid
‘them money or even was asked topay them money. Iti now clear that be paid them money to
‘repay Maria-Pia for money she had given him. None ofthe other men in the articles was ever
asked for money."

Richard
First: once again, your reporter never spoke to this individual or anyone connected to

im,

13Ast noted before,Antonyofthe followup atc confineome that MariaPa never sagged she wanted
‘money fem him. Row ond Sewers lawyer (Brooks and Cooperrespectively hve confirmed tome ha oer
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+ She relied entirely on material! ad given her and my interpretation ofit.)
+ I myself have never spoken to tis individualor anyone connected to him.
+ The published accountwas unsourced, and made no use ofpublicly available
documents (of which there are none).

+ The reporter obtained no corroboration ofthe account and does not have this
individual's permission to publishit

 

‘Second, the documents on which the entire published accountis based are purported text
correspondence between Roe and Maria-Pia, and email correspondence between Roe'slawyer,
Doug Brooks, and Maria-Pia's lawyer, Ruth O’Meara Costello,

+ Your reportergot them from me, and I got themfrom Doug Brooks.
+ Neither she nor I had any way ofverifying their authenticity or completeness.
* Yourreporter did not speak to ether party to the purported text correspondence to
‘check whether it was authentic, altered, oF taken out ofcontext. In addition, she
‘id not get their permission to se it.

+ Your reporter didnot reach out o or speak to Costello to corroborate the
authentiity or completeness ofthe email correspondence and to verify that it was
‘ot altered or taken out ofcontext.

‘Third, the published account ibased entirely on my interpretation ofthe purported text
correspondence between Roe and Maria-Pa, and email correspondence between Brooks and
Costello, and on what Brooks had told me about it

+ To resolve the confict between Roe and Maria-Pia, Brooks had demanded that
“Maria-Pia sign a confidentiality agreement which he drafted and presented to
“Maria-Pi for her signature. Mara-Pia signed it but Roe did not. My
understanding is that most people would view this agreementas legallybinding
lunder these circumstances.
So faras Lam aware neither of the parties to the conflict has ever said anything
bout what happened between them. The only person who has spoken about it
‘was the lawyer who pressured Maria-Pia to sign an agreement silencing he.
think iis highly troubling for any journalistic outfit to publish,under such
‘circumstances, the lawyer's account ofwhat happened between the parties. The
lawyer has in effect engineered a situation in which he considers himself free to
tell his version ofthe story, while Maria-Pia exposes herself to liability ifshe
‘even opens her mouth about it

 

‘2 Ths was a mater on which your peter repeatedly costed me, nt only for my prpectives batas for my
legmls to inform hor reporng Not ony waI he sourceavin et my though but waaie het‘oper cplconstAnd hk abvius theehicalproblems tat ie.
1 You repartkpt me appised ofthe Inwyes she was speaking lo and most ceniny woulhave told me isehadspeheno Cesc
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Fourth, the article falselyimpliesthat Maria-Pia sought money from Roe.

+ Brooks has confirmed me that Maria-Pia never asked his client for money.
+ Inher correspondence with Brooks, Costello emphasizes (without objection from

Brooks)that Maria-Pia hasmade no demands for money.
+ Inthe text corespondence, Maria-Pia makes no demand for money. Once the
conversation between Maria-Pia and Roe becomes adversarial, Maria-Pis tells
Ihrn that he ought to get lawyer snd that any farther communication should be
‘through lawyers. Thisis not the behavior of someone seeking to defraud orextort
someone with «groundless paternity claim.

  

Finally, as 1 described in Part Il above, the Brooks letter— on which my understanding,
fofthe Roe story was based, and passed on to your reporter— was completely misleading.

 

+ The letter portrayed the Roe case as one ofa series of“extortion schemes.”
+ Theinstances he gave ofsuch “schemes” — involving Poe, Andrew,and the
uuenamed man on Tinder— contained no evidence ofextortion.

+ The letter misleadinglyimplied that there was such evidence, in order to create
‘the impression that Mara-Pia'sinteraction with Roe —a legal nonevent— was
the beginning ofanother such scheme,

 

Here again:In view ofallthis, eannot see how anyone could believe it isjouralistically,
responsible to portray Roe asthe vietim offraud, extortion,or indeed anything else of legal
significance.

Seuteri
‘The more you look at your coverage of this man, the more disturbingit becomes.
First, it is very woubling that your anicle allows him to remain cloaked in anonymity,

sven that yourreporter madeclear to me tha there was “no way” she would ever grant Maria-
Pia and Mischa’s request to remain anonymous. '™ Your article grants anonymity ta credibly
‘accusedrapist, while naming his victim without her consent.

Second, the published account entirely omits an all-important fact: in Scutei's lawsuit
‘against them, the women have alleged that he raped Maria-Pia.Its truly astonishing that your
"As have indicted before, {ame this individual are because he has filedwins.ameaa
‘mater ofpublic econ
"3 This seoms to me» good ination ofhow ile meres yourephada producing bland soryoasuing hewn Sasnd potatoe, ae *
"0 This toe plendings which ae publicly avaiable, and your reporter is well amare of 
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article includes Scuter's accusations against the women, but excludes theiraccusation against
im and does not ask him to answer i

+ The omission creates an unfairly one-sided picture ofthe dispute between Seuterh
and the women, and conceals a motive he has to lie about what happened.

+ Italso deprives the reader ofinformation essential to evaluating your claim that
the women havefalsely accused others ofsexual assault.

+ Your article essentially “convicts” the women of making false sexualassault
accusations against Poe, whom your reporter never spoke to

+ Here we have,in Seuteri, a man they have accused ofsexualassault, whom your
‘eporterspoke to,Did your reporter ask him abouttheir accusation? What did he
say? Is there any evidence bearing on the question?

‘The omission ofthe sexual assault allegation, and your reporter's refusal to look into it
‘and report what she found,ean only be called journalistic malpractice.

‘A question: would it have been acceptable to printthe women’s sexual assault accusation
‘against Scuteri, without printing the accusations he has made against them? If not, why was i
(OKforyou to print his accusations but not shits?

‘Third, the fuctofthatallegation may help explain some otherwise inexplicable behavior
‘of Scuter's, who —as I noted in part Il above — seems very reluctant forthe evidenceinthis
‘ase to be aired in court.

‘+ He and Cooper began threatening the women witha lawsuit March 2016. There
"were negotiations that spring between Cooper and the women's lawyer Costello,
‘hich apparently quickly broke down.

+ Scuteri did not file suitafter negotiations broke down. He remained reluctant to
sue even after I contacted Cooperwith my own story in the fll of 2017, and after
alerted Cooper to the Brooks leter in the spring of2018

+ He finally brought suit a couple ofmonthsafter [fled my own lawsuit, when it
‘would have been apparent to him that he and the women were likely to be
deposition witnesses.

+ Cooper stated to me that strategy wasto seek a judgmentin his clients favor
‘ith no trialor adjudication on the merits
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+ Now that he has won default judgment, Cooper and hisclient show no interest
in scheduling a hearing to prove his damages, hearing at which evidence of
the sexual assault would likely emerge.

 

Fourth,the evidence available to me supports the sexual assault accusation.

‘+ Maria-Pia hasalleged that Scuteri raped her in the encounter that had been
initiated by him. She reported it to Mischa and Andrew the day it oceurred;the
following day she and Mischa reported it toa friend — FG, a former police
officer— to seek his advice.

+ Contrary to the inflammatory and groundless suggestion i the lead article and by
{Your reporter that Maria-Pia has history ofmaking false rape reports, there is no
‘evidence ofthis.

+ Mischa disclosed to meon several occasionsin 2016 and 2017 that Scuteri had
‘sexually assaulted Maria-Pia."* These conversations occurred during our
relationship, when she had no reason to lie to me about such a thing.

+ Maria-Pia disclosed to mein the summer of2017 that Seueri had raped her. She
‘also had no reason a thatpoint to fie to me about this.

"As noted above pat ICooper expla he act warans againthe women 1 secure a dfsjudgment
‘gains! them inthe Sater gation is srtegy sceeedo because udgeSragow ofte CambridgeDist Court{ho n May 2020ordered mistaken charge obdamsthe DAs request) detined ofall the waaseithhwomen indareropewe ofherecndeaereo‘Midacues Sepener Court don’ pre hem sins etesondespie the maedanger Mischa woul fae2 amgendor woman afoor if she wereto be Janel by fora laenforcement wileemtring the US eh the‘saatarnt place Boh judges wereply dmisiveahewomen gal postions, and bahjes Radfather larly ead your reponers aici and, ke manyhal bee inlcnced by thease gh 1smeheSomweraio ork con hee take cenaangoperciptatinothray CE'
‘rjcowardwansgender women oforto secure» vciory for hs ccm whe aveding ing om the ests‘Mar: Pas rape scematon ngth chem Your arcles Rave now svealy paved ths womens sity 10‘ese dus process even in cout

 

‘Once agin, one would ordinary expectNewYork wo cxpcss ura ahe manifest injustice ofputing‘eangender woman ofcolor othe ehoce between ring er fein th ands of eral Bode conto gens oF‘ting oper nig to defend hen Sea's wit ll becaae of(istken) mindmeanor charge The
pode shou be part ofthe national debate we ae having over the hss endured by vulnerable minority groups‘rough our lw enoremont and cout machinery. That he misdemeanor charges were ever edi the a pageatelymagaanywith yourepocheeraedtare er ewatSsomcn were en”™
"Aa discused in part ILC ove the poliohave credited the comps she has made about men arssing and‘estening her tam nt aware os ingle instance ia which he police hae ibeived compatshe bas made 0
‘hem abou seal eau or sayingee
"She dlntl me imac, id sd ile boatthe cumstances Beyond ling me tha he was theaening
‘romain Inigaon again he women and wns eprerenid by Howard Cooper
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+ FG,the former cop, has recently confirmed to me that the women spoke with him
the day afler the second encounterand told him a man had sexually assaulted her
the previous day; that Maria-Pia was distraught and unsure what todo;and that
hhe advised her to least flea report with police in order to documentthe
episode; and that he had a followup call wth Maria-Pia afew weeks later,in
‘Which she said she did not want to pursue the Seuteri mater with law
«enforcement because she was pregnant and there was a chance the pregnancy
resulted from that encounter.

 

Fifth, the evidence available to me easts serious doubton Seuteri’s account, which the
article presents as fact,

Funter:

"= Thi encounter a

+ Though Maria-Pia appears to have initiallyapproached Scutri, which led to their
encounter at the Taj Hotel," it was he who contacted Maria-Pia several weeks later
after this encounter to ask herif she was in town and wanted to meetagain

+ This encounter — initiated by Scuteri —was the one after which Maria-Pia
contacted him to say she was pregnant; it is also the one in which Maria-Pia alleged
Scuter raped her and filmed her.

+ None of thisis disclosed in the article, presumably because it undercuts Scuten's
story thatthe women targeted him ina scheme,

+ Before Scuter’sfist encounter with Maris-Pia, he met with her and Mischa for a
drink. ® During that drink, Seuteri took one or more surtepttious photos of
Mischa." Why would he take and retain such a picture of Mischa over a casual
drink? This is creepy, predatory behaviordirected at a trans woman, which
should not be lost on anyone, What was he planning to use the photo for? Any
‘numberofdark possibilities come to mind.

+ Aside from raising questions abouthis credibity as a source, the sureptitious
photographis obviouslystrong substantive evidence supporting Maria-Pia's
‘contention that Scuteri secretly filmed their second sexual encounter and then
threatened her with disclosure ofthe video.

+ We all know that women are targets ofrevenge por far more often than men,
‘Seuter has evidenced his propensity to take surreptitious photographs and retain,

nevi 

"> Tis is unpebythe partisshe iat.
"8This merged in the Tle IX proeeding, whos investigator sated in her report tht Coopshdprovide herswith photo ofMaca and aipane that Sees a akon without Mins Knowiedge srg he dik. ACopy ofthe pointeTie IX record
11Scar a some gussou! he encounter, hy ceili ot prevent hi rom going wp oer roam,ser he dik o reaching out sce her opin fe woes ee.
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‘them for no reason. In contrast, there is no evidence that Maria-Pia and Mischa
hhave ever done such a thing.

+ None ofthis is disclosed in the article, presumably because it discredits Seuteri and
his story,

In sum:

Jay Scuteri raped Maria

 

‘This seems clear to me.

‘The above evidence not only undercuts Scuter's story about being “victimized” by these
‘vomen; it strongly suggests that he victimized chem by sexually assaulting Maria-Pia and
‘threatening them with the circulation of revenge pom.

 

‘The evidence therefore casts serious doubton the article's entire thesis thatthe women
are predators who pretend tobe vitims,

‘New York: has failed to disclose any of that evidence. Indeed, it has failed to alert the
readerin any way to the women’sside ofthe story, which is detailed in thei public filings inthe
tiigation,

‘This i simply outrageous.
tis my beliethat I was in effet used by Howard Cooper to help him create a

smokescreen over Maria-Pia's highly credible rape accusation against his client. New York has
allowed itself to be used inthe same way.

 

C. The Followup Article

1 will commentbriefly onthese vignettes, which say more about the individuals
‘responsible for producing these articles than they do about their subjects

 

1. The Aaron Holman story: This made-up story seeks nothing more than to
‘idicule women for stepping outof traditional genderroles.

2, The Steve story: When this individual contacted Botonik in August 2019, her
editor Genevieve Smith wrote toa colleague: “Keratalked to another guy who dodged a
bullet"? T would love to know what “bullet” was dodged in this made-up story.whose
Purpose isto implythatthere is something wrong with the kids having a trans mother, thatthe
">Macha docs ot evea wel know, td either ofthem woulever be 30 boorsh at ctl semeone
‘Boloemail 725/19: Bola forwarded me Smith's note, log with her comespondence with the man,{ncnhs same (Scot Woodbury) and his emaadres andr could pas am omy lawyer Broa,
 MariaPia would neve hide from anyone, ich lesa eave that Mischa was the mother afheen

“
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‘women know they have to hide this,and are willing to do manipulative and deceptive things to
avoid being found out

3. The Jordan story: Iftrue, establishes that Maria-Pia was “forward” with a man
andinsistently sought his attention. This is surely powerful proofofguilt, because only men are
allowed to act that way; i'a woman does it, there issomething sinister afoot 

4, The David and Carl story: When the source contacted Bolonik,she forwarded his
‘email to me for my opinion. Here is my colloquywith her:

BH: There's problem withthe date though. In fll 2015, she was visibly pregnant. 1
‘wonder ifhe meansthe spring.

KB: just asked him about thataftergetting the email. Isai, wait she would have
bbeen pregnant, Waiting to hear back, He did say it was late at night, be may not

 

BH: I wonder ihe stil has the texts. IPhe or others really want to be helpful, they
could get cell phone records to pin down dates.

KB: He says he doesn't havethe texts anymore but maybe his friend does. He said he
realizesit must have been summer now because it happened before his Sept 1
2015 move,
‘After conferring with hisfriend they remembered it was Apriv/May 2015.1%

‘The article simply says that this non-story occurred “in the Spring of 2015." Take this ttle
‘exchange, and the published result, as an indication ofyour reporter's professionalism and
imegrity

5, The childhood friend story: This individual's mother contacted me; I passed the
‘note on to your reporter who then contacted the individual,and alleged childhood fiend,
‘The article refers to no evidence provided by the individualto support her story, and cites no
comoboration, The story itself's implausible and completely at odds with everything I know
bout Mischa: she is asexual;she voeally opposes ataching valveto physical appearance;she
‘would never participate,or encourage participation, n hook-up culture

 

“This ancodote showeases the indiscriminate sexualization of trans women that (like their
indiscriminate portrayal as cult leaders) is centraltothe vocabulary of anspbobia. Equally
9 Bolom email 72719.
1 As aeadefeu tent messgecorspondencewoali ow, she made ut positon abundanly cleat me morethan once
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noteworthy isthe anecdote'sstereotype-laden claim that Mischa “corrupted” Maria-Pi. Here we
have, in a nutshell the narrative your reporter is developing: Maria-Pia and Andrew were both
leading normallives until Mischa came along to recruit them into her cul, transforming Maria-
Pia into a nymphomaniac and Andrew into a “lab rat™?* who has been conditioned into believing
the is Mischa's husband,

 

 

6. ‘The Anthony story: Oddly, the article neglects to say whether Maria Pia ever
‘sought money from this man.

Given what she had written in the lead article about fraud and extortion schemes, and the
‘women’s use of money demands to controland manipulate men,its intriguing that your reporter
4id not ask this man aboutit — and (if she did ask)thatshe did not tell the reader the answer he
gave,

 

‘As you can see ffom the “David and Carl" exchange immediately above, your reporter
thas no problem asking sources questions (or feeding them answers) about minor details like the
date ofan encounter with the women. When Anthony contacted her immediately after the lead
article came out,she had a perfect opportunity o test the thesis of the lead article. The money
{question is not, afterall, a minor detail, but central to the claim that these women are serial
extorionists.

‘Did it really not occur to your reporter to ask him? Or did shejust not lke the answer he
gave?

V. CONCLUSION

A few months ago, when I was starting to have doubts about thetrial, conviction, and
execution — in nearly every sense but the literal one — of these two women, I myself asked
‘Anthony whether Maria-Pia had soughtto get money out ofhim. His answer,of course, was

‘This was shortly after my realizations that my “bank the” accusations against the
women, which had led to criminal charges, were simply false. They had emerged from my
discovery, in 2018, ofsomewithdrawals the women had made from my account — which,
courtesy of my echo chamber, I promptly construed in the worst possible light. As I have said,
your reporter was thrilled at this discovery of“proof”oferime, encouraged me to repor it, and

 

ocText menage 914719
"Lass asked him whether she a accused him, or treateed to wecus himofsexual asl. The answer was 90,

{shoul tat ofthe men dscssed in he aici, he the nly wihwhom ave hod dee, 
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‘was pleased to see charges brought. There was only one problem: I had authorized the women to
¢ account, and they put more money into it than they tok out.

 

“These serial extortionists never seem to get around vo actually extorting anyone.
‘Which can be real problem for a couple ofarticlesthat are basically an extended riff on

private investigator Long's vision ofa “deviant scheme to extort money from young men for
purposes of financial gain." That is why, like the 2015 Brooksleter on which they re based, the
{ntcles conceal their sourcing, misrepresent the evidence, and deceive the reader intobelieving
ina nonexistent case against the women, Ths is aboutcreating criminals, notexposing them,

Lookat the trajectory ofthisfalse narrative. Theludicrous imaginings ofAndrew's
‘latives lead to theP's “deviant scheme,” which leads to the pseudo-facts ofthe Brooks eter,
Which leads meto write ofthe women’s “campaign offraud, extortion and false accusations,"
Which leads to the two articles built around that very phrase,which leads o a forthcoming book
whose main sourcewill be none other than — Margaret Klein, thefist to intuit that Mischa,
‘dark-skinned tran cult leader and brainwasher ofmen, just may have masterminded the Boston
Marathon bombing. This would all be funny,iit weren't ruining the lives ofreal people.

“The stories ofthese women's supposed predations, as I suggested before, have a
snowballing effect. Once you "know," oF think you know, that they preyed on one person,
‘becomes much easier in the next case to read ambiguous (ornonexistent)evidence asproofthat
they did the same thing to someone els, which makes it still easierto draw the same conclusion
‘na thied case, and s0 on. Prety soon, everything they do is suspect, and every scrap of
information about them further confirms their guilt

‘This isthe logic of every witch hunt, and itis on full display here. Inthe lead article, the
reader “learns” of four victims, without being aware ofany ofthe problems — such asthe total
lack of supporting evidence — I have identified. Then, in the followup piece, the reader
encounters a half-dozen mote stories, most of them completly innocuous,all of which (when
combined) acquire a sinister glow in light ofthe “knowledge”from the original article, The
reader now has an airtight case oftwo serial predators who remorselessly prey on unsuspecting

 

need hardly point out how casily sucha narrative sells (literally and figuratively) when it
js about two nonconforming women,one of them a trans woman ofcolor. An alarmingly large
part ofthe public is eager to read “sinister and “criminal” into practically anything they do
‘(even using the bathroom, to recallthe panic over trans women that swept the country four years
‘ag0). The false light cast by this work i therefore far more damaging for women like this than,
‘would be for cis white people, who enjoy every benefit ofthe doubt in the public mind.

 

1 Aa not before,he was pointe out bythier in Febrany 2020 ingi the iil igation
a
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“The upshot for these women is not hard to imagine. People from theirpast will reevaluate
‘whateverfavorable impressions they may have had. People in their present and future will want
‘nothing to do them. People who harbor prejudice against them willseetheir bigotry
validated. People who consider them enemies will use the anicles to hurt them. People who want
‘money from them will usethe articles as templates for blackmail. People will refuse to allow
thei children to play with the women’s own children. And so on.

 

 

{cannot and will not lend my name to this travesty any further.Ido not see how those
‘associated with the magazine and its parent company — which includes some of my journalistic
heroes — could wantto doso either. For that matter, Ido not see howany lawyer fora
responsible media outlet could want todo so. You, your clients, and your parent company should
take the steps necessary toensure that this disaster does not happen again,

 

era Bolonik was unqualified to write this article,and should never have been assigned it.
Beyond that, she has used forpurposes completely antitheticalto the magazine's mission, The
more she secksto “unmask” Mischa byprobing into her childhood, seeking salacious details
abouther pre-tansition life, and deadnaming her to potential sources, the more your reporter
reveals that she, not Mischa Haider, isthe ealimposter. Your reporteri falsely posing as a
feminist, as a transally, as an ally 0 people ofcolor, and asa journalist. Now thatshe has done
very serious damage to innocent lives, herinfluential and well-connected friends may tempted to
coverup for her. They should resist the temptation. Her behavior, as I have demonstrated above,
isinexcusable

  

 

In closing, ! would lke to callattention to some of the harms these articles have caused,
andare continuing to cause by remaining online. There is, first, the matter ofthe articles"impact
fn the lives ofthe women and thei children, ust think for a moment about the four year-old boy
who serves asthe hook in your shameless ‘paternity trap" fiction, Has anyone associated with
the magazine considered the effect these articles will have on his future? Were the clicks worth
ine

 

“There is, second,the matter ofunderstanding the truthaboutthe women's activism that, as
Ihave suggested beforelies atthe center ofthis story. Their "personal is political” stance has
driven many of the events that have been so misunderstood by so many. Even many progressives
‘will probably consider these women’s values and ideas — their position that no degree of
‘enabling ofmisogyny should be tolerated, their radical view on women’s sexualagency, and
their unconventional views on family structure — to lie too far outside the box. Far from being
criminals or cult members, they simply have an unwavering and intense commitment to bringing
‘change in unconventional and disruptive ways. That shouldbe the subject of constructive and
respectful discussion. Maybe these Weird Sisters’ ideas will one day be mainstream. New York
should not be demonizing them,

 

‘There is third, the matter of Mischa Haider's voice and public presence.In this momentof
collectivereflection and ealls for action against the oppression of those who are marginalized,it
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{is both tragic and infuriating to see whatthese articles have done tothe life and reputation of a
transgender motherof color — particularly this one, As Ihave said before, the example she sets
—her loving relationship with her husband, her being mother to her three children,her
‘intellectual and literary contributions and accomplishments — should make her a role model and.
inspiration for ans girls Its her achievements and ideas that should be featured in your
publication,not the false and dehumanizing pulp curently being circulated.

New York devotes much ofits energies to calling out systemic racism and related injustices
tis therefore an intolerableirony thatthe magazine has silenced this extraordinary trans
‘woman's budding voice in the way that thas: by publishing a false story that deploys every
negative stereotype in the book to portray her asa serial vietimizer of white cis people — a
fetionatale coming from the false accusations of bigoted cis white people,written by a cis
‘White woman posing asa journalist. It is as though the magazine were trying to enact every form
Ofinjustice that it normally opposes

 

‘As I said before, some ofthose copied here arejournalistic heroes of mine. I hope they
‘encourage the magazineto do the rightthing. Asevents in the past few days show, there is
thankfully little appetite for attacks on marginalized people masquerading as free speech. It is
‘writers like Mischa Haider who should be invited by New York to tell thei stories ifthey choose
to,0 to offer insight on the issues we face at thistroubled time. It is writers like her who should
bbe publishing books about their lives if they wish to. That Mischa’s voice has gone silent while
era Bolonik reaps the rewards ofTrue Crime character assassination isa sad illustration of the
way our society keeps marginalized people from authentically telling their own stories. That
‘cannot be what New York wants to be known for.

‘Lill say it again. The only decent thing for your publication todo is take those articles
down, find a wayto address the harm they caused,and investigate thistravesty honestly and
thoroughly sothat it never happens again. Transparency,integrity, and accountability: those
should be your principles. Not clickbait, cronyism,and cover-ups

Sincerely,

Bruce Hay
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